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Eastern Arms and Armour
VARIOUS OWNERS
1
A JAPANESE KATANA

2
A JAPANESE WAKIZASHI, 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade with wavey hamon, signed
tang pierced with a single hole, signed plain steel tsuba,
fabric-bound sharkskin-covered grip with brass menuki, in
its W.W. II leather-covered saya

with curved single-edged blade retaining much of its
straight hamon (very small chips at the base), signed tang
pierced with a single hole, steel tsuba with soft metal
inlays, fabric-bound sharkskin-covered grip retaining a gilt
copper menuki on each side, in its lacquered saya with
signed kozuko

63.8cm; 25B in blade
The tang is signed Noshu seki ju Kanetatsu, Mino province.
£600-800

44cm; 17D in blade
£400-500

7

3

3
A PAIR OF JAPANESE STEEL STIRRUPS (ABUMI BATTO),
19TH CENTURY
with red lacquered treads (small losses), strongly curved at
the front and rising to a pierced plate incorporating a
looped buckle for suspension, and the outer surface
decorated with silver flowers and fruit (light surface rust);
and a modern copy of a tsuba
the first: 25.5cm; 10in high
(3)
£1200-1800

8

4

4
A VERY LARGE SINO-TIBETAN RITUAL DAGGER
(PHURBA), 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with short tapering brass blade of hollow-triangular section,
patinated brass hilt cast and chased in low relief, the base
formed as a scaly monster, openwork grip, and large
pommel decorated with a band of three monstrous masks
set with a horse bust, perhaps Hayagriva, at the top
44.2cm; 17I in

5

5
A FINE TIBETAN PHURBA, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with arrow-shaped steel blade of hollow-triangular section,
gilt-brass hilt of characteristic form, the lower portion
formed as a marine monster engulfing the blade, openwork
grip, the pommel cast with three differing divine and
monstrous masks, and retaining much gilding throughout
34.2cm; 13in
£400-500

£600-800

9

6

7

6
A MALAYSIAN KLEWANG, 19TH CENTURY
the blade inlaid with a brass inscription at the forte, horn
hilt carved as a monstrous mask set with ivory for the eyes
(small chips and losses), in its figured hardwood scabbard
with silver mounts and horn locket; A MOROCCAN
JAMBIYA, in its scabbard; AN AFRICAN AXE, with goldpainted head; and AN AFRICAN DAGGER, with copperbound grip
8

the first: 40.5cm; 16in blade
(4)
£200-250

7
A JAVANESE KRIS
with the pattern welded wavy blade, figurative hardwood
grip carved with characteristic scrollwork, silver mendak
and selut the former decorated with beadwork and filigree,
in its original scabbard with larger wrangka (small chips)
and the lower portion almost entirely encased in sheet
brass enclosing a panel of tortoiseshell at the front
40.5cm; 16in
£80-100

10

8
A BURMESE SILVER-MOUNTED DHA, 19TH CENTURY
with curved single-edged blade, wooden hilt of
characteristic form entirely encased in silver repousée with
foliage and scrollwork, in its original wooden scabbard
encased in sheet silver with mounts decorated en suite
with the hilt
54.5cm; 21I in
£150-200

9

9
A PAIR OF CHINESE SHORTSWORDS, 19TH CENTURY
with straight double-edged blades, brass hilts of
characteristic form cast with a monstrous head forming the
guard, lotus-shaped pommel, and carved hardwood grip, in
its original wooden double scabbard with brass mounts
cast en suite
10

49cm; 19D in blades
£120-150

11
A CHINESE TRIDENT, 19TH CENTURY
10
A CHINESE SHORTSWORD, LATE 19TH CENTURY
with double-edged blade incised with a brief inscription on
one side and a dragon on the other, rudimentary brass hilt
cast in low relief, fabric-bound grip, in its brass-mounted
lacquered scabbard

with tapering central spike of diamond section, a pair of upturned flat crescentic lugs, tapering socket with faceted
collar, on a later wooden haft (the steel parts pitted)
56.5cm; 22D in head
£100-150

76.2cm; 30in blade
£120-150

11

12

12
THE GILT-BRASS MOUNTED SHAMSHIR PRESENTED TO
SIR CORNWALLIS RICKETTS BY THE IMAM OF MUSCAT
AND SULTAN OF ZANZIBAR, CIRCA 1845
with curved blade double-edged towards the point, etched
and gilt with celestial motifs within a panel over the forte
on each side (worn), gilt-brass hilt cast with scrollwork
enclosing expanded flowerheads in low relief, comprising
cross-piece with fluted terminals, a pair of langets, and
integral grip rising to the pommel, in its original leather
covered wooden scabbard, with large gilt-brass mounts
comprising locket and chape chased with flowers and
foliage and a pair of suspension mounts decorated with
masks in the French taste; together with A TURKISH
SILVER-GILT MOUNTED YATAGHAN, 19TH CENTURY, with
curved single-edged blade cut with an inscription enclosed
within a decorative panel on one side and a further panel
on the other, the lower portion enclosed in repousée silver,
silver-gilt grip of slender proportion, decorated with
repousée foliage and with an eared pommel, in its wooden
scabbard encased in repousée silver with gilt-brass chape
formed as a monsterhead and gilt-brass locket, in its
chamois leather lined baize cover, with a label inscribed
‘Formerly the property of Ali Bey, The Turkish Admiral’: the
shamshir and yataghan contained together in a
contemporary mahogany two-tier case lined in padded red
velvet, the lid with brass escutcheon engraved with the
initial ‘R’ and the crest of Ricketts Bart., of Beaumont Leyes,
and sold together with related documentation, as outlined
below
the shamshir: 84.4cm; 33D in blade
the yataghan: 59.7cm; 23I in blade

The documentation includes an inscription in Arabic and a
contemporary translation as follows:
‘From the humble Fakeer Said the son of Sultan. To his
worthy and beloved friend the trusty Captain Hopson May
God preserve him – I wish you to go to the Captain of the
frigate /English/ and say unto him that Said sends him a
salam, even a great salam, and that Said is delighted at his
arrival and that the country is his and he can have whatever
he requires – and peace be on him. True Translation. A.
Hamerton’ and ‘This sword was presented by the Imam of
Muscat and Sultan of Zanzibar to Sir Cornwallis Ricketts on
his visiting Zanzibar in H.M.S.Helena in 1845, in
acknowledgment of the moral support His Highness has
derived from the presence of an English man of War, at a
time he was resisting the pressure of a French Mission to
obtain commercial advantages by Treaty, over and above
what had been conceded to the “most favoured nations”,
England included. The sword presented by His Highness
for Sir Cornwall Ricketts’ son (now in his possession) in
1845, was on the occasion of Sir C. R. conveying a silver
tea service of Plate, a present from Her Majesty the Queen
to the Imam of Muscat, to Zanzibar from the Cape of Good
Hope.
Sayyid Sa’id bin Sultan (1797-1856) was joint ruler with his
brother from 1804 and became sole ruler in 1806. In 1822
he signed the Moresby Treaty with the British in which
slaves to Christian powers became illegal throughout his
lands. He removed his residence to Zanzibar permanently
in 1840 and was recognised as Sultan of Muscat, Oman
and Zanzibar in 1845. He encouraged the clove plantations
in Zanzibar which became the world’s top producers of that
crop in 1860.
£6000-8000

12

13
13
A FINE INDIAN KNIFE, SIND, CIRCA 1860
with stout blade formed with a double-edged point,
recessed block-shaped forte engraved with scrolling foliage
on each side, and inlaid with a lengthy gold presentation
inscription on the back-edge, engraved steel hilt comprising
recurved cross-piece, cylindrical ferrule, and octagonal cap
pommel, decorated throughout with scrolling flowers and
foliage enriched with an alternating pattern of gold and
silver flowerheads, and pellets, tapering octagonal grip
formed of contrasting pieces of figured horn and ivory, and
remaining in fine condition throughout
37.8cm; 14P in
Literature:
Howard Ricketts and Philippe Missillier, Splendeur des
Armes Orientales, Paris 1988, p.130 no. 217.

The inscription reads, in translation:
‘...His Highness Mir Ali Khan Sahib Bahadur, The Governor
of Khairpur...(?) made by Hayat Haddad.’
His Highness Mir Ali Murad Khan Talpur (born 1815) was
the ruler of Khairpur State, a large tract of land in upper
Sind that remained independent when the country on both
sides of the Indus fell under the control of the British
Government following Sir Charles Napier’s victory at the
Battle of Meeanee in 1843.
Khaipur was one of the three ruling Houses of Sind that
had been set up in a division of the realm between the
three sons of Mir Sohrab Khan in the 1780’s when he
established his own dynasty there having driven out the
last Kalhora sovereign.
Another knife from this workshop was presented to the
Prince of Wales on his visit to India in 1875-6. See P.
Missillier and H. Ricketts, op.cit., p. 196.
£2500-3000
13

14

15

14
A FINE INDIAN KHANDA, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

15
AN UNUSUAL INDIAN SHORTSWORD WITH CARVED
JADE GRIP, 19TH CENTURY

with broad flat blade swelling towards the tip, inlaid with a
pair of brass pellets, the lower portion enclosed by a
shaped steel plate extending to a flower-shaped terminal
decorated with gold koftgari foliage, steel hilt of
characteristic form, including a pair of pierced foliate
langets extending over the forte, a pair of short quillons
formed en suite with the langets, figure-of-eight shaped
plates extending to form the knuckle-guard, attenuated
cup-shaped pommel, decorated throughout with gold
koftgari foliate borders, and original grip bound with cord
and silver wire, in its original felt covered wooden scabbard
with pierced steel chape decorated en suite with the hilt

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
slender fuller along the back-edge on each side and
decorated with a gold koftgari calligraphic cartouche and a
stylised tiger on one side (rubbed), the hilt formed of a
steel ferrule decorated with gold koftgari flowers and
foliage, and carved green soapstone grip including a lotus
flower on each side of the pommel, in its original wooden
scabbard covered with green parchment (small losses), and
steel mounts decorated en suite with the ferrule

81.2cm; 32in blade
£800-1000

14

54.2cm; 21G in blade
£700-900

16

16
AN INDIAN ENAMELLED SILVER CHAPE FOR A SWORD
SCABBARD, FIRST HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY LUCKNOW
decorated in blue and green enamel with foliage inhabited
by a vertical arrangement of exotic animals within a
chequered border (losses), and the top pierced with
scrolling foliage; and AN INDIAN GILT COPPER CHAPE
FOR A SWORD SCABBARD, 19TH CENTURY, decorated
over its surface with scrolling flowers and foliage on a
punched ground
the first: 13.5cm; 5G in
(2)
For a sword hilt decorated in a closely related manner to the
first see P. Missillier & H. Ricketts and 1988, p.134, no. 223.
£120-180

18
AN INDIAN FIRANGI, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with notched wavy blade decorated with exotic beasts in
gold koftgari on each side (worn), steel hilt of characteristic
form including a pair of broad langets of shaped outline,
and attenuated pommel
75.5cm; 29N in blade
£150-200

19
AN INDIAN TALWAR, 18TH CENTURY
with broad heavy single-edged blade (the forward half
missing), steel hilt of characteristic form, decorated with
silver flowers and foliage in relief, and large disc-shaped
pommel decorated with a large expanded flowerhead
overlaid with silver on the top (small losses)
46.5cm; 18G in blade

17
AN INDO-PERSIAN PESH-KABZ, 19TH CENTURY

£50-60

with recurved watered steel blade formed with a reinforced
back-edge, chiselled with a panel of scrolling foliage at the
forte and with further designs on the back-edge, the hilt
formed of an engraved steel back-strap (worn), a pair of
ivory grip-scales over brass fillets retained by five brass
rivets, and a loop for suspension
37cm; 14I in
£120-180
15

21

20

20
AN INDIAN AXE (TABAR), EARLY 19TH CENTURY

22
AN INDIAN DAGGER, 20TH CENTURY

with wedge-shaped head decorated with gold lines around
the borders and foliage at the base, square rear pean,
contemporary steel haft decorated with a pair of spiralling
gold lines, and knop-shaped terminal (worn)

with double-edged blade, steel hilt with ramshead pommel,
in its steel scabbard, decorated throughout with silver
koftgari scrolling foliage

61.5cm; 24D in

26cm; 10D in
£50-70

£300-400

21
AN INDIAN TALWAR FOR A CHILD, LATE 18TH CENTURY
with curved European blade double-edged towards the tip,
with a pair of latten filled decorative marks within a long
narrow fuller on each face and a latten double eyelash
mark on one side of the forte, and steel hilt of characteristic
form
60.3cm; 23N in blade
£100-150
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23
AN INDIAN KHANDA, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with broad heavy blade stamped with a mark on one side,
and iron hilt of talwar form (pitted)
78.5cm; 30P in blade
£80-100

24

26

24
AN INDO-PERSIAN AXE, 19TH CENTURY

26
A PERSIAN KINDJAL, 19TH CENTURY

with crescentic head etched with foliage inhabited by exotic
birds within a cartouche enriched with gold koftgari on
each side, etched flat rear face, tapering central spike, on a
tubular haft (areas of pitting)

with curved double-edged blade of watered steel, ivory hilt
with shaped pommel retained by two iron rivets with silver
foliate washers, in its original fishskin-covered wooden
scabbard with large nielloed silver mounts decorated with a
symmetrical arrangement of foliage on a punched ground

85.3cm; 33K in overall
£200-250

25.5cm; 10in
£150-200

25
AN ARGENTINIAN SILVER-MOUNTED SHORTSWORD,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY

27
AN ARAB JAMBIYA, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

with bayonet blade stamped with the maker’s details ‘Josée
Spinelli, Puan’, silver hilt comprising swelling faceted grip
decorated with short scrolled mouldings and a floral panel,
in its leather scabbard with silver mounts decorated en
suite, including locket with signed belt hook

with blade of characteristic form (rusted), composite
orange hilt applied with embossed gold rondels, in its
leather scabbard

52cm; 20I in

£140-180

31cm; 12D in

£120-180
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28

29

28
A BICHAQ, 19TH CENTURY, BALKAN OR GREEK

29
AN ARAB SILVER-HILTED SAIF, 19TH CENTURY

with single-edged blade engraved with a panel of foliage
on one side and along the back-edge, engraved silver hilt
formed of a scalloped ferrule enclosing the blade and
broad back-strap, ivory grip-scales retained by six silver
rivets (the pommel finial missing), in its silver scabbard
decorated with foliage and a central architectural cartouche
on each face, the terminal formed as a monsterhead,
engraved with the letter ‘M’ at the front and fitted with a
single loop for suspension

with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the tip,
silver hilt of characteristic form including a pair of short
fluted conical quillons, decorated with a flowerhead on the
langets, and retaining its knuckle-chain, in its wooden
scabbard covered with tooled leather and with silver
mounts en suite with the hilt

34cm; 13G in
£300-350
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70cm; 27K in blade
£300-400

30

31

32

30
A LARGE CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, 19TH CENTURY

32
A LARGE CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, 19TH CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade cut with a long off-set fuller
and decorated with a pair of gold koftgari foliate cartouches
on each side, decorated with three further koftgari foliate
panels on one side, shaped morse grip-scales retained by
three steel rivets, the upper and the lower each with foliate
cap decorated with gold koftgari

with broad blade cut with an off-set fuller on each side,
horn hilt of characteristic form retained by a pair of steel
rivets with cartouche shaped washers, in its original
leather-covered wooden scabbard with silver mounts
decorated with a flower top and bottom; TWO FURTHER
KINDJALS, 19TH CENTURY, the blades decorated with
silver koftgari, and the hilts and scabbards each decorated
en suite; and A SMALL KNIFE

62cm; 24I in
£400-500

the first: 55cm; 21K in
(4)

31
A CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, 19TH CENTURY

£250-300

with broad fullered blade (shortened), decorated on each
side with a pair of gold calligraphic panels and scrollwork,
and shaped morse grip (cracked)
38.7cm; 15D in
£100-150
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33

34

33
A TURKISH SHAMSHIR, 19TH CENTURY

34
A TURKISH KILIG, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved heavy single-edged blade decorated with a
gold calligraphic cartouche on each side, russet iron crosspiece and cap pommel each decorated with gold koftgari
flowers and foliage, and a pair of mother-of-pearl gripscales (one chipped) set with a pair of red pastes on each
side (one missing), in its fabric-covered wooden scabbard
(worn), with large russet iron mounts decorated with gold
koftgari en suite with the hilt

with fine curved watered steel blade double-edged towards
the tip, cut with a near full length broad fuller, reinforced
back-edge sparsely decorated with gold koftgari, chiselled
with scrolling foliage on a gold ground centring on a short
inscription on one side of the forte and a similar design
centring on a star on the other, steel cross-piece chiselled
with a deep spiralling pattern filled with gold on each side
of the langets, a pair of straight quillons with bud-shaped
terminals, hardwood grip-scales (small cracks), and pierced
pommel

78cm; 30N in blade
£1000-1200

68.5cm; 27in blade
£1200-1500
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35

36

35
A TURKISH KILIG, 19TH CENTURY

36
A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved blade double-edged over its upper third and
formed with characteristic reinforced back-edge, decorated
with a silver koftgari calligraphic cartouche on one side and
a shaped panel at the forte (light surface rust and wear),
brass cross-piece with bud-shaped terminals, moulded
brass back-strap, a pair of horn grip-scales (light worm
damage), in its leather-covered wooden scabbard with
large brass mounts (the scabbard now shrunk)

with curved single-edged blade of watered steel, incised
with a calligraphic cartouche and a gold koftgari
calligraphic panel on one side at the forte, steel hilt
comprising cross-piece decorated in the centre with a
panel of calligraphy on each side, short trumpet-shaped
quillons, plain steel cap pommel, and a pair of ivory gripscales retained by pair of brass rivets (small cracks)

73.6cm; 29in blade

76.5cm; 30B in blade
£600-800

£500-600
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37

37
A TURKISH SILVER-MOUNTED KILIG, LATE 18/EARLY
19TH CENTURY
with curved single-edged blade decorated in gold koftgari
with a panel of scrolling foliage on each side of the forte
and a gold calligraphic cartouche on one side (gold
rubbed), engraved silver cross-piece with bud-shaped
terminals, engraved silver back-strap, a pair of horn gripscales rising to an eared pommel, the grip bound with silk
banding woven with silver, in its original leather-covered
wooden scabbard with large silver mounts engraved en
suite with the cross-piece, and stamped with a tughra and
a further mark (hilt locking catch missing)
75cm; 29K in blade
£600-800

38

38
A RARE TURKISH TROUSSE, LATE 17TH CENTURY
comprising knife with slightly curved single-edged blade,
the back-edge cut with a wavy pattern and each side inlaid
with a series of brass-lined dots (losses), stamped with an
indistinct mark on one side at the forte, iron hilt formed
with a moulded collar and a plain back-strap, a pair of
green horn grip-scales retained by three pairs of rivets and
studded with large iron nails, the fork with a pair of long
slender prongs each moulded at the base and formed with
a spirally fluted neck, and a pair of horn grip-scales en suite
with the knife: in their original wooden scabbard entirely
sheathed in engraved brass, decorated with geometric
flowers, the chape and locket decorated with horizontal
bands of tulip flowers, the former with globular turbanshaped finial, and the latter with a pierced mount for
suspension
the knife: 40cm; 15N in
£800-1200
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39

39
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 19TH CENTURY
with curved reinforced single-edged blade, the lower
portion enclosed in a shaped gilt-metal panel set with
numerous small pieces of coral in raised mouldings,
extending over the hilt to form the back-strap, and a pair of
morse grip-scales rising up to an eared pommel (one small
chip), in an contemporary Balkan silver-mounted leathercovered wooden scabbard with large repousée mounts
56.3cm; 22D in blade
£500-700

40
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, THE SCABBARD DATED
FOR 1835/6
with slightly curved single-edged blade, decorated in gold
koftgari with two calligraphic panels and foliage on one
side and designs of scrollwork on the other, the lower
portion of the blade enclosed in a shaped chased white
metal panel extending to form the back-strap (small chips),
large ivory grip-scales rising to a characteristic eared

40

41

pommel (small age cracks), in a contemporary leathercovered wooden scabbard decorated with a panel
including the date in the centre, and with large gilt-brass
locket decorated with scrolling foliage and flowers
71cm; 28in blade
£500-600

41
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 18TH CENTURY
with curved single-edged blade of watered steel, the forte
encased with a brass panel engraved with foliage, steel hilt
engraved with foliage, fitted with a pair of horn grip-scales
rising to an eared pommel, each profusely studded with
brass nails, in its leather-covered wooden scabbard with
brass mounts engraved en suite
55cm; 21N in
£250-300
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42

42
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, 19TH CENTURY
with slightly curved single-edged blade cut with a brief
stylised inscription on one face and a decorative panel on
the other, the lower portion encased in a chased shaped
white metal panel extending to form the hilt, set with a
greet paste on each side and coral over the back-strap, and
fitted with a pair of large marine ivory grip scales rising to
form an eared pommel
58.5cm; 23in blade
£200-250

43
A RARE PERSIAN SAFAVID BAZU BAND, 17TH CENTURY
of watered steel, formed with a pointed elbow and a raised
flange at the wrist, pierced with three cartouches filled with
Koranic inscriptions in the middle, and with further slender
panels en suite around the edge, fitted with four pierced
steel buckles for straps, and retaining traces of gold
koftgari
34.2cm; 13I in
24

43

Literature:
Philippe Missillier & Howard Ricketts, Splendeur Des Armes
Orientales, 1988, no.88.
£500-700

44
AN INDO-PERSIAN KULAH-KHUD, 19TH CENTURY
with hemispherical skull rising to a central finial with screwin spike, fitted with a pair of slender plume-holders, sliding
nasal and mail neck-defence of butted links, the surface of
the skull chiselled with characteristic foliage and
calligraphic panels, and retaining small traces of silver
koftgari; together with AN INDO-PERSIAN DHAL AND A
PAIR OF INDO-PERSIAN BAZU BANDS, 19TH CENTURY,
each decorated with differing designs of foliage, the dhal
with calligraphic panels, figures, exotic beasts and retaining
some gold koftgari
27.5cm; 10N in high
(4)
£600-800

45
A SUDANESE DERVISH’S HELMET AND JIBBAH, LATE
19TH CENTURY
the helmet of hemispherical spun steel, drawn-up to a
faceted central finial, with a moulded recessed band at the
base, fitted with a sliding nasal bar secured by a plain
screw and with a shaped finial top and bottom, and
complete with its mail neck-defence of split and butted
rings; the jibba, of padded fabric, the outer surface
decorated with linear patterns in blue, red and gold, red
standing collar, and trimmed in blue at the base and the
sleeves (very small holes and minor tears and fading)
the helmet: 19cm; 7I in high
(2)
The jibba was the uniform of the dervishes: the followers
of Mahommed Ahmed, who proclaimed himself the guide,
or Mahdi, of Islam. He denounced the Ottoman rulers of
the region and preached a universal equality in rank and
goods. A number of jibba, along with helmets and Mahdi
banners, were taken at the Battle of Omdurman in 1898.
See P. Missillier & H. Ricketts 1988, p. 147.
£2000-2500

45
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46
AN INDIAN MAIL TÔP AND SHIRT, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
each formed of rivetted links, the tôp with central steel
plume-holder and open at the face, the shirt open at the
neck, with short arms and extending to the knees (each
with holes and losses); and a very rare contemporary
padded lining for covering the head and upper torso (worn)
(3)
£400-500

47
AN EASTERN MAIL SHIRT, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
formed of numerous small rivetted rings, open at the neck,
and extending to the elbows and the thighs (rusted, small
holes)
£350-450

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM STYRIAN CASTLE
48
A COMPOSITE HORN BOW, POSSIBLY OTTOMAN, 17TH
CENTURY
formed of laminated layers of horn, with swelling grip in
the centre, a notch at each end, and retaining traces of
painted finish, and a later leather quiver and a quantity of
arrows
84cm; 33in
(qty)
£500-700

VARIOUS OWNERS

46

49
A TURKISH SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOL,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with tapering barrel engraved with foliage over the breech
(worn) and enclosed by a large silver band at the muzzle
repousée with scrolls and foliage, engraved stepped lock,
figured hardwood full stock, the butt entirely encased in
silver chiselled in high relief with flowers, beadwork, small
geometric panels and enriched with niello and filigree, the
spine set with three corals in raised settings, spurred silver
pommel decorated en suite, engraved steel trigger-guard
with acanthus finial, and repousée silver ramrod-pipe and
imitation ramrod
49.5cm; 19I in
£1200-1400
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49

50

50
A BALKAN SILVER-MOUNTED MIQUELET-LOCK PISTOL,
LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY

51
A TURKISH FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL, LATE
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with tapering barrel retained by a broad repousée silver
band at the muzzle, flat lock of characteristic form, wooden
full stock entirely covered in silver decorated with repousée
scrolling foliage and flowers, including ‘rat’s tail’ pommel,
silver trigger-guard en suite, and with imitation ramrod;
and A TURKISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, 19TH
CENTURY, with swamped barrel decorated with gold
flowers and foliage, bevelled lock decorated en suite,
figured hardwood full stock profusely inlaid with silver wire
and pellets, steel side-plate and trigger-guard enriched with
silver koftgari, and spurred white metal pommel cast and
chased with flowers and trophies-of-arms (losses, later
ramrod)

with flared barrel retaining traces of silver decoration, the
tang overlaid with an engraved copper plaque, large
engraved lock, figured hardwood full stock profusely
studded over its entire surface with silver nails arranged in
chevron patterns, and brass mounts including side-plate
and slender butt-cap (trigger-guard and ramrod missing); A
TURKISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, 19TH CENTURY,
with three-stage barrel stamped with a faux Italian
inscription and fluted over the breech, engraved lock with
slender, figured hardwood full stock profusely inlaid with
silver wire over its surface, steel mounts including pierced
chiselled side-plate, spurred pommel and trigger-guard
each incorporating a grotesque mask, and imitation brass
ramrod; and AN ADRIATIC FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL,
LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY, with long barrel chiselled with
foliage over the breech, curved rounded lock, figured
walnut half-stock, and chiselled steel mounts (worn
throughout)

the first: 54.5cm; 21I in
(2)
£800-1000

the first: 43.8cm; 17D in
(3)
£700-900
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52

56

52
A JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK GUN, 19TH CENTURY
with octagonal sighted barrel strongly moulded at the
muzzle, inlaid with bamboo and Chidori birds in silver,
signed beneath the breech, standing back-sight, integral
pan with brass pivot-cover, brass action of characteristic
form including moulded serpentine and brass external
mainspring, figured cherrywood full stock pierced with
brass-lined apertures to secure the barrel (the steel parts
pitted, stock faded, the fore-end with one small chip,
ramrod missing)
98.5cm; 38N in barrel
The signature reads Tanaka Zengoro Saku, who worked in
Sesshu province during the Edo period.
£400-500

53
A TURKISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, 19TH
CENTURY
with tapering barrel chiselled with foliage over the breech,
bevelled lock, hardwood full stock carved with rudimentary
scrollwork and inlaid with white metal wire, brass mounts
including solid side-plate and spurred faceted pommel
decorated with a pattern of ropework, and ivory-tipped
wooden ramrod; and ANOTHER, 19TH CENTURY, with
tapering barrel retained by a steel band at the muzzle, and
hardwood full stock carved in a similar manner to the
preceding, and imitation ramrod
the first: 49cm; 19D in
(2)
£350-450

54
A BALKAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
with tapering barrel retained by a pair of plain brass bands,
rounded lock chiselled with scrolls on the tail and engraved
with foliage over its surface, the cock and steel decorated
en suite, figured hardwood full stock carved in low relief,
and brass mounts including spurred pommel cast and
chased with scrolls
50.2cm; 19N in
£200-300
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55
A TURKISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL IN THE
ENGLISH TASTE, 19TH CENTURY
with two-stage swamped sighted barrel stamped with
spurious proof marks at the breech, engraved stepped lock
with a pseudo maker’s signature, figured walnut full stock,
and brass mounts including spurred pommel and triggerguard each engraved with naïve trophies-of-arms (cleaned,
later ramrod); ANOTHER, 19TH CENTURY, with two-stage
swamped barrel in the Spanish taste, engraved stepped
lock, figured walnut full stock, and engraved steel mounts
(worn, ramrod missing); and A TURKISH DAGGER, EARLY
19TH CENTURY, with earlier single-edged blade stamped
with a shamshir mark on one side, ivory grip studded with
numerous brass studs (cracked, losses), and eared
pommel, in its brass-covered wooden scabbard (losses)
the first: 42cm; 16I in
(3)
£300-350

56
AN INDIAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, TORADOR, LATE
18TH/19TH CENTURY
with swamped sighted barrel formed with a fluted vaseshaped muzzle, retained by six slender brass bands,
standing steel back-sight, brass serpentine and trigger,
figured hardwood full stock with large brass plates with
cusped borders enclosing the action and extending over
the fore-end (pricker missing), pierced brass butt-cap with
horn base, a pair of brass sling swivels, leather sling, and
steel ramrod
97.2cm; 38D in barrel
57

£250-350

Military Edged Weapons
57
A FINE GEORGIAN OFFICER’S SWORD BY OSBORN,
LONDON, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with curved blade formed with a near full-length shallow
fuller on each face, etched and gilt on a blued panel over
half of its length with foliage, the crowned Royal Arms, and
the maker’s signature on a scrolling panel on one side and
with further designs of foliage, the crowned Royal cypher
and a trophy-of-arms on the other, gilt-brass stirrup hilt
comprising a pair of langets cast with lion masks in low
relief, scrolling quillon, faceted knuckle-guard, faceted backstrap rising to a lion’s head pommel, and original banded
ivory grip (small cracks) bound with twisted copper wire, in
its original tooled leather scabbard (areas of wear, cracked
in the middle), with gilt-brass mounts, and retaining some
original gilding throughout
81.5cm; 32B in
£2000-2500
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58

58
A GEORGIAN OFFICER’S SWORD BY PROSSER, CUTLER
TO THE KING AND THEIR ROYAL HIGHNESSES THE
PRINCE OF WALES AND THE DUKE OF YORK, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

59

60

59
A GEORGIAN LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved blade formed with a reinforced back-edge and
a clipped-back point, etched and gilt with trophies,
dragons, celestial masks and a trophy-of-arms on a blued
panel on each side over the lower half (small areas of light
wear), gilt-brass stirrup hilt including a pair of langets
engraved with foliage, faceted knuckle-guard and backstrap, the latter rising to formed a maned lionshead
pommel, original ebony grip bound with copper wire, in its
original leather scabbard with engraved shaped brass
mounts including locket inscribed with the maker’s details
on the reverse

with curved blade double-edged towards the tip, etched
and gilt on a blued panel covering three-quarters of its
length, decorated with the crowned Royal Arms, the
crowned Royal cypher and differing designs of foliage on
the respective faces conventional foliage, steel stirrup hilt
including a pair of langets with faceted borders, knuckleguard and back-strap each decorated with a pair of vertical
notched bands, original fishkin-covered grip bound with
twisted silver wire, and the hilt retaining traces of an early
silvered finish, in its original leather scabbard (the stitching
loose) with shaped steel mounts engraved with linear
ornament, and the locket engraved with the owner’s initial
‘JWW’ on the reverse

61.8cm; 24G in blade

73cm; 28N in blade

£1200-1800

£1000-1500
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61

62

63

60
A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY UNDRESS SWORD

62
A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD

with German blade by J. J. Runkel, Solingen, etched with
trophies, the crowned Royal cypher on each side, the
owner’s initials ‘J.P.’ and ‘Hankin Royal Greys’ (possibly
later), regulation steel hilt, and retaining its original leathercovered wooden grip bound with plaited silver wire (small
losses)

with etched blade retaining traces of gilding (worn), the hilt
with fixed shell-guard (quillon missing), and the grip bound
with twisted silver wire

87cm; 34D in blade
£600-800

61
A GEORGIAN LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

82.5cm; 32I in blade
£180-220
63
A 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S SWORD
with etched blued and gilt blade incorporating a patriotic
inscription, and the hilt with folding shell-guard (grip
binding missing, light wear throughout)
77.7cm; 30K in blade

with curved single-edged blade formed with a near fulllength fuller on each side, polished steel stirrup hilt
including faceted knuckle-guard and back-strap, the latter
rising to a beaked pommel, original fishkskin-covered grip
bound with twisted silver wire, in its original leather
scabbard with large shaped steel mounts incised with pairs
of lines at the borders

£150-180

82cm; 32D in blade

(4)

£500-700

£120-180

64
A SOCKET BAYONET FOR A BROWN BESS BY J. ROE
an Enfield yataghan bayonet, with its scabbard; a French
Lebel bayonet; and A German Mauser bayonet, with its
scabbard

31

65

66

67

65
A ROYAL HORSE GUARDS OFFICER’S SWORD BY
PROSSER, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, CIRCA 1832

67
A GEORGE IV 1822 PATTERN GRENADIER OFFICER’S
SWORD

of regulation type, with fullered blade double-edged
towards the tip, stamped ‘Prosser’ on the back-edge at the
forte and etched with the maker’s details on each side of
the forte within a foliate panel, regulation brass hilt cast in
low relief, original fishskin-covered grip bound with brass
wire, in its regulation scabbard engraved with the owner’s
crest at the mouth, and retaining its buff leather sword knot

the blade etched with a crowned flaming grenade, the
Royal cypher and retaining much polish, the hilt retaining
some gilt finish, in its brass scabbard, and retaining its
Victorian sword knot (worn) applied with a flaming grenade
and the Royal cypher

100cm; 39G in blade

£300-400

82.5cm; 32I in blade

£700-900

66
AN 1827 PATTERN CEYLON RIFLE REGIMENT OFFICER’S
SWORD BY BUCKMASTER, 3 NEW BURLINGTON STREET,
LONDON, CIRCA 1836-40

68
A MILITARY HANGER, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY,
ENGLISH OR AMERICAN

with etched blade, in its original scabbard (the steel parts
lightly cleaned with chemicals)

with slightly curved blade cut with a long fuller along the
back-edge on each side (shortened), brass slotted hilt (bent,
two bars broken), spirally fluted pommel, and banded
wooden grip, in its leather scabbard with engraved brass
chape

82.2cm; 32G in blade

56cm; 22in blade

The Ceylon Rifle Regiment was formed in 1820 from the 1st
Ceylon Light Infantry Regiment and was disbanded in 1873.

£100-150

£300-400
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69
A RARE CASED PAIR OF VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN
INFANTRY SWORDS BY PHILIPPS & SON, GEORGE ST.,
HANOVER SQ, LONDON, CIRCA 1864-70
with standard and piquet-weight etched blades, each
decorated with foliage, the crowned Royal cypher, the
owner’s initials, ‘A. H.’, crested arms including three Eagles
displayed, and motto ‘Vive ut Vivas’, regulation brass hilts,
one retaining its leather liner and bullion knot, in their
brass-mounted leather scabbards, contained together in
their original mahogany case with flush-fitting brass
carrying handle, and lined in padded red velvet (the lining
worn)
82cm; 32D in and 78cm; 30N in blades
Philipps & Son traded at this address as Philipps, Lawrence
& Son circa 1864-70.
£2000-3000

69
33

70
70
A VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD OF THE KING’S 60TH ROYAL RIFLE CORPS, BY
HENRY WILKINSON, PALL MALL, LONDON, NO.14188
FOR 1866
the blade etched with regimental details, crowned Royal
cypher, the owner’s crest and initials ‘F.G.D.’, in its steel
scabbard
83.2cm; 32N in blade
The Wilkinson Sword Ltd records state that this sword was
completed on 30th January 1866 for F. G. Doyle Esq (per
Col. North).
£250-300

72
71
A VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD BY HENRY WILKINSON, NO.19471 FOR 1874, with
etched blade, in its regulation brass scabbard
83cm; 32K in blade
£200-250

72
A VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER’S
SWORD BY MAYNARD, HARRIS & GRICE, LEADEN HALL
ST., CIRCA 1869-78
with etched blade (one hilt bar cracked), in its scabbard
82.5cm; 32I in blade
£150-200

34

73
73
A CAVALRY SWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY
with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the tip,
steel stirrup hilt with curved langets, and the grip with later
leather binding
86cm; 33P in blade
£100-120
74
A VICTORIAN POLICE OR CUSTOMS SWORD
with slightly curved fullered blade double-edged towards
the point, regulation brass stirrup hilt, and original rayskincovered grip
61.5cm; 24D in blade

75

76
75
THE BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD OF COLONEL G. C.
S. CAMERON, THE QUEEN’S OWN CAMERON
HIGHLANDERS BY WILKINSON, NO.32141 FOR 1893
with regulation blade etched with foliage, the Royal cypher,
thistle foliage and the owner’s initials at the forte,
regulation steel hilt of characteristic type (one panel corner
cracked and chipped), in its original leather field service
scabbard
84cm; 33in blade
The Wilkinson Sword Ltd records state that this ‘Claymore
(Cameron)’ was proved on 10th April 1893 and sold to
G.C.S.Cameron of the Cameron Highlanders.
£500-700

£60-80
76
A 1912 PATTERN CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD BY HENRY
WILKINSON, PALL MALL, LONDON, NO.48959 FOR CIRCA
1914-17
with etched blade, in its scabbard (light corrosion
throughout)
89.5cm; 39D in blade
£150-200
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77

79

77
A MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD FOR USE IN INDIA, CIRCA
1936-47

79
A CONTINENTAL MAMELUKE-HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

of regulation type, the blade etched with the crowned
Imperial cypher, gilt-brass cross-piece cast with the Imperial
cypher, and ivorine grips, in its original plated steel
scabbard with brass mounts en suite with the cross-piece

with curved single-edged blade retaining traces of watered
pattern (small chips), steel hilt including cross-piece with
acorn finials, and a pair of horn grip-scales retained by
three iron rivets, in its steel scabbard with two suspension
rings

84.5cm; 33D in blade
£300-400

78cm; 30N in blade
£400-600

78
THE GEORGE V 1897 PATTERN INFANTRY SWORD OF J.
J. WOGAN D. C. M. BY THE OFFICERS OF THE 4TH
BATTALLION, THE MIDDLESEX REGIMENT, MAY 17TH
1917
in its leather field service scabbard
82.5cm; 32I in
£200-300

36

80
80
TWO CONTINENTAL NAVAL BOARDING CUTLASSES
probably French for the Belgian or Dutch Navy, one with
traces of Châtellerault arsenal inscription and an anchor on
each side of the blade, steel stirrup hilts with faceted cap
pommels and faceted grips

81

82
82
A CONTINENTAL BRASS-HILTED SHORTSWORD,
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
based on the French model 1767, with curved blade, brass
stirrup hilt and banded grip, in its brass-mounted leather
scabbard

66.5cm; 26D in blades

59cm; 23D in blade

(2)

£150-200

£200-300
81
FOUR CONTINENTAL REGULATION SHORTSWORDS,
19TH CENTURY
based on the French model 1816 briquet, the first Belgian,
with long curved blade double-edged towards the point,
and brass stirrup hilt stamped ‘Montagu a Gand’; the last
three with short steel curved blades double-edged towards
the point, one dated 1898, and brass stirrup hilts, and one
retaining its leather scabbard (worn)

83
A SWORD BAYONET, MID-19TH CENTURY
of Brunswick type, possibly for the Malherbe of Liège
contract, with straight double-edged blade, brass hilt
including a pair of stout quillons of rounded section,
banded grip and slotted for a lug of rectangular section,
and fitted with sprung steel catch
44.3cm; 17I in blade
£400-500

the first: 70.5cm; 27N in blade,
the second, third and fourth: 59.5cm; 23I in blades
(4)
£200-300
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85

86

87

84
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY SWORD, SECOND QUARTER
OF THE 19TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR FRENCH

86
A CONTINENTAL INFANTRY SWORD, SECOND HALF OF
THE 19TH CENTURY

with curved fullered blade by Schelbusch & Sohn in
Solingen, etched with trophies and foliage, brass triple-bar
hilt including cap pommel extending to for the back-strap,
and a pair of long oval langets; A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY
OFFICER’S SWORD, DATED 1889, with curved fullered
blade, gilt-brass triple-bar hilt including cap pommel, and
leather grip bound with brass wire, in its steel scabbard;

(2)

with curved fullered blade, brass stirrup hilt formed with an
additional outer bar, and banded horn grip, in its steel
scabbard; A BELGIAN OFFICER’S SWORD, MID-20TH
CENTURY, with pipe-backed blade etched with the
crowned Royal cypher of Leopold III (reigned 1934-51), and
a patriotic inscription, gilt-brass hilt cast with laurel foliage,
in its polished steel scabbard; A CONTINENTAL OFFICER’S
SWORD, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY, with German
polished pipe-backed blade, gilt-brass four-bar hilt cast with
laurel foliage, in its steel scabbard

£250-300

the first: 80.5cm; 31N in blade

the first: 85cm; 33I in blade

(3)
85
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY SWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY
with curved fullered blade, brass triple-bar hilt, and leathercovered wooden grip, in its steel scabbard; and ANOTHER,
MID-19TH CENTURY, with pipe-backed blade, brass triplebar hilt, and later grip
the first: 87.5cm; 34I in blade
(2)
£250-300
38

£250-300

87
A CONTINENTAL OFFICER’S SWORD, MID-18TH
CENTURY
with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the point
and struck with a King’s head mark on each side, steel
stirrup hilt including an additional outer guard formed of
two scrolling bars joining the cross-guard, and faceted
back-strap rising to a cap pommel, and the grip retaining its
copper bound leather covering
78.7cm; 31in blade
£200-250

88
A FINE AND RARE FRENCH FIRST REPUBLIC SENIOR
HUSSAR OFFICER’S SABRE OF PRESENTATION QUALITY,
CIRCA 1800
with curved blade formed with a spear point, cut with a
broad three-quarter length fuller on each face, etched and
gilt with foliage, a wreath, and a trophy-of-arms on a blued
panel on the lower portion on each side, the forte
decorated with a gilt trellis pattern of flowers (the blueing
worn on one side), and inscribed ‘Klingenthal’ on the backedge, gilt-brass hilt in the German manner, comprising
fluted quillon with shaped terminal, fluted langets and
knuckle-guard, the former centring on a diamond-shaped
panel, cap pommel fluted en suite and decorated with a
trophy-of-arms partly enclosed by laurel (pommel retained
by a later pin), original leather-covered banded wooden
grip pierced with a pair of rivets with rosette washers, in its
original leather-covered wooden scabbard with large giltbrass mounts comprising locket and chape each fluted en
suite with the hilt, the latter decorated with trophies-of-war,
and a pair of middle bands each decorated with trophies en
suite with the pommel cap, and a pair of brass rings for
suspension (the scabbard split along the seam beneath the
locket)
88cm; 34I in blade
Provenance:
Dr Raymond Wargnier, sold Sotheby’s Monaco, 23rd April
1990, lot 980.
A very similar sword is illustrated C. Ariès 1969, 3 fascicule,
fig. 2. For a similar blade and scabbard mounts see the
Sabre of General La Fayette in the Museé de l’Armée, Paris.

88

£10000-15000
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89
A VERY RARE FRENCH FIRST EMPIRE SABRE FOR AN
OFFICER OF THE FOOT GRENADIERS OF THE IMPERIAL
GUARD, BY DUC FOURBISSEUR DE LA GARDE
IMPERIALE, RUE ST HONORÉ EN FACE CELLE DE LA LOI
NO.251, PARIS, CIRCA 1805
with curved blade double-edged towards the point, cut
with a near full-length broad shallow fuller and a slender
fuller along the back-edge on each side, the former etched
over the lower half with the crowned Imperial Eagle, the
letter ‘N’ within a laurel wreath, the inscription ‘Grenadiers
a Pied’ and a neoclassical trophy on one side and a similar
design incorporating the inscription ‘Garde Imperiale’ and
the maker’s details on the other, and all retaining traces of
gilding, brass stirrup hilt comprising slightly down-curved
quillon with bud-shaped terminal, lozenge-shaped langets
applied with a silver profile bust of the Emperor Napoleon
on the outer face and engraved with an expanded
flowerhead on the inner, knuckle-guard and back-strap cast
with anthemion, the former rising to a cap pommel
engraved en suite with the rear langet, wooden grip,
probably the original, bound with twisted silver wire, in its
original leather scabbard with large brass mounts
decorated with moulded bands (the scabbard with age
cracks)
80cm; 31I in blade
Provenance:
Dr Raymond Wargnier, sold Sotheby’s Monaco, 23rd April
1990, lot 963.
A very similar sword signed by this maker in the same
manner is illustrated C. Ariès 1969, 4 fascicule, fig. 2.
£10000-12000

89

40

90
A VERY RARE FRENCH FIRST EMPIRE SABRE FOR AN
OFFICER OF THE CHASSEURS À CHEVAL OF THE
IMPERIAL GUARD, CIRCA 1810
with curved blade formed with a clipped-back point, cut
with a near full-length broad shallow fuller and a slender
fuller along the back-edge on each side, the former etched
over the lower portion on each side with a sun-insplendour, the crowned Imperial Eagle within a laurel
wreath, neoclassical foliage, trophies and retaining traces
of gilding (light pitting), the back-edge with Klingenthal
Imperial arsenal inscription at the forte, brass stirrup hilt
stamped ‘Laurent’ beneath the knuckle-guard, comprising
bud-shaped quillon, lozenge-shaped langets engraved with
a crowned ‘N’ between a spray of laurel on the outer face,
knuckle-guard engraved with acanthus foliage, back-strap
and cap pommel decorated en suite, wooden grip with
later brass binding, in its original leather-covered wooden
scabbard with large brass mounts engraved with
neoclassical foliage and motifs, with engraved steel drag
and a pair of steel suspension rings (one replaced)
81.5cm; 32B in blade
Provenance:
Dr Raymond Wargnier, sold Sotheby’s Monaco, 23rd April
1990, lot 962.
For a similar sword see C. Ariès 1969, 4 fascicule, fig. 3.
£8000-10000

90
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91
91
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII HEAVY CAVALRY TROOPER’S
SWORD, DATED 1813
the blade with Klingenthal Imperial arsenal inscription and
the date on the back-edge, stamped with inspector’s marks
at the forte, brass hilt stamped with the number 1103, in its
original steel scabbard numbered en suite with the hilt
(areas of wear)
96.4cm; 38in blade

92

93
92
A RARE FRENCH MODEL 1784 CAVALRY SABRE
the blade and hilt each stamped with two marks, a crowned
‘K’ for Klingenthal and a crowned ‘B’, for the inspector F. A.
Bisch, the hilt inscribed ‘A 57’ underneath, and leathercovered wooden grip, perhaps the original
96cm; 37N in blade
£700-900

£600-800
93
A FRENCH MODEL 1816 CAVALRY TROOPERS SABRE,
DATED 1826
the blade with Klingenthal arsenal inscription, in its
scabbard (corroded)
98.2cm; 38K in blade
£200-250
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94

95

96

94
A FRENCH LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICER’S SABRE, DATED
1812

96
A FRENCH LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICER’S SABRE, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

the blade with Klingenthal Imperial arsenal inscription and
the date on the back-edge, stamped with inspector’s marks
at the forte, brass hilt (quillon missing), in its steel scabbard
(pitted)

with pie-backed blade, engraved brass triple-bar hilt of
moulded bars including outer langet engraved with a
flowerhead, leather-covered grip bound with brass wire, in
its steel scabbard with brass-mounted buff leather
suspension loop

87.5cm; 34I in blade
£400-500

91.5cm; 32B in blade
£400-500

95
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII HEAVY CAVALRY TROOPER’S
SWORD, DATED 1819
the blade with Klingenthal Royal arsenal inscription and the
date on the back-edge, stamped with inspector’s marks at
the forte, and brass hilt stamped with the inspector’s marks
and the number
99.8cm; 39D in blade
£350-450
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97
97
TWO FRENCH MODEL 1833 BOARDING CUTLASSES
each etched with an anchor on each side of the blade (one
worn), the back-edges with Châtellerault and Klingenthal
arsenal inscriptions respectively, one guard painted with an
early number inside, each in its scabbard with suspension
strap
68cm; 26N in blade
(2)
£300-350

98
99
A FRENCH MODEL 1872/84 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER’S
EPÉE
with folding the shell-guard cast with a wreath on the outer
face; A FRENCH MODEL 1837 MARINE OFFICER’S EPÉE,
with horn grip; A FRENCH MUSICIAN’S EPÉE, (the upper
three-quarters of the blade missing), in its scabbard;
ANOTHER EPÉE, with pierced white metal hilt; A
CONTINENTAL REGULATION SWORD BLADE, in its
scabbard; and A BRITISH 1796 PATTERN INFANTRY
OFFICER’S SWORD, in relic condition (pommel and grip
missing)

98
A FRENCH MODEL 1855 INFANTRY OFFICER’S SABRE,
DATED 1855

the first: 78.7cm; 31in blade

the blade formed with a spear point and engraved with the
date and Châtellerault Imperial arsenal inscription, in its
scabbard; A FRENCH MARINE OFFICER’S SWORD, MID19TH CENTURY, with curved fullered blade and brass hilt
cast with foliage; and A FRENCH MODEL 1896 CAVALRY
TROOPERS SABRE (inscription obscured);

£250-300

the first: 77cm; 30G in blade
(3)
£400-500
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(6)

100

101

102

100
A RARE GARDE DE HESSEN-DARMSTADT CAVALRY
DEGEN, CIRCA 1750-68

102
A PRUSSIAN INFANTRY OFFICER’S DEGEN, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with straight double-edged blade of hollow-hexagonal
section, inscribed ‘Garde de Hesse’ on each side, rectangular
forte, silvered hilt of pallasch form cast in low relief,
comprising short quillon, frontal guard cast with the crowned
monogram of Landgraf Ludwig VIII (1739-1768), knuckleguard joined to the frontal guard by a pair of curved bars, and
back-strap rising to a lionhead pommel, and the grip bound
with silvered wire, probably the original (small areas of wear)

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the point
and etched with foliage over the lower portion, brass
regulation hilt including double shell-guard (each bent upwards), and urn-shaped pommel cast with acanthus (the grip
binding loose and with losses), in its brass-mounted leather
scabbard; ANOTHER, MID-19TH CENTURY, with straight
fullered blade double-edged at the point, in its brassmounted leather scabbard (the belt-hook now detached)

87.5cm; 34I in blade

the first: 83.5cm; 32P in blade

£800-100

(2)

101
A GERMAN OFFICER’S DEGEN, LATE 19TH CENTURY

£150-200

with fine blade cut with a broad fuller filled by three shorter
fullers over the lower half, the latter each pierced with a
series of slotted circles and decorated with etched and gilt
scrolls and trophies on a blued panel, gilt-brass stirrup hilt,
engraved with the initials ‘G. v. K. G.F. R’ on the inner langet
and applied with a silvered garde star on the outer, wirebound fishskin-covered grip, in its steel scabbard
75cm; 29K in blade
£300-350
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103

104

105

103
A GERMAN CAVALRY OFFICER’S SABRE, CIRCA 1900

104
A PRUSSIAN ARTILLERY OFFICER’S SABRE

with slender fullered blade etched with foliage over the
lower portion, gilt-bass hilt cast in relief, including downturned quillon with lionhead terminal, langet with a warrior
mask on the front and engraved with the owner’s coat-ofarms on the reverse, back-strap decorated with foliage
rising to a lionhead pommel, and original fishskin-covered
grip, in its scabbard

with etched blade, regulation brass stirrup hilt, wire-bound
fishskin-covered grip, in its steel scabbard with two brass
mounts for sling swivels (worn)
80.5cm; 31N in blade
(2)
£80-120

36cm; 33N in blade
£150-200

105
A GERMAN MAMELUKE-HILTED SWORD IN THE TURKISH
TASTE, 19TH CENTURY
with curved fullered blade, brass cross-piece with globular
terminals, and horn grip rising to a swollen pommel, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with large brass mounts
(worn throughout)
60.5cm; 23P in blade
£150-200
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106

107

108

106
A GERMAN SHORTSWORD, MID-19TH CENTURY

108
A SAXON MODEL 1867 INFANTRY OFFICER’S DEGEN

modelled on the French model 1816 briquet, the forte
stamped ‘Wester & Co.’, ‘Solingen’ and with a further mark,
a shield incorporating the letter F, in its regulation scabbard

with straight polished blade inscribed ‘C.A Westmann
Dresden’ and ‘ Eisenhauer Garantiert’ within a pair of long
fullers on the respective sides, brass regulation hilt with
folding double shell-guard, retaining its sword knot, in its
scabbard, applied with the crowned Royal cypher of
Johann I (reigned 1854-73) (worn)

60.2cm; 23N in blade
£80-100

76.8cm; 30D in blade
107
A SAXON MODEL 1845 INFANTRY SHORTSWORD

£150-200

the forte stamped ‘Knecht’ and ‘Solingen’, in its scabbard
46.8cm; 18G in blade
£80-100
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109

110

111

109
AN IMPERIAL GERMAN NAVAL OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE
19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY

111
A SWEDISH CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, 19TH
CENTURY

with etched pipe-backed blade, gilt-brass half-basket hilt
with folding side-guard, a maned lion-head forming the
back-strap and pommel and ivorine grip, in its regulation
scabbard (light wear)

probably for a Royal Horse Guards or Crown Princes
Hussar, with slender pipe-backed blade etched over its
lower portion, gilt-brass hilt cast in low relief, including oval
langets decorated with trophies-of-arms, knuckle-guard
with a pair of crossed flags and a brace of pistols, and the
back-strap rising to a maned lionshead pommel, original
wire-bound fishskin-covered grip, in its leather scabbard
with large gilt-brass mounts decorated en suite with the hilt

77.5cm; 30I in blade
£200-300

110
TWO AUSTRIAN MODEL 1858 NAVAL CUTLASSES
with pipe-backed blades, the first stamped with the date
‘1859’ and the maker’s name ‘E. S. Jung’ at the forte, sheet
steel hilts pierced with a pair of long slots, and original
wire-bound fishskin-covered grips, in their original steel
scabbards
60.2cm; 23N in blades
(2)
£250-300
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80.5cm; 30N in blade
£500-700

112

113

114

112
TWO REGULATION SWORDS, 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
FOR THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY

114
A DUTCH HANGAR (KLEWANG), LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY

each with straight single-edged fullered blade, steel hilt
formed of a sheet steel guard and spherical pommel,
banded wooden grip, and steel scabbard (the blades pitted)

with blued blade stamped ‘Hemburg’, and blued steel hilt,
in its scabbard; A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY SWORD, LATE
19TH CENTURY, with slightly curved fullered blade, sheet
steel hilt pierced with a large drop-shaped aperture, cap
pommel, and wire-bound leather-covered grip; and
ANOTHER CONTINENTAL SWORD, LATER 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY

90cm; 35I in blades
(2)
£200-250

the first: 63.2cm; 24P in blade
113
TWO DUTCH NAVAL BOARDING CUTLASSES, MID19TH/20TH CENTURY

(3)
£200-250

based on the French model 1833, one blade etched with an
anchor on each side and with the maker’s initials ‘A & A. S.’
at the forte, the other stamped ‘JFJBar Delft’ at the forte, the
guards stamped ‘1669’ and ‘2225’ respectively, and painted
with an early white number inside, in their steel scabbards
67.3cm; 26I in blades
(2)
The Dutch variant of the French model 1833 stayed in use
until 1940.
£250-300
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115

115
A GEORGIAN TRUMPET BANNER, CIRCA 1800
the inner surface blank, the outer finely embroidered in
gold, silver and polychrome thread with the crowned Royal
Arms on red silk, all enclosed within a framework of rose,
shamrock and thistle flowers and foliage, retaining its fringe
of gold thread, and mounted on a neo gothic parcel gilt
stand (light wear)
the banner: 48cm; 19in by 54.5cm; 21I in
Provenance:
Lionel Frank McCardle, Sheffield Park, sold 27th April 1971,
lot 8.
£1000-1200

50

116
A SWAGGER STICK FOR AN OFFICER OF 4TH
BATTALION, THE OXFORDSHIRE AND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE LIGHT INFANTRY
with nickel top, and ANOTHER, OF THE WESTERN
UNIVERSITIES OF CANADA; with sterling silver top
engraved with the initials ‘E. S. P’ (both bent slightly)
the first: 70.8cm; 27P in
(2)
£60-80

117

117
A VICTORIAN SHABRAQUE OF THE 2ND DRAGOON
GUARDS, THE QUEENS BAYS

119
AN IMPERIAL GERMAN PICKELHAUBE, DATED 1911

of blue cloth, the inside lined with fustian and leather, the
border trimmed with gold lace (loose in places), the
corners applied with the crowned Royal cypher and the
crowned Regimental badge and number, complete with its
straps (light wear)

with leather skull, the neck-guard inscribed ‘H.A.VII 1911
and ‘J.B. 36’, brass fittings including helmet-plate applied
with nickel-plated central cross with commemorative date
1813 (incomplete), leather chin-strap, and painted
cockades, the left painted with the colours of the Reich
(areas of wear)

£700-900

20.2cm; 8in high
£200-250

118
AN OFFICER’S TUNIC
of blue cloth, with red collar, silver bullion epaulettes, each
with blue chevrons and applied with a pair of star-shaped
buttons, and with plain copper buttons at the front
£150-250
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120

121

122

120
A FRENCH CAVALRY CUIRASS BY COULAUX & CIE, NO.
522, DATED 1854

122
A BELGIAN CAVALRY CUIRASS BY DECHANGE À LIÈGE,
MID-19TH CENTURY

each engraved with matching Klingenthal Imperial arsenal
inscription, the serial number, the date, and ‘2T 1L’, with
recessed borders studded with large brass rivets, and
complete with its shoulder scales and leather belt

with plain turned borders, the breast-plate stamped with
the maker’s details at the shoulders, studded throughout
with large domed brass rivets, complete with its shoulder
scales and a portion of its leather belt, and retaining an
early lining

44.3cm; 17I in high
(2)
£400-500

42cm; 16I in high
(2)
£250-350

121
A FRENCH CAVALRY CUIRASS, DATED 1894
each engraved with matching Châtellerault arsenal
inscription and the date, studded throughout with domed
brass rivets, and retaining its shoulder scales and leather
belt

123
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY CUIRASS, EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
studded throughout with domed brass rivets, and retaining
one shoulder scale and its leather belt

44.5cm; 17K in high

49.5cm; 19I in high

(2)

(2)

£300-400

£180-220
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125

126

A Distinguished Collection of Firearms,
Edged Weapons and Militaria – Part II

125
A FRENCH MODEL 1829 MOUNTED GUNNER’S SABRE,
DATED 1831

124
A FRENCH MODEL AN. XIII HEAVY CAVALRY SABRE,
DATED 1831

the blade with Châtellerault Royal arsenal inscription, the
hilt numbered 294, in its steel scabbard numbered 9072

the blade with Klingenthal Imperial arsenal inscription, the
hilt stamped 1835 (pommel missing), in an associated steel
scabbard
96.5cm; 38in blade
£200-250

82cm; 32D in blade
£200-250

126
A FRENCH MODEL 1829 MOUNTED GUNNER’S SABRE,
DATED 1845
the blade with Châtellerault Royal arsenal inscription, the
hilt numbered 210, in its steel scabbard numbered 1316
81.5cm; 32B in blade
£200-250
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127

128

129

127
A FRENCH MODEL 1831 ARTILLERY SHORTSWORD
‘COUPE CHOUX’

129
A GERMAN SABRE, EARLY 20TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
FOR AN ARTILLERY OFFICER

the blade with maker’s stamp of Talabot Frères, in its
scabbard

with slightly curved fullered blade, brass stirrup hilt
including langets cast with a pair of crossed-swords,
knuckle-guard decorated with foliage and lionhead
pommel, in its steel scabbard

48.5cm; 19B in blade
£60-80

79cm; 31B in blade
£150-200

128
A GERMAN SABRE, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with slightly curved fullered blade, nickel-plated steel
stirrup hilt, in its steel scabbard
81.2cm; 32in blade
£150-200
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130
130
A GERMAN PIONEER’S SHORTSWORD, DATED 1831
with broad blade formed with a saw-back and stamped on
the back-edge at the forte, regulation brass hilt, in its
leather scabbard with long brass belt hook stamped with
arsenal numbers (chape missing)
50cm; 19N in blade
£100-150

131

132
131
A CONTINENTAL BRASS SHORTSWORD, SECOND HALF
OF THE 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN
based on the French model 1816 briquet, the hilt stamped
with two marks, ‘L’ crowned and ‘NB’ crowned, in its
regulation black leather scabbard embossed with arsenal
numbers, brass locket, and fitted with a steel ball at the tip
59.8cm; 23I in blade
£100-150

132
A RUSSIAN COSSACK MODEL 1908 KINDJAL, DATED
1913
the blade stamped with the date and arsenal markings at
the forte, in its scabbard with suspension mount
59cm; 23D in
£60-80
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134

135

133

133
A RARE GERMAN MODEL 1916 STEEL HELMET
COMPLETE WITH ITS BROW DEFENCE
the helmet retaining its chin strap and two padded liners
(the leather band, one liner and one liner’s padding
missing), the brow defence retaining a portion of its leather
strap, and each retaining much early painted finish

135
A GERMAN MODEL 1916 STEEL HELMET
complete with its leather band and three padded liners
(chin strap missing), and retaining much early painted finish
17.1cm; 6N in high
£100-150

19.7cm; 7N in high together
(2)
£200-300

134
A RARE GERMAN MODEL 1916 PAINTED STEEL HELMET
the outer surface retaining early painted camouflage,
complete with its leather band and three padded liners
(chin strap missing, one liner detached, two missing their
padding)
17.1cm; 6N in high

136
A W.W.I. GERMAN STEEL PLATE APPLIED WITH GRENADE
INSTRUCTIONS AND A MILITARY BELT-MOUNTED TIN
FOR A BATTERY, DATED 1914
the first with four leather straps attached, the second with
an inscription including the date on each face and retaining
a length of is original cord
16.3cm; 6I in by 16.3cm; 6I in
(2)
£100-150

£200-300
137
A CONTINENTAL BREAST-PLATE, LATE 18TH CENTURY
formed with a medial ridge, fitted with a pair of studs at
each shoulder and a slot and hook on the respective sides
at the base for attaching a belt, the borders pierced with
pairs of holes for attaching a lining and the edges applied
with a tubular steel border (one piece missing at the base)
40cm; 15N in high
£150-200

56

139

138
A FRAGMENT FROM THE MAUSER IRON WORKS WATER
TANKS FOLLOWING THEIR EXPLOSION, DATED 20TH
JULY 1918
the outer surface engraved with the inscription ‘Bruchstück
der Wasserstofflasche, explodiert am 20 7 1918 bei Mauser
Eisenwerke GmbH’
38cm; 15in by 14cm; 5I in

139
A LARGE BAVARIAN PARADE AXE, 19TH CENTURY
with broad crescentic steel head, flat rear face, short
faceted socket, fitted at the top in gilt-brass with the finely
modelled crowned rampant Lion of Bavaria clasping the
Wittelsbach shield, on its wooden haft with brass socket
33cm; 13in head
£500-700

£50-80
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140
140
A HUNTING SWORD, 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
HUNGARIAN
with broad blade double-edged towards the point, nickel
hilt including short slightly up-turned quillons, and grip
rising to a shaped pommel, in its leather scabbard with
nickel mounts
49cm; 19D in blade
£200-300

141

142
142
A DECORATIVE SHORTSWORD, 19TH CENTURY
with broad blade of T-section formed with clipped back
point, gilt-brass hilt cast in relief, including recurved
globular quillons, down-turned shell-guard cast with a
Classical warrior amidst trophies-of-war and lionshead
pommel, in its leather scabbard with brass mounts
including locket with serpent-shaped belt hook
50cm; 19N in blade
£100-150

141
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with fullered blade double-edged towards the point, brass
hilt including a pair of vertically recurved quillons with
globular terminals, down-turned scalloped shell-guard, later
cap pommel and natural staghorn grip, in its brassmounted leather-covered wooden scabbard (cracked
through)
56.5cm; 22I in blade
£150-200
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143

144

European Edged Weapons
VARIOUS OWNERS
143
A GERMAN QUILLON DAGGER, SECOND HALF OF THE
15TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flattenedtriangular section, steel hilt comprising a pair of short
slightly down-curved quillons with globular terminals,
moulded ring-guard, and disc pommel (reinforced with a
small circular plate beneath)
32cm; 12K in
£800-1000
144
A GERMAN QUILLON DAGGER, LAST QUARTER OF THE
15TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flatteneddiamond section, steel hilt comprising a pair of short
quillons, (one chipped), small ring-guard, and ovoid
pommel

145

146

145
A RONDEL DAGGER, SECOND HALF OF THE 15TH
CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of triangular
section reinforced at the tip, steel disc-guard and hollow
steel pommel retaining a portion of its lower plate
36.2cm; 14D in
£700-900

146
A RONDEL DAGGER, SECOND HALF OF THE 15TH
CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of triangular
section, steel cross-guard formed with a pair of curling
flattened quillons, and brass disc pommel
27.8cm; 10P in
£700-900

35.5cm; 14in
£700-800
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147

148

147
A RONDEL DAGGER, LAST QUARTER OF THE 15TH
CENTURY

149
A GERMAN DAGGER, SECOND HALF OF THE 15TH
CENTURY

in excavated condition, with slender blade of pentagonal
section with flat back, steel hilt formed of a small moulded
ring-guard, and scalloped disc pommel engraved on the
top surface with a large expanded flowerhead

with tapering blade of flattened-triangular section formed
with a reinforced tip, steel hilt formed of a disc-guard and
the tang retaining five rivets for attaching the grip

28.2cm; 11B in

33.6cm; 13D in
£400-500

£700-900

148
A DAGGER, LATE 14TH/15TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR
SWISS
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flattenedtriangular section, steel hilt comprising a solid figure-ofeight shaped guard and slightly curved elliptical pommel
29.2cm; 11I in
£500-700

150
A GERMAN WAIDBLÄTT, 16TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with broad single-edged blade,
fitted with a short iron guard, and the tang pierced with six
holes for attaching a pair of grip-scales
39.2cm; 15I in
A number of knives of similar form are preserved in the
Landesmuseum, Zurich. See H. Schneider & K. Stüber
1980, nos 594-602.
£200-300
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149
151
A WAIDBLÄTT, PARTLY 16TH CENTURY
with very thin flat blade formed with an obtuse point,
stamped with a copper-lined cutler’s mark, the letter ‘M’,
etched with foliage on one side at the forte, with the
Crowned English Royal arms on the other, retaining very
small traces of early gilding (worn), and later moulded ivory
grip with shaped pommel (small cracks), in a later scabbard
49.7cm; 19I in
£700-900

150
152
A COMPOSITE DAGGER, CIRCA 1540, DUTCH OR
GERMAN
in excavated condition, with single-edged blade, iron hilt
with slightly up-turned quillons (a forward branch missing),
side-ring interrupted by a moulding, brass crown-shaped
pommel fitted with an acorn finial, and original wooden
grip; and another, circa 1540, with brass hilt including short
brass quillons and small down-turned shell
the first: 37cm; 14in (2)
Discovered during the dredging of a Dutch polder.
£50-80
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153
A FINE GERMAN SWORD-RAPIER, LAST QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY
with straight blade double-edged for the last third, cut with
a pair of long slender fullers over almost its entire length, a
further fuller along the back-edge on each side, struck with
a Pi mark between a pair of mullets, on each side at the
forte and cut with a latten-inlaid running wolf mark on one
side (small losses), blackened steel hilt of rounded bars,
comprising a pair of horizontally recurved quillons swelling
towards the terminals, upper ring-guard swelling in the
centre, lower ring-guard formed en suite and joined to the
upper by a pair of arms, trifurcated inner-guard joined to
the quillon-block by a thumb-loop, spherical pommel,
original wooden grip retaining traces of an early binding,
and the hilt retaining much original finish throughout
99.7cm; 39Din blade
The hilt conforms to Norman type 43. An almost identical
sword stamped with the same marks on the blade and
presumably from the same series is preserved in the Royal
Armouries, Turin. See C. Bertolotto et al 1982, no.128 and
p.355. A large number of swords stamped with the socalled Pi mark on the blade are extant. Many are preserved
in the Zeughaus in Graz which may point to a Styrian origin
while others are signed by the renowned Munich
swordsmith Melchart Diefstetter. H.Nickel has suggested
that in view of its very widespread use it may have been
adopted in a number of centres as a mark of quality, in the
same way that the Toledo mark and the signature of Andria
Ferrara were widely forged. See H. Stöcklein 1918-20,
p. 372 and A. V. B. Norman 1986 pp.140-1.
£10000-12000
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154
A FINE GERMAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER WITH BLUED
STEEL HILT, CIRCA 1600
with sharply tapering blade of diamond section, inset with a
copper rondel in the centre towards the ricasso, tapering
ricasso stamped with the mark of Wolfgang Stantler, the
letters ST arranged vertically beneath a crown, blued steel
hilt of flattened rounded bars, comprising down-curved
quillon with flattened globular terminal (previously pierced),
knuckle-guard with terminal en suite with the quillon, outer
ring-guard bifurcated and joining the arms of the hilt at the
base, lower ring-guard, trifuracted inner-guard, and
flattened barrel-shaped pommel, original grip of plaited
wire and ‘Turk’s heads’ and retaining much early blued
finish (oxidised to brown in places)
86cm; 33N in blade
Provenance:
The Property of a Lady, Christie, Manson & Woods, 30th
April 1973 lot 176, 880 Gns to Josey.
Literature:
Leslie Southwick, Antique Edged Weapons, Woodbridge
1982, p.38, illustrated.
This sword belongs to the well known group of rapiers
associated with the Munich Town Guard. The present
example varies in the use of an s-shaped as opposed to
curved bar joining the outer ring to the lower ring-guard.
Others are preserved in the Royal Armouries, Leeds, the
Musée Royal de l’Armée et d’ Histoire Militaire, Brussels,
and the Wallace Collection. Another example from this
group was sold Sotheby’s Olympia, 29th June 2005, lot 34
(£14,400, including premium). For a discussion of this
group see A. V. B. Norman 1980, pp.127-129.
£8000-10000

154

64

155
A FINE RAPIER, CIRCA 1630-40, POSSIBLY ENGLISH
with slender blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘IOHANI’ within a short fuller on each side, rectangular
ricasso stamped with the bladesmith’s mark, S crowned on
each side (one side rubbed), steel hilt of engraved faceted
bars, comprising down-curved quillon with large pierced
ovoid openwork terminal decorated with a series of scrolls,
side-ring and knuckle-guard each interrupted with an ovoid
openwork moulding en suite with the quillon, triangular
écusson engraved with a scrollwork horned mask on the
rear, fitted with a down-curved shell-guard pierced with an
arrangement of scrolls matching the quillon terminal,
openwork pommel en suite and chiselled with scrolls about
the button, and early grip bound with plaited wire and
‘Turk’s heads’
101cm; 39N in blade
£7000-9000
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156

156
A GERMAN RAPIER, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with long blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
with the sacred monogram ‘IHS’ between a series of
decorative marks within a short fuller on each face,
rectangular ricasso stamped with the letter S and a mullet
on each side, steel hilt of faceted rounded bars, comprising
a pair of horizontally recurved quillons swelling towards the
terminals, upper and lower ring-guards each swelling in the
centre and joined by a pair of arms, trifurcated inner-guard
joined to the quillon-block by a thumb-loop, faceted
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spherical pommel, and early grip bound with plaited wire
and ‘Turk’s heads’
109cm; 42P in blade
This form of hilt is frequently encountered on estocs and is
the same type as lot 153. An almost identical sword signed
‘Maillant’ and stamped with the same marks on the ricasso
is preserved in the Royal Armouries, Leeds. See A. R. Dufty
1974, p. 18, plate 21d.
£5000-6000

157

157
A GERMAN ARMING SWORD WITH CHISELLED HILT,
CIRCA 1620-30
with double-edged blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
stamped with the inscription ‘Sahagum’ within a pair of
short fullers and cut with a panel of scrollwork on each
side, rebated ricasso hollowed for the thumb on the
reverse, steel hilt of flattened bars, comprising a pair of
drooping quillons, knuckle-guard, side-ring interrupted by a
waisted moulding, and flattened near fleur-de-lys shaped
pommel, lightly chiselled throughout with garlands of fruit
and scrollwork, retaining traces of early blued finish, and

early spirally moulded grip bound with plaited copper wire
and ‘Turk’s heads’
77.5cm; 30I in blade
A group of plain gilt iron hilts with pommels of more
pronounced fleur-de-lys form are presered in the
Waffensamlung, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, inv.
nos. A.896, 1558, 1562 and 1584). Another, is preserved in
the James A. de Rothschild collection at Waddesdon
Manor, cat. no. 29. See C. Blair 1974, pp.96-98.
£4000-5000
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158
158
A RARE ITALIAN SHORTSWORD, LATE 16TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY VENETIAN
with straight single-edged blade tapering towards the point,
formed with a broad shallow fuller on each face over much
of its length, retaining traces of a latten inlaid running wolf
mark and a further mark on the reverse towards the forte,
steel hilt comprising short rear quillon of near square
section tapering to a stout pyramidal point, strongly upturned quillon extending to form a knuckle-guard, a pair of
triangular écussons, an additional up-turned frontal bar of
similar length, near conical pommel, and original leathercovered banded wooden grip (the steel parts with areas of
very light pitting, one patch of the grip worn)
64.2cm; 25D in blade
The form of the hilt is notably rare and is reminiscent of
earlier Venetian swords, a number of which are preserved
in the armoury of the Doge’s Palace, Venice. See L. G.
Boccia & E. T. Coelho 1975, nos. 150-164.
£3500-4500
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159

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE
159
A RARE VENETIAN SHORTSWORD, LATE 17TH/18TH
CENTURY
with broad tapering blade struck with a star mark and cut
with a short narrow fuller on each face, steel hilt
comprising down-curved quillon with faceted terminal,
knuckle-guard with scrolling finial, strongly up-turned frontguard formed of a pear-shaped plate and stamped with a
mark at the top (worn), and shield-shaped pommel of
schiavona form, and retaining an early wooden grip (the
steel parts chemically cleaned, grip wormed)
72.2cm; 28I in blad
A similar sword formerly in the Scott Collection at
Greenock is illustrated, F. Joubert 1924, vol. ii, section V.
£800-1000

160
160
A MILITARY BACK-SWORD, CIRCA 1630
with straight blade double-edged for the last third, stamped
‘Hans Movm Solingen’ and ‘Solideo Gloria’ twice at the
forte in three long fullers on each side, rectangular fullered
ricasso struck with two marks, steel hilt of flattened bars,
comprising straight quillons with recurved terminals, outer
ring-guard fitted with a scalloped plate, knuckle-guard and
an additional bar joining the knuckle-guard to the ringguard, rear-guard formed en suite, and faceted plummetshaped pommel, and later chequred grip (areas of pitting)
91.2cm; 35P in blade
£1500-2000

161
A NORTH EUROPEAN CAVALRY SWORD, CIRCA 1640
with flat tapering blade struck with a King’s head mark on
each side (the tip with a very small chip), steel hilt
comprising down-curved quillon with button-shaped
terminal, knuckle-guard and frontal guard each interrupted
by a figure-of-eight shaped moulding and joined by a

161

162
diagonal bar, ring-guard formed of a pair of bars filled with
a steel plate chased with a grotesque mask, thumb-loop,
and small plummet-shaped pommel, and the grip with a
later binding of plaited wire and Turks’ heads
86cm; 33P in blade
£700-900

162
AN ITALIAN MULTI-RING RAPIER, CIRCA 1630
with blade of flattened-hexagonal section, stamped
‘Apohpohapo’ and ‘Hophaopho’ within a short fuller
surrounded by a series of dots on each face, symmetrical
steel hilt of faceted bars, including vertically recurved
quillons with scrolling terminals, knuckle-guard formed en
suite, three outer ring-guards of diminishing size towards
the base, fitted with an up-turned scalloped plate, and
faceted ovoid pommel, and the grip bound with plaited
wire and ‘Turks’ heads’
106.2cm; 41P in blade
£3000-4000
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163
VARIOUS OWNERS
163
A NORTH EUROPEAN PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER, CIRCA 1630
with tapering blade of flattened-diamond section, engraved
with scrollwork within pair of short fullers on each side,
fullered ricasso, symmetrical steel hilt of flattened rounded
bars, comprising a pair of vertically recurved quillons with
fluted spatulate canted terminals, knuckle-guard en suite
with the quillons, outer ring-guard joined to the knuckleguard, a pair of loop-shaped bars beneath enclosing a
sprung-in plate pierced with stars and circles (the inner
plate with one small chip), small lower ring-guard, and
faceted plummet-shaped pommel (cleaned throughout,
later grip)
111.8cm; 44in blade
£3000-4000
70

164
164
A NORTH EUROPEAN TRANSITIONAL SWORD, CIRCA
1630
with tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
stamped ‘SEBASTIAN DE TORO’ and ‘ARHAN DES IN
TLEDO [sic]’, within a short fuller on the respective faces,
steel hilt comprising a pair of short quillons with flattened
mushroom-shaped quillons, outer ring-guard interrupted by
a central moulding en suite with the quillons, matching
pommel, and the grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turk’s
heads’
89.5cm; 35D in blade
£1000-1200

165

165
A FINE SPANISH LEFT-HAND DAGGER, LAST QUARTER
OF THE 17TH CENTURY
with two-stage tapering blade notched over the lower
portion, rectangular ricasso double-edged at the base,
pierced with a pair of near circular apertures and punched
with a series of dots on each side, the inner face hollowed
for the thumb, steel hilt comprising a pair of swelling
writhen quillons decorated with punched ornament and
with fluted terminals, triangular guard pierced with a broad
frame of scrolling foliage and fruit enclosing a central
panel, flanged rompepuntas en suite with the quillons,
compressed pommel pierced with flowers and foliage
matching the guard, fluted button, and original grip bound
with twisted wire enclosed by steel strips and a steel collar
top and bottom
45.4cm; 17P in blade
£1500-2000
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166

167

166
AN ITALIAN GUNNERS STILETTO, MID-17TH CENTURY

167
A COMPOSITE EXECUTIONER’S SWORD, 17TH CENTURY

with tapering blade of triangular section engraved with
calibrated graduations (worn), moulded baluster-shaped
forte, steel hilt formed of a pair of spirally moulded quillons
and pommel en suite, spirally carved horn grip inset with
ivory rondels, brass pellets and bound with twisted brass
wire (small losses)

with broad flat double-edged blade engraved with an orb
mark on one side and with a short fuller on each face, steel
hilt formed of a pair of straight swelling quillons with
conical terminals, ovoid pommel, and later studded grip

34.2cm; 13Din

£800-1000

For a discussion of Fusetto di Bombardiere see J. G. Mann
1931, pp.46-50.
£350-450
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82cm; 32D in blade

168

168
A FINE PILLOW SWORD WITH SILVER FILIGREEMOUNTED HILT, CIRCA 1680, PROBABLY SWEDISH
with tapering blade pierced with a series of circles and slots
over a deep full-length fuller, gilt-brass hilt cast and chased
with foliage in low relief, comprising a pair of forwardcanted quillons, and compressed oval pommel, decorated
throughout with finely pierced silver filigree foliate panels
enriched with silver beads, and the grip with an early
binding of plaited silver wire and ‘Turk’s heads’
80cm; 31I in blade
Silver and gold filigree was produced in a number of
centres in Europe including Augsburg, Genoa and Bergen
from the 17th Century.
£4000-5000
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170

169
A BRASS HILTED OFFICER’S SWORD, LATE 17TH/EARLY
18TH CENTURY

170
A NORTH EUROPEAN TRANSITIONAL SMALL-SWORD
WITH GILT-BRASS HILT, CIRCA 1680

with double edged blade retaining traces of a brief
inscription within a short fuller and stamped with the
running fox of Shotley Bridge on each side (pitted), brass
hilt comprising double shell-guard engraved with the
owner’s name ‘Sir H, Liddell Bt’, knuckle-guard, an
additional pair of scrolling bars joining the knuckle-guard to
the shell front and back, and spherical pommel (button
chipped, quillon removed), and wooden grip with later
copper wire binding, in an associated brass-mounted
leather scabbard, the locket inscribed ‘R.S.’ on the front
and with the maker’s name ‘J. Hunter, South Bridge,
Edinburgh’ (worn)

with slender 18th Century blade of flattened-hexagonal
section, gilt-brass hilt comprising slightly up-curved figureof-eight shaped dish-guard pierced with a design of
scrolling foliage carrying a profile mask on each side,
swelling down-curved quillon, fluted quillon-block, knuckleguard interrupted by a moulding, fluted ovoid pommel, a
pair of plain arms, and the grip bound with plaited wire
retained by a beaded collar top and bottom

80cm; 31I in blade
Sir Henry Liddell (before1660-1723) gained the title of 3rd
Baronet Liddell and was M.P. for Durham City, 1688-98, and
for Newcastle 1701-5, and 1706-10.
£600-800
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82.5cm; 32I in blade
£1000-1500

171
171
A FINE SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD RETAILED BY
MATTHEW FEESEY, PALL MALL, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1744-45, MAKER’S MARK TB, POSSIBLY
FOR THOMAS BAMFORD
with colichemarde blade engraved with strapwork panels at
the forte, silver hilt cast and chased with rococo ornament
in low relief, comprising double shell-guard decorated with
elaborate scrolls and foliage partly enclosing a lion mask on
each side of the blade, the inner face decorated with
grotesque masks and scrolls of shell ornament carrying
garlands, the quillon-block, knuckle-guard and pommel
each decorated with further designs of scrolls, masks and
shell ornament, globular quillon chiselled with foliage, a
pair of slender arms each chiselled with foliage at the tips,
and original silver grip of plaited silver wire bound with a
chased silver collar top and bottom, in its original wooden
scabbard covered with tooled leather (now broken), with
silver locket and chape, the former signed by the retailer
(suspension button missing), and with an early silver
bullion sword knot
81.2cm; 32in blade
Matthew Feesey is recorded as a sword cutler in Pall Mall
circa 1703-69. The silver-mounted ‘State Sword’ of General
George Washington preserved at Mount Vernon, Virginia is
signed by him. An almost identical sword with London
hallmarks for 1746-7 (and an unclear maker’s mark) is
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preserved in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
inv. nr. 1991.115. See L. Southwick 2001, pp.106-107 and
D.J.LaRocca 1998, p.33. Another sword from this group
belonging to Admiral George, the Sixth Earl of Northesk
and hallmarked for 1747-48 was sold Christie’s, 19th
October 1977, lot 42.
£1200-1800

172
A CONTINENTAL SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA
1780, PROBABLY FRENCH
with colichemarde blade etched and gilt with trophies over
the forte, silver hilt cast and chased in low relief,
comprising oval shell-guard pierced with an arrangement of
scrolling tendrils within a pair of entwined ropework
frames, straight quillons with flat swollen terminals,
knuckle-guard and a pair of arms all chased with
scrollwork, the latter struck with two marks, in an oval a
rampant lion facing dexter and the letter B crowned in a
shaped cartouche, pierced quillon block, and openwork
pommel decorated with an expanded flowerhead and
tendrils en suite, with a later grip bound with twisted
copper wire and ribband
80.5cm; 31N in blade
£1200-1800
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174

175

173
A SILVER-HILTED OFFICER’S SMALL-SWORD, LONDON
SILVER HALLMARKS FOR 1795

174
A DUTCH SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, AMSTERDAM
TOWN MARK, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with blade of flattened-hexagonal section etched with
trophies-of-arms, the inscription ‘ For My Country and King’
and the crowned Royal Arms, on each side (worn, silver hilt
including straight quillons with compressed rounded
terminals, oval shell-guard with gadrooned border (bent,
now loose), flat knuckle-guard swelling towards the centre,
and ovoid pommel (small dents, later grip)

with two-stage blade, the upper portion of flatteneddiamond section, engraved with foliage on each side of the
forte, silver hilt cast and chased in low relief with spiral
mouldings and gadrooned ornament, including boatshell
guard, short scrolling quillon, knuckle-guard, ovoid
pommel, and spirally moulded grip

79.5cm; 31G in blade
£750-850

82cm; 32D in blade
For a similar sword by Jean Hossée, formerly in the Visser
collection, see J. P. Puype 1996, vol.1, part 3, pp. 216-7, cat. 577.
£700-900

175
A GERMAN SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740
with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section etched
and gilt over the lower portion, brass hilt cast and chased
in low relief including scrolls, tendrils and martial trophies
all on a finely punched ground and original grip bound with
plaited silver wire and Turks’ heads
83cm; 32N in blade
£250-350
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177

178

176
A GERMAN OFFICER’S SMALLSWORD, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

178
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

with straight two-stage blade stamped ‘En Toledo’ within a
short fuller on each side, fluted brass hilt incorporating a
boatshell guard, a pair of tapering quillons with small budshaped terminals, ovoid pommel and original grip bound
with plaited brass wire

in excavated condition, with tapering blade cut with a
narrow fuller along the back-edge, steel hilt of flattened
bars carrying alternating broad and narrow panels
(extensively chipped, one panel largely missing), pierced
with arrangements of hearts and circles, scrolling quillon,
and compressed ovoid pommel, and retaining an early
spirally carved wooden grip

80.5cm; 31N in blade
£150-200

83.5cm; 32P in blade

177
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, MID-18TH
CENTURY

£400-500

with associated broad fullered blade stamped with a mark
on one side towards the hilt, steel basket-guard of flattened
bars carrying alternating broad and narrow panels, pierced
with triangles and slipped circles and filed with v-shaped
mouldings, scrolling quillon, and conical pommel (one panel
chipped), and retaining an early grip bound with rayskin
85cm; 33I in blade
£600-800
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179
179
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY

180
A GERMAN HUNTING SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY

with broad slightly curved blade double-edged towards the
point, cut with a long shallow fuller and etched with
scrolling foliage on each side at the forte, gilt-brass hilt
including cross-piece engraved with flowers on a beaded
background and bone grip retained by three pairs of rivets
with oval gilt-brass heads, in its original wooden scabbard
with engraved gilt-brass mounts en suite with the hilt (the
scabbard extensively worn); ANOTHER HUNTING SWORD,
19TH CENTURY, with straight double-edged blade etched
and gilt with trophies on a blued panel at the forte (worn),
steel hilt including down-turned shell-guard, and natural
staghorn grip, in its steel-mounted leather scabbard, the
locket stamped ‘Kohl’; and ANOTHER HUNTING SWORD,
18TH CENTURY, with slightly curved blade double-edged
at the point, and hardwood grip inlaid with a spiralling line
of staghorn and a series of moon masks (hilt incomplete),
and retaining a portion of its leather scabbard

with slightly curved broad single-edged blade, short steel
cross-piece pierced with a trellis pattern centring on a
rococo bouquet, engraved steel collar, and figured
hardwood shaped grip retained by three pairs of rivets with
oval washers, and the grip incised with patterns of wavy
lines in imitation of horn; and ANOTHER, THIRD QUARTER
OF THE 18TH CENTURY, with slightly curved broad blade
double-edged towards the point (repaired), steel hilt
including short down-curved quillon, curved knuckle-guard,
and shaped hardwood grip retained by three pairs of rivets
with oval heads

the first: 60cm; 23I in blade
(3)
£250-350
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the first: 54cm; 21D in blade
(2)
£300-400

182

181
AN ITALIAN HUNTING BAYONET, MID-18TH CENTURY
with tapering blade of flattened-hexagonal section
engraved with foliage at the forte and formed with a
moulded base, and faceted socket cut-out for a muzzle lug
(areas of pitting)
31cm; 12D in
£150-200

182
A RARE GERMAN COMBINED HUNTING SWORD AND
FLINTLOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1750
with fullered blade double-edged towards the point, the
outer face fitted with a two-stage barrel at the forte,
engraved brass action with flash-guard on the right, steel
trigger, the grip formed of a pair of bone plaques retained
by two engraved brass foliate plates, and brass
monsterhead pommel, in an associated brass-mounted
leather scabbard, and the hilt retaining traces of gilding
(worn, the ivory grips with small chips)

183
A GERMAN TWO HAND SWORD IN THE EARLY 17TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
with wavy blade of flattened-diamond section, rectangular
ricasso formed with a pair of short lugs, steel hilt of
flattened bars including a pair of slightly down-turned
quillons swelling towards the terminals, inner and outer
ring guard formed en suite, each filled with an additional
ring, spirally fluted plummet-shaped pommel, and spirally
carved wooden grip
125cm; 49D in blade
£800-1000

184
A PLUG BAYONET IN 18TH CENTURY STYLE
with engraved tapering blade, steel cross-piece and turned
wooden grip
45cm; 17N in
£40-50

50cm; 19N in blade
£500-700

185
A LEFT-HAND DAGGER IN LATE 16TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH CENTURY
with fullered blade, rectangular ricasso cut with an
additional pair of fullers, steel hilt including forward-canted
quillons with spherical bud-shaped terminals, and side-ring
and pommel en suite (pitted throughout)
41cm; 16B in
£150-200
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186

186
A WAIDBLÄTT IN GERMAN LATE 16TH/17TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
with broad blade, steel hilt including side-ring and moulded
ferrule, a pair of staghorn grip-scales, in its steel-mounted
leather scabbard and in artificially aged condition
throughout
46.2cm; 18Din
£300-350

187

187
A BOWIE KNIFE
with polished steel blade formed with a clipped-back point
and etched with the maker’s details ‘Paul Seilheimer,
Solingen’ on one side, German silver cross-piece, a pair of
natural staghorn grip-scales, in its leather scabbard with
German silver chape; ANOTHER, with recurved German
silver cross-piece, and chequered ivory grip, in its
scabbard; ANOTHER, similar to the preceding, with
German silver cross-piece formed with a pair of knopshape terminals, stained horn grip, in its scabbard; and A
GAUCHO KNIFE, with single-edged blade, silver hilt cast
with foliage, in its leather scabbard with mounts en suite
the first: 36.2cm; 14D in
(4)
£300-400
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188

189

Hafted Weapons

189
A FINE GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY

188
A FINE GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY

with slightly curved forward-leaning axe-blade, inlaid on
each side with a circular arrangement of latten-filled
rondels, tapering central blade formed with a reinforced
back-edge, small rear spike stamped with a halberd-mark
twice on one side and cut with three notches beneath (the
rear with one small crack), and a pair of short straps (one
repaired), on a later wooden haft (shortened)

with central spike formed in two stages, the upper of stiffdiamond section and the lower portion flattened, forward
leaning straight axe-blade pierced with a trefoil, cut with a
pair of cusps top and bottom at the rear, punched with a
series of pellets on each side and stamped with a mark,
triangular rear spike, tapering socket, a pair of wavy straps,
on an early wooden haft fitted with an additional pair of
wavy straps (the lower portion of the haft replaced)
69.5cm; 27G in head
A halberd struck with an identical mark is preserved in the
Royal Armouries, Leeds. See C.J. Ffoulkes 1915, vol. II, 966.
£1400-1800

75.5cm; 29N in head
An etched glaive dated 1551 from the Guard of the
Emperor Ferdinand I and struck with the same mark is
preserved in the Hofjagd-und Rüstkammer, Vienna, inv. no.
A869. A plain halberd of similar date and struck with the
same marks is preserved in the Museum für Deutsche
Geschichte, Berlin, see H.Müller and H.Kölling 1990, no.249.
£800-1000
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190

191

190
A FINE GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND QUARTER OF THE
16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

191
A GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with robust central spike of stiff-diamond section, curved
axe-blade pierced with a trefoil and a differing group of
circles top and bottom, slightly down-curved rear fluke
swelling towards the tip, stamped with a mark on each
side, a pair of concentric circles, and formed with a slender
up-turned lug on the top, tapering socket, a pair of long
straps, on an early wooden haft fitted with an additional
pair of straps (the lower 16in of the haft replaced)

with curved axe-blade pierced with three groups of circles
(one small chip at the top), long central spike, down-curved
rear spike stamped with a mark on one side and pierced
with four circles, and a pair of long straps, on an early
wooden haft (shortened)

52.5cm; 20N in head
£1500-2000
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115cm; 45D in head
£600-800

192
A FINE GERMAN ETCHED HALBERD OF THE GUARD OF
THE EMPEROR FERDINAND I, CIRCA 1558-1564
with tapering central blade formed with a medial ridge,
crescentic axe-blade, and flat rear fluke cut with a series of
notches, both sides etched with a pattern of scrolling leafy
tendrils on a matted granular ground, the axe blade
charged with the fire steels and ragged crossed staves of
Burgundy impaling a coronet and dividing the cypher FAR,
tapering socket extending to a pair of straps, on a wooden
haft, with an additional pair of side-straps (cleaned, small
areas of pitting)
57cm; 22Iin head
Ferdinand I was born in Madrid on the 10th March 1503,
the younger brother of the Emperor Charles V. In 1526 he
was elected King of Bohemia following the defeat of
Suleyman the Magnificent. In 1529 his forces successfully
repelled the assault of Suleyman at the first siege of
Vienna. In 1531 he was elected King of the Romans, making
him the designated heir of his brother. This continued the
process which would eventually convert the crowns of
Bohemia and Hungary into the hereditary possession of the
Habsburgs. In 1538 Ferdinand succeeded to the crown of
Hungary from Prince John Zepolya by the treaty of
Nagyverad/Grosswardein. In 1556 Charles V resigned the
empire to him though Pope Paul IV refused to acknowledge
Ferdinand. On March 14th 1558 Ferdinand assumed the title
Holy Roman Emperor without being crowned by the Pope.
A number of halberds from this group dated 1558 are
preserved in the Vienna Town Arsenal, See L. Gratz 1977,
pp. 144-45, nos. 580-583. Another was sold in these rooms,
7th December 2006, lot 225 (£8400, including premium)
£4000-6000

192
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193

194

193
A FINE SOUTH GERMAN ETCHED AND GILT HEAD FROM
A COMBINED PISTOL AND HALBERD, CIRCA 1580

194
A RARE ITALIAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY VENETIAN

with two-stage central spike set at a right angle to the axeblade, the upper portion leaf-shaped and the lower of
rectangular form and incorporating a pair of lugs, recurved
axe-blade pierced with scrollwork carrying a warrior profile
rondel on each side, flat down-curved rear fluke, etched
and gilt throughout with a pattern of running foliage and
the spike with trophies of-arms at the base (areas of light
wear)

with broad central blade pierced with a pair of slots, fitted
at the base with a broad steel collar formed of six vertical
hoops each interrupted by a chiselled mask, forward
leaning pierced axe-blade fitted with a bronze warrior mask
on each face, triangular rear-fluke fitted with a pair of
bronze masks and pierced en suite, rectangular socket
fitted with a later spiked transverse bolt, a pair of slender
straps, and lightly engraved throughout (worn), on a
wooden haft

39.5cm; 15Iin
£3000-4000

54.5cm; 21Iin head
A similar halberd is preserved in the Poldi Pezzoli museum,
cat. no. 525. A near identical halberd was sold in these
rooms, 28th June 2006, lot 347, (£4320 including premium).
£1500-2000
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195
195
A RARE GERMAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY
with two-stage spike, the upper portion of diamond section
and the lower leaf-shaped formed with a pronounced
medial ridge, cusped axe-blade pierced with three pairs of
circles and a further circular arrangement of circles, formed
with a pair of short lugs behind, flat rear fluke formed en
suite, tapering socket, and a pair of short straps, on a later
wooden haft
84.2cm; 33D in head
£1200-1500

196
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with slender central spike of diamond section, angular head
cut with an acute axe-blade, pierced with a series of

196

197
slipped quatrefoils and formed with a small up-turned lug
at the top, rear fluke pierced en suite and stamped with a
mark, the letters TD arranged vertically, tapering socket,
and a pair of short straps, on a later wooden haft
70cm; 27N in head
£800-1200

197
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with slender central spike of diamond section, forward
leaning axe-blade reinforced at the upper tip and pierced
with a hole top and bottom, down-curved rear fluke en
suite, and a pair of straps (shortened, pitting), on a faceted
wooden haft bound with leather over its length
60.5cm; 23P in head
£400-500
85

198
198
A GERMAN HALBERD, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with tapering spike of rectangular section, very slightly
curved forward leaning axe-blade pierced with three large
rondels, triangular rear fluke pierced with a slipped figureof-eight pattern, triangular socket, and a pair of long straps,
on a wooden haft with a further pair of steel straps
48.2cm; 19in head
£450-550

199
A GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY
with two-stage spike, the upper portion of diamond section
and the lower of hollow-triangular section, forward leaning
curved axe-blade pierced with three groups of circles,
triangular rear fluke pierced with a vertical arrangement of
circles, tapering socket, and fitted with a pair of later straps,
on a later wooden haft incorporating and early section at
86

199

200
the top (the head and straps pitted, haft wormed)
57.8cm; 22N in head
£300-400

200
A SOUTH GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with leaf-shaped central blade formed with a medial ridge
and drawn in at the base, a pair of short basal lugs, small
curved axe-blade formed with a pair of rounded lugs, flat
rear fluke stamped with a fleur-de-lys mark on one side and
with an up-turned lug at the top, tapering faceted socket,
and a pair of straps (the straps with an early repairs, the
head lightly cleaned), on a later wooden haft
47.2cm; 18K in head
A number of decorated halberds of this form are preserved
in the Landezeughaus, Graz. See P. Krenn 1997, pp. 52-3.
£700-900

201

202

203

201
A SOUTH GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY

faceted socket, and a pair of straps (one repaired), on a
later wooden haft

with leaf-shaped central blade formed with a medial ridge
and incorporating a pair of short lugs at the base, small
forward leaning axe-blade pierced with three groups of
circles, flat rear fluke pieced en suite, stamped with a
mullet mark on one side and with an up-turned lug at the
top, tapering faceted socket, and a pair of short straps (one
repaired) on a later wooden haft

46.3cm; 18D in head

40cm; 15N in head
£700-800

202
A SOUTH GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with leaf-shaped central blade formed with a low medial
ridge, small curved axe-blade, flat rear fluke stamped with a
mark, in a shield four pellets divided by a cross, on one
side and with an tightly curled lug at the top, tapering

£600-800

203
A NORTH EUROPEAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY SWEDISH
with long spike of diamond-section formed with a moulded
base, curved axe-blade stamped with a mark, in a heart a
pair of crossed swords, on one side, formed with a pair of
notched lugs at the rear, curved rear fluke formed with a
recurved lug above, conical socket, and a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft (the head with small cracks and
chips)
69.5cm; 27G in head
£400-500
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205

204
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with central spike formed in two stages, the upper of
diamond section and the lower flattened, forward leaning
curved axe-blade pierced with groups of circles and a pair
of slots, formed with a pair of tightly curling lugs at the
back, flat down-curved pierced rear fluke, tapering socket,
and a pair of long straps, on its original wooden haft
embossed with a series of early arsenal marks and fitted
with an additional pair of straps (wormed, minor repairs)
73.6cm; 29in head
£700-1000
205
A GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with slender spike of diamond section, curved axe-blade
formed with an additional pair of spikes behind and pierced
with three groups of circles, flat down-curved rear fluke, and
tapering socket (straps removed), on a later wooden haft
59cm; 23I in head
£700-800
88

206

206
A GERMAN HALBERD, MID-16TH CENTURY
with central spike formed in two stages, the upper of
diamond section and the lower flattened and stamped with
a mark, in a square a cross crosslet, on one side, forward
leaning straight axe-blade pierced with a quatrefoil, cut
with a single notch top and bottom at the rear, rear spike
formed en suite with the blade, tapering socket, and a pair
of long straps (pitted overall), on a later wooden haft
52cm; 20I in head
£600-800

207

208

209

207
A GERMAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

208
A GERMAN HALBERD, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long central spike of diamond section, curved axeblade formed with a small lug at the rear top and bottom
and pierced with a series of small rondels, curved flat
pierced rear fluke stamped with a mark on one side,
tapering socket, and a pair of long straps, on its original
wooden haft stamped with an early inventory mark and
retained by steel nails with embossed brass washers at the
socket

with central spike of diamond section, forward leaning
straight axe-blade pierced with a trefoil and cut with a notch
at the back top and bottom, down-curved rear fluke pierced
with a slipped trefoil, and a series of small rondels, formed
with a notched in-curved fluke beneath, tapering socket, and
a pair of long straps, on its original wooden haft (extensively
wormed, cracked), with a conical iron shoe

77cm; 30D in head

75cm; 29N in head
£600-800

£700-900
209
A HALBERD IN EARLY 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY
with leaf-shaped central blade formed with a medial ridge,
small curved axe-blade, flat rear fluke stamped with a mark
one side, and tapering faceted socket, on a wooden haft
45.5cm; 18in head
£300-400
89

210

210
A SAXON HALBERD OF REGULATION TYPE, CIRCA 1730
with leaf-shaped central blade, crescentic axe-blade, broad
rear fluke, moulded socket, and early faceted haft
39.7cm; 15K in head
See K. Hilbert et al, 1994, p. 91, no. 105.
£250-350

211

212

212
AN ITALIAN CORSECA, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY
with long tapering central blade of flattened-diamond
section recessed at the base to a trapezoidal panel, a single
curved basal lug of tapering diamond section (the other lug
missing), faceted socket, and a pair of short straps, on a
later wooden haft
72cm; 28G in head

211
A HALBERD OF REGULATION TYPE, MID-18TH CENTURY
with leaf-shaped central blade, straight axe-blade pierced
with the letter A, flat rear fluke pierced with a slipped circle,
faceted socket, and a pair of straps, on an early wooden
haft with steel shoe
34.8cm; 13N in head
£350-450

90

£600-800

213
A FINE ITALIAN CORSECA, MID-16TH CENTURY
with very long tapering central blade of flattened-diamond
section recessed at the base to a short rectangular panel, a
pair of strongly curved tapering basal lugs, the right lug
stamped with a mark on each side, faceted socket, and a
pair of long straps with shaped terminals, on a later
wooden haft
103.5cm; 40N in head
A similar example preserved in the Waffensammlung in the
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna is illustrated in H. Seitz
1965, p .391.
£2000-2500

213
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214

215

214
A RARE ITALIAN GOTHIC SPEAR, LATE 15TH CENTURY,
POSSIBLY VENETO

215
A RARE SPEAR, LATE 15TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
GERMAN

with slender tapering blade of flattened-diamond section,
stamped with a series of pellets, flowers and a waved
pattern over the lower portion on each side, faceted socket,
and a pair of short straps, on a later wooden haft

formed of a long tapering spike of square-section, the base
incorporating four stout spikes, conical socket with a pair of
roped latten collars, and a single short strap (one strap
missing, the base chipped), on a later wooden haft

78.7cm; 31in head

97.5cm; 38G in head

A similar spear attributed to the Veneto is illustrated in L. G.
Boccia and E. T. Coelho 1975, no.142.

£600-800

£1400-1800

92

216
A RARE ETCHED AND GILT PARTISAN OF THE GUARD OF
THE ELECTOR JOHANN GEORG II OF SAXONY, CIRCA
1656-80
with central blade of hollow-diamond section, broad base
formed with a pair of large up-turned flat lugs and two
further smaller pairs of lugs above, etched and gilt with the
Electoral cypher ‘IG 2 C for Johann Georg II Churfürst, and
the crowned Electoral arms enclosed by laurel and palm
fronds respectively on both sides (one side delaminated),
moulded neck, tapering socket, and a pair of straps, on a
portion of an early wooden haft (the lower portion
replaced), with a silk tassel
59.2cm; 23G in head
Provenance:
The Saxon Electoral Armoury, Dresden
Johann Georg II (1613-1680) acceded to the throne of
Elector in 1657. His principal interest was in music and the
arts. Under his patronage Dresden became the musical
centre of Germany and attracted a number of foreign
musicians to the court. Another partisan from this group is
preserved in the Museum für Deutsche Geschichte, Berlin.
See H Müller and H.Kölling 1990, no.396.
£2000-2500

216
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217
217
A RARE ETCHED PARTISAN OF THE GUARD OF THE
ELECTOR FRIEDRICH AUGUST I OF SAXONY, ‘THE
STRONG’, CIRCA 1694-97
with central blade of flattened-diamond section, broad base
formed of a pair of flat notched flukes, etched at the base
with a pattern of scrolling foliage on each side and
surmounted on the respective faces with the crowned
electoral arms and the initials CFA for Friedrich August
Churfürst, moulded collar, faceted socket and a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft painted with an inventory number
61.2cm; 24B in head
Provenance:
The Saxon Electoral Armoury, Dresden
Friedrich August I ruled as Elector of Saxony (1694-1733)
and twice as King August II of Poland (1697-1704 and 17091733). Similar partisans are preserved in the Wartburg
(inv.no. 461) and the Wallace Collection (inv. Nos. A1002 &
A1003).
Another partisan from this group with the same notable
style of etching is preserved in the Museum für Deutsche
Geschichte, Berlin. See H. Müller and H. Kölling 1981, p.311
no. 395.
£1800-2200
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218
218
ANOTHER, CIRCA 1694-97
with central blade of flattened-diamond section, broad base
formed of a pair of flat notched flukes, etched at the base
with a pattern of scrolling foliage on each side and
surmounted on the respective faces with the crowned
electoral arms and the initials CFA for Friedrich August
Churfürst, moulded collar, faceted socket and a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft painted with an inventory number
60.5cm; 23P in head
Provenance:
The Saxon Electoral Armoury, Dresden
See footnote to previous lot
£1800-2200

219
219
A RARE ETCHED PARTISAN, THIRD QUARTER OF THE
17TH CENTURY
with two-stage central blade, formed with a pair of broad
flat lugs cut with a series of notches at the base, etched
over its surface with foliate rondels within a stylised
architectural framework, including the inscriptions ‘Nec
Temer Nec Timide’ and ‘Fide sed Cuide’ on one side and
‘Inter Arma Silent Leges’, ‘R.O.R.O.P.’ and ‘Proaris ——-’ on
the other, moulded neck, faceted socket, and a pair of short
straps
52.6cm; 20N in head
This belongs to a group of partisans variously dated 1631
and 1632 almost certainly used by a Protestant Army from
Saxony. Another, formerly in the collection of Count Dimitri
de Nesselrode and William Randolph Hearst is the the
Kretzschmar von Kienbusch collection, inv. no. 594.
£2500-3000

220
220
AN ETCHED PARTISAN DATED 1699, POSSIBLY LATER
with broad blade formed with a pair of flat up-turned and a
pair of down-turned lugs at the base (one missing and
ground smooth), etched on each side with scrolling flowers
and foliage surrounding a crested coat-of-arms and the
inscription ‘DG Joannes Philipus Episcopus Herbispolensis
Francise Orientalise Irg Princeos 1699’ within a wreath,
moulded neck, and faceted socket, on a later wooden haft
64/7cm; 25I in head
Johann Philipp Franz von Schönborn (1673-1724) became
Chapter of Würzburg Cathedral in 1699 and Prince Bishop
in 1719.
£1000-1200

221
A PARTISAN IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
with broad tapering blade of flattened-diamond section,
formed with a pair of cusped basal lugs, tapering socket,
and a pair of straps, on a wooden haft
53cm; 20P in head
£300-400
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222
AN ETCHED PARTIZAN IN THE STYLE OF CIRCA 1620,
LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with robust tapering fullered central blade, formed with a
pair of crescentic lugs at the base, etched on each side with
a panel of foliage filled with the arms of Paris Graf Ludrun,
Prince Archbishop of Salzburg and the date 1620, moulded
neck, faceted socket, a pair of straps, and wooden haft
67.7cm; 26K in head
£2000-2500

223
AN EAST EUROPEAN WAR HAMMER, CZEKAN,
PROBABLY POLISH LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY
with conical faceted head, strongly down-curved tapering
rear spike and faceted socket, fitted with a horn central
finial, on its wooden haft covered with parchment, fitted
with a slender strap, faceted steel grip, and the steel parts
decorated with lightly damascened gold scrollwork
throughout (damascening worn, haft with light worm
damage)
62.2cm; 24I in overall
£300-400

224
A MACE IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
with head of six pierced shaped flanges, moulded central
spike, on its steel haft with leather-covered grip
54cm; 21D in
£200-250

223

96

225
AN EXCEPTIONAL HUNGARIAN SILVER-MOUNTED AND
GEM-SET PARADE MACE, MID-19TH CENTURY
with bulbous head comprising seven thick shaped flanges
alternating with seven slender flanges, the thicker
decorated with polychrome enamelled lozenges, studded
on the outer edge with baroque pearls, emeralds, and
rubies in raised settings enriched with silver beads and
gold pellets, the thinner flanges pierced and engraved with
scrolling foliage, and studded with silver beads on the
outer face, large compressed spherical finial decorated with
enamels and stones en suite, and with a large baroque
pearl at the top, two-stage haft, the upper portion chased
with scrolls en rocaille on a punched ground, set with
smaller stones in raised settings, and the lower portion left
plain and pierced for a thong, fitted with a collar at the top,
the middle and the bottom each decorated en suite with
the finial, the latter with a matching hemi-spherical cap set
with an emerald, and remaining in very good untouched
condition throughout: in its original leather-covered case
with tooled borders, the interior lined with padded velvet
(the case with light wear)
61.8cm; 24G in
The decoration of this mace is clearly related to the work of
earlier Hungarian jewellers and goldsmiths, as illustrateed
on belt buckles, breast rosettes and other accoutrements.
The present mace, like the more commonly encountered
magnate sabres, reflects the style of Hungarian applied arts
and architecture of the mid-19th century, a time when that
country was looking back on its great 17th century past.
See I. Fodor, K. Földi-Dózsa, I. Gerelyes, J. Hajtó-Kolba, T. S.
Kovács, A. T. Néémeth, G. Róózsa 1994.
£6000-8000

225
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226

226
A FINE POLISH MACE, MID-17TH CENTURY
with spherical head formed of twelve wedge-shaped
flanges, fitted with two petal-shaped washers and a fluted
button at the top, tapering tubular steel haft, and with a
later wooden grip pierced for a thong, applied with a brass
inventory tag
71cm; 28in
£1600-2000

227

227
AN EAST EUROPEAN MACE FORMED ENTIRELY OF
STEEL, 17TH CENTURY
with bulbous head formed of eleven shaped flanges, plain
cylindrical haft, faceted grip pierced for a thong, and knopshaped base (pitted throughout)
51cm; 20in
Another mace from this group was sold in these rooms
28th June 2006, lot 342 (£3120, including premium).
£1500-1800

98

228

229

228
A BRUNSWICK ETCHED AND GILT OFFICER’S
SPONTOON, CIRCA 1735-80

229
AN ARTILLERY SERGEANT’S SPONTOON, LATE
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with broad leaf-shaped blade recessed at the base, the
upper portion decorated with the crowned Hanoverian
Horse and the motto ‘Nun Quam Retrorsum’ in a panel on
one side and the crowned Ducal cypher of Carl, Duke of
Brunswick and Lüneburg in Brunswick above the motto on
the other, faceted cross-piece, faceted neck, a pair of long
straps, on its original wooden haft with steel shoe, and
retaining its original blue and yellow silk tassel

of regulation type, with leaf-shaped blade engraved
‘Hadley’ within a panel of foliage at the base on one side,
fitted with cross bar, a pair of long straps engraved ‘8 Cy 1
Bn Rl Aty 1’, on its original ash haft (shoe missing)

The inscription is for the 8th Company, 1st Battalion of the
Royal Artillery.

36.8cm; 14I in head

£300-400

44cm; 17D in head

£800-1000
230
TWO GERMAN LANCES, 19TH CENTURY
each with head of diamond-section, tapering socket, and a
pair of short straps, one on its wooden haft with steel shoe,
the other on a portion of its haft, and each with its pendant
(worn throughout, pendants damaged)
30.7cm; 12B in heads
(2)
£150-200
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231
AN AXE, 16TH/17TH CENTURY

231

formed of a goose-wing shaped blade stamped on one side
with a pair of marks, in a heart the letters ‘TW’, and punched
with a running eye-lash pattern interrupted by rondels, and
with a series of rondels on the reverse, flat rectangular rear
pean, and short tapering socket (areas of pitting)
46.2cm; 18D in head
£300-500

232

232
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY
formed of a goose-wing shaped blade stamped on one side
with a pair of marks, in a rectangle the letters ‘J.P’, and
incised with foliage, the reverse left plain, flat rectangular
rear pean, and short tapering socket, on a short modern
haft (the head with areas of pitting)
53.2cm; 21in head

233

£250-300

233
A WOODSMAN’S AXE, 18TH CENTURY

234

with broad blade stamped with a mark three times, in a
shield a herringbone pattern, a flower and a further pattern
of lines and rondels on the outer face, rectangular rear
pean, and short socket, on a short modern haft (the head
with areas of pitting)
35.5cm; 14in head
£250-300

234
AN AXE, 16TH/17TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY CROATIAN
235

formed of a goose-wing shaped blade stamped on one side
with a pair of marks, a pair of addorsed crescents bisected
by a line, a pair of eyelash marks and a series of stars on
one side and arrangements of rondels and crescents on the
other, rectangular rear pean, and short tapering socket, on
a short modern haft on a short modern haft (the head with
areas of pitting)
50.8cm; 20in head
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An axe of similar form struck with the same marks and with
related decoration is preserved in the Museums für
Deutsches Geschichte, Berlin. See H. Müller and H. Kölling
1990, p.241, no.213.
£300-500

237
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236
AN AXE, 17TH CENTURY
formed of a goose-wing shaped blade stamped on one side
with a pair of marks, and punched with a pattern of
crescents and rondels, the reverse left plain, flat rectangular
rear pean, and short tubular socket, on a short modern haft
(areas of pitting)
50.8cm; 20in head
£250-300
237
AN AXE, 17TH CENTURY
formed of a goose-wing shaped blade stamped on one side
with a series of rondels and lines and incised with the
letters ‘I H C’, the reverse left plain, and short tubular
socket, on a later short wooden haft (the head pitted)
45cm; 17N in head
£250-300
238
A SAXON MINER’S GUILD AXE, DATED 166with flat iron head of characteristic form pierced with a
slipped quatrefoil and circles, and fitted with a brass button
on the spike, fruitwood haft profusely inlaid over its full
length with engraved bone plaques of flowers and foliage
including a pair of female saints and a pair of miners
kneeling in penance at the feet of Christ Crucified beneath
the pious inscription ‘INRI’, all on a ground sewn with horn
pellets and fitted with bone pommel engraved on both
sides with a flowering medallion filled with the arms of
Saxony on one side and the crossed pick and hammer of
the Miners Guild on the other, and bone basal cap
engraved with the arms of the Miners Guild and the date
(light worm damage, areas of wear and restorations)
238

239

93.3cm; 36N in
£700-900

235
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY
formed of a goose-wing shaped blade (the edge with an
early repair) stamped on one side with a series of marks
including numerous crescents and a heart, flat rectangular
rear pean, and short tubular socket, on a short modern haft
(the head with areas of pitting)
51cm; 20in head
£250-300

239
A SAXON MINER’S GUILD AXE, LATE 17TH CENTURY
with flat iron head of characteristic form pierced with a
slipped quatrefoil and circles, stamped with a maker’s mark
including the letter ‘K’ (rubbed) and fitted with a copper
button on the spike, fruitwood haft profusely inlaid over its
full length with engraved bone plaques of flowers and
foliage involving figures kneeling in penance at the feet of
Christ Crucified beneath the pious inscription ‘INRI’, all on a
ground sewn with horn pellets enriched with brass wire
scrolls along the back, and fitted with bone pommel
engraved on both sides with a flowering medallion filled
with the arms of Saxony on one side and the crossed pick
and hammer of the Miners Guild on the other (small pieces
of inlay replaced, minor losses and light wear)
88.9cm; 39in
£700-900
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240

241

240
A NORTH GERMAN BOAR SPEAR FROM THE COURT
HUNT OF GEORG WILHELM, DUKE OF BRUNSWICK AND
LÜNEBURG IN CALENBURG, DUKE OF SAXELAUENBURG (1624-1705), LATE 17TH CENTURY

241
A NORTH GERMAN BOAR SPEAR FROM THE COURT
HUNT OF ERNST AUGUST, DUKE OF BRUNSWICK AND
LÜNEBURG, ELECTOR OF HANOVER, PRINCE BISHOP OF
OSNABRÜCK (1629-1698), LATE 17TH CENTURY

with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
socket of hexagonal-section engraved with the Ducal
monogram at the base, on an early oak haft bound with a
pattern of leather trellis, and complete with a later staghorn
toggle

with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
socket of hexagonal-section engraved with the Ducal
monogram at the base, on an early oak haft bound with a
pattern of leather trellis, and complete with a staghorn
toggle

36cm; 14B in head

33cm; 13in head

Provenance:

Provenance:

Schloss Celle

Schloss Marienburg

Schloss Marienburg

£1000-1200

£1000-1200
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242

242
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR, LATE 17TH CENTURY
with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
socket of hexagonal-section, on an early oak haft bound
with a pattern of leather trellis, and complete with a later
staghorn toggle
35cm; 13N in head
£1000-1200

243

243
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR FROM THE SAXON ELECTORAL
HUNT, 17TH CENTURY
with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
conical socket stamped with crowned electoral arms, on a
later wooden haft bound witha trellis pattern of leather, and
complete with a later staghorn toggle
27.8cm; 10P in head
£800-1000
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244

245

246

247

244
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

246
A SPEAR, 18TH CENTURY

with long leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
short tapering socket, on an early leather bound haft carved
in imitation of foliage over the lower portion (the head with
areas of light pitting)

with broad flat leaf-shaped blade, and a pair of long straps,
on its wooden haft, together with three similar spears

52.5cm; 20N in head

(4)

£800-1200

£200-250

245
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY

247
A EUROPEAN SPEAR, 18TH CENTURY

with tapering blade formed with a pronounced central ridge
on one side and flat on the reverse, tapering socket, on a
wooden haft studded with iron nails (the head with areas of
pitting)

with blade of hollow-diamond section, asymmetrical
conical socket moulded at the base, on a later wooden
haft; and three lances, each on its wooden haft

56.4cm; 22D in head

(4)

£800-1200

£150-250
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the first: 52.7cm; 20N in head

the first:16.8cm; 6K in head

Property removed from Warwick Castle
to benefit the new Great Hall armour display
Lots 248 to 282

248

249

248
A FINE INDIAN CHA’AINA, LAHORE, LATE 17TH CENTURY

249
AN INDIAN CHA’AINA, 18TH CENTURY

comprising four plates, the breast and backplate each fitted
with six pierced shaped buckles decorated with gold
koftgari, the side-guards each shaped for the arms and
fitted with four matching buckles, decorated throughout
with a large central panel finely chiselled with scrolling
foliage centring on a shaped cartouche filled with an
expanded flowerhead, the borders filled with a running
pattern of gold koftgari scrolling foliage framed by panels
of stars, the borders with plain gilded turns, and each with
its original silk-covered padded lining the main plates (the
lining with areas of wear)

comprising four plates each fitted with four pierced shaped
buckles decorated with gold koftgari (four buckles missing),
the breastplate and side plates each shaped for the arms,
the borders decorated with fine koftgari cartouches filled
with fine scrollwork (small areas of wear), and the borders
studded with early copper rivets for attaching a lining

the breastplate: 29.2cm; 11I in high

£400-600

(4)
Inv. nos. A078 & A080.
A similar Cha’Aina, complete with Dastana and Top is
illustrated in P. Missillier & H. Ricketts 1988, p.110, no.185.
£1200-1500
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the breastplate: 33cm; 13in high
(4)
Inv. nos. A079 & A081.

250

250
A RARE OTTOMAN TURKISH SHIELD, EARLY 16TH
CENTURY
of convex circular form, fitted at its centre with a separate
boss of low ogival form decorated with twelve shallow
flutes radiating from a later central spike issuing from a
large ornamental washer and retained at the rear by a nut
and smaller washer, the boss surrounded by four large and
thirty-five smaller bosses (one of the latter replaced),
probably representing working-life additions, of oval form
decorated in each case with six radiating panels of incised
chevrons, one of the smaller bosses partly overlying the
Ottoman ownership mark, the shield bordered by
numerous round-headed lining-rivets (six missing, the
remainder replaced) and fitted at its rear with fragmentary
remains of later leather enarmes (showing some losses at
the edges, a patched repair, three minor perforations and
pitting overall)

Inv. no. A106.
The shield is proved by its ownership mark to have derived
from the Ottoman Turkish arsenal, housed, until recent
times, in the church of Hagia Eirene (St Irene), Istanbul
(formerly Constantinople). Although a substantial part of its
original contents
remain in Istanbul today as part of the
_
city’s Askeri Müze (Military Museum), many pieces were
sold from the arsenal in the 19th and 20th centuries, and
found their way into European and American collections.
Photographs of the arsenal taken in its original home in
1889 show it to have originally included many shields of
the kind catalogued here (see S. W. Pyhrr 2007, figs 3-6 &,
13). A finely decorated example is now to be seen in the
Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds (see H. R. Robinson 1967,
pl. X, A), while another was exhibited in Paris in 1988 (see
H. Ricketts & P. Missilier 1988, Cat. No. 3, p. 154, ill.).
£3000-4000

52.6cm.; 20N in diameter
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251

251
AN ITALIAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with two-stage tapering blade, retaining traces of a
stamped inscription within a short fuller on each face,
tapering ricasso engraved with a maker’s mark on each
side, steel hilt formed of a symmetrical arrangement of
moulded bars comprising a pair of vertically recurved
quillons with bulbous terminals each pierced with an
elaborate pattern of interlacing branches, triangular
écusson, knuckle-guard, outer ring-guard joined to the
knuckle-guard by an additional bar, two lower ring-guards
of diminishing size, the lower fitted with a pierced sprungin plate (the outer missing its plate), a pair of arms, globular
pommel pierced with an elaborate pattern of interlacing
twigs matching the quillons, and the bars all interrupted
with globular mouldings pierced en suite with the quillons
and pommel (later grip, pitted and cleaned throughout)
112cm; 44in blade
Inv. no. E034.
£3000-4000
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252

252
AN ENGLISH BASKET-HILTED BACKSWORD, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with fullered blade (the lower half missing), formed with a
pair of brass filled recesses at the forte (losses),
asymmetrical steel hilt formed of slender bars arranged in a
grid pattern, drawn-in at the base into three heart-shaped
panels and at the top into three diamond-shaped panels
(one missing), plain bun-shaped pommel, and later wooden
grip (patinated throughout, two bars of the hilt cracked)
34.5cm; 13I in blade
Inv. no. E327.
£400-500

253

253
A FINE AND RARE SCOTTISH BACK-SWORD WITH
BASKET HILT SIGNED BY WALTER ALLAN OF STIRLING,
SECOND QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with straight blade double-edged for the last portion,
stamped ‘Andria Farara’ over a pair of long slender fullers
and cut with a pair of shorter fullers on each face, steel
basket-hilt of moulded wavy bars joined at a ring beneath
the pommel, comprising forward guard formed of a pair of
bars, main knuckle-guard formed of a broad plate pierced
with three horizontal panels of slipped circles alternating with
diamonds in the top and bottom panels and quatrefoils in
the centre, all framed with a broad flute top and bottom,
side-guard formed of a central panel pierced with circular
arrangements of hearts enclosed by a ramshorn finial top
and bottom (one bar on one side and two on the other
cracked), additional rear guard (two bars with early repairs),
scrolling wrist guard (repaired), stamped with the maker’s
initials and the letter ‘S’ beneath the rear quillon (the first

letter obscured), enriched throughout with wrigglework and
incised circles, bun-shaped pommel cut with diagonal fluting
framed by incised lines, original sharkskin-covered grip
bound with silver ribband, with a shaped silver collar top and
bottom, and complete with an early red felt doeskin liner
90.2cm; 35I in blade
Inv. no. E036.
Literature:
Cyril Mazansky, British Basket-Hilted Swords, Suffolk 2005,
p. 157, illustrated.
Walter Allan was admitted freeman of the Incorporation of
Hammermen of Stirling in 1732 and became Deacon of the
same in 1737. For a discussion of this maker see W. Reid
1963, pp.16-21. A number of comparable swords signed by
this maker and with blades signed in a similar manner are
illustrated in Culloden 1996, pp. 40-43.
£5000-6000
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254
254
A RARE COMBINED FLINTLOCK PISTOL AND HUNTING
SWORD, CIRCA 1770

255
A FINE SILVER-ENCRUSTED RAPIER POMMEL, EARLY
17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY ENGLISH

with straight fullered blade double-edged towards the
point, steel hilt formed of a pierced down-turned scalloped
shell-guard, moulded knuckle-guard and gadrooned
pommel, fitted with cannon barrel on the right-hand side of
the forte, struck with a spurious proof mark at the breech,
the pan and steel mounted on the left of the forte, and
natural staghorn grip incorporating the cock, trigger and
enclosing the mainspring (defective)

of slightly flattened-hollow ovoid form, decorated on each
face in silver with a cherubic espagnolette enclosed by
delicately scrolling roped tendrils terminating in mulberries
of differing size, the sides with sheaves of leafy tendrils,
enriched throughout with pellets, and retaining some
original blueing and gilding

67cm; 26G in blade

Inv. no. E7.

6.5cm; 2K in high

The Royal accounts of the reign of James I include a
number of references to payments for silver and gold
decorated swords from the Royal Cutler Robert South. A
sword pommel, cross-piece and by-knife decorated in a
strikingly similar manner are preserved in the Victoria and
Albert Museum (Inv. no. M.28). The by-knife is stamped
with the mark of the London Cutler’s Company and the
maker’s mark of John Bushell. See C. Blair 1974, pp. 83-6
and A.R.E. North 1982, p. 7.

Inv. no. E199.
£1200-1800

£600-800

256
A MACE FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL IN GERMAN 16TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
the head formed of eight shaped flanges, with conical finial
above and a coronet-shaped moulding beneath, two-stage
steel haft interrupted by a roped moulding, and the lower
portion pierced for a thong
54cm; 21D in
Inv. no. P010.
£800-1000
255
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257

257
A PAIR OF ITALIAN GILT-BRONZE PARADE STIRRUPS,
LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY
cast in relief, formed with arched sides decorated with
addorsed demi-figures beneath a pair of satyrs and a putti
at the top, with integral loop behind a scalloped grotesque
mask, oval treads engraved with broad scrolls, pierced with
a diamond-shaped hole in the centre and with a toothed
foot grip at the front, and retaining much early gilding
throughout
18cm; 7in high
Inv. nos. H005 & H006.
A stirrup of similar design formerly in the Meyrick
Collection is illustrated Meyrick 1836, pl.LXXXI, no.3.
Another is preserved in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York (inv. no. 14. 25. 1756A. See S. V. Grancsay 1955,
no. 136.
£2500-3000
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258
A COMPOSITE SOUTH GERMAN FLUTED HALF-ARMOUR
FOR FIELD USE IN THE SO-CALLED ‘MAXIMILIAN’
FASHION, CIRCA 1510-20
comprising close helmet formed of a broad rounded onepiece skull with ‘bellows’ visor and bevor attached by a pair
of low-domed common pivots, the visor prominently
stepped beneath its centrally-divided vision-slit, pierced in
three rows with ten horizontal ventilation-slots and fitted at
its right side with a lifting-peg, the bevor flanged outwards
at its lower edge to form a short neck-guard (slightly
trimmed at its centre, the flange and left side of the bevor
each showing riveted and brazed repairs) and secured to
the right side of the skull by a spring-catch (push-button
replaced), and one lame of a rear neck-guard (incomplete
right end missing), collar of four lames front and rear (the
top front lame with a later hole at the centre, the lowest
front lame with a large patch at the left side, the lowest rear
lame with minor chips and cracks at its main edges),
breastplate formed of a rounded main plate pierced at its
right side with a pair of holes for the attachment of a lancerest and fitted with moveable gussets at the arm-openings
and a flanged lame at the waist, the latter restored at its
outer ends with riveted patches and bearing a stud and
turning-pin for the attachment of a fauld of three lames the
lowest of which supports a pair of tassets each of four
lames (partly reworked), backplate formed of a main plate,
a pair of side-plates and a waist-lame, the latter flanged
outwards to receive a culet of one lame indented at the
centre of its lower edge, the upper edge of the main plate
stuck with an indistinct mark, probably the quality control
mark of the city of Nuremberg, spaudlers almost forming a
pair, each comprised of seven lames overlapping outwards
from the third (the front of the second lame of the left one
repaired with a riveted internal patch) and connected by a
turner to a fully articulated vambrace formed of a tubular
upper and lower cannon (the lower one in each case
repaired at its inside with a large riveted internal patch)
each fitted at the inside of the elbow with a pair of narrow
lames (the upper one of the lower cannon in each case
missing) and connected by a couter of five lames
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overlapping outwards from the third which is decorated on
the point of the elbow with an embossed and crosshatched cinquefoil and has a small bilobate wing at the
front fitted with a turning pin to secure a larger overlying
detachable oval wing with a medial pucker, and gauntlets
almost forming a pair, each comprised of a short straightended cuff with a hinged inner plate (the right one now
held shut by a later rivet), five metacarpal-plates, a knuckleplate, five finger-plates and a hinged thumb-defence of
three lames, the armour decorated overall with groups of
flutes emphasised by pairs of incised lines, and at its main
edges with inward turns, mainly plain but in some cases
roped, and often accompanied by recessed borders
(moderate pitting and wear overall, some cracks and
perforations): stand not included
Inv. no. A53.
The helmet forming part of this armour very likely derives
from a group of fluted close helmets that were deposited
as booty in the Imperial Arsenal of St Irene in Istanbul,
probably taken from the Knights of St John at Rhodes
when they surrendered to the Ottoman Turkish forces of
Suleyman the Magnificent in 1522. A high proportion of the
helmets have had their neck-lames and the lower edges of
their bevors removed, as in the present case. Four are still
preserved in the Askeri Museum, Istanbul. See S. W. Pyhrr
1989, pp. 89 & 94, figs 8 & 17. Another is preserved in the
Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, II.14. See A. R. Dufty &
W. Reid 1968, pl. XC.c.
The embossed and cross-hatched cinquefoils on the points
of the elbows and detachable wings on the couters of the
armour described here closely resemble those preserved
as part of a composite ‘Maximilian’ armour in Leeds. Very
similar detachable wings can also be recorded on a pair of
‘Maximilian’ vambraces formerly in the armoury of Schloss
Kefermarkt, Upper Austria, and the collection of the late
Stephen V. Grancsay, New York.
£25000-30000

form having a stepped centrally-divided vision-slit and
numerous small circular ventilation-holes at each side (the
right edge patched, the beak pierced with two large rustholes), and two gorget-plates front and rear (the lower front
one restored, the lower rear one patched at its left end),
early 17th century collar formed of a single deep plate front
and rear, breastplate of late ‘peascod’ form (patched at the
left side and centre of waist) with moveable gussets at each
arm-opening, fauld of three lames, the lowest cut with a
shallow arch over the crotch and bearing a pair of
detachable tassets each of nine lames, extending to just
above the knees, one-piece backplate shaped to the
shoulders and flanged outwards at its lower edge (patch at
left of flange) to receive a culet of one lame (patched at
either end), small symmetrical pauldrons each of six lames
(the top three of the left and the top one of the right
patched at their front ends) connected by turners to
vambraces (not a pair) each formed of a tubular upper and
lower cannon articulated to one another by a winged
couter of three lames, the wing of the left one formed as a
separate plate, mitten gauntlets (not an exact pair), each
formed of a long pointed tubular cuff, five metacarpalplates, a knuckle-plate with boldly roped transverse rib, and
four finger plates (thumb-defences lacking), and a pair of
19th century greaves of tubular construction each
articulated four times at the ankle, pierced with an aperture
to accommodate a spur and fitted with an integral broadtoed sabaton of seven lames, the main edges of the armour
turned inwards and decorated, except on the collar, with
file-roping, the collar decorated with incised bands and
borders enclosed by volutes, chevrons and punched beads,
the breastplate, backplate, pauldrons and upper cannons of
the vambraces etched in line with symmetrical sprays of
stylised acanthus foliage issuing, in the case of the
breastplate, from a grotesque mask at the centre of the
neck-opening, the couters, upper cannons of the
vambraces, gauntlets and tassets later etched on a
blackened ground with quatrefoils framed in part by
repeated lozenges and engrailed bands (showing significant
pitting and wear with some cracking, bruising, perforation
and disarticulation throughout), stand not included
Inv. no. A086.

259

259
A COMPOSITE EUROPEAN FIELD ARMOUR, 16TH
CENTURY
comprising close helmet formed of a one-piece skull rising
to a high roped comb (crest damaged, the lower left corner
of the face-opening patched) and fitted at the nape with a
plume-holder, earlier visor and bevor attached by common
pivots (replaced), the former of rounded ‘sparrow’s-beak’
114

The etched decoration of the breastplate, backplate,
pauldrons and upper cannons of the vambraces identifies
them as part of a series of armours made for the use of the
Swiss Papal Guard. Other armours of the series can be
recorded in the Museo Civico L. Marzoli, Brescia, Inv. Nos
860, 927-8, 941 & 947, see F. Rossi & N. di Carpegna 1969,
Cat. Nos 22-5 & 44, pp. 22-3 & 30); the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, Acc. No. Hen. M.1.2A-c-1933, see I. Eaves
2002, pp. 123-5, ill.; and the Art Institute, Chicago, see W.
J.. Karcheski, Jr 1995, p. 68, ill.. The decoration, originally
gilt on a blued ground, has in all cases been applied about
1700 to elements of late 16th and early 17th century North
Italian make.
£18000-24000

260
A COMPOSITE EUROPEAN CUIRASSIER’S ARMOUR,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY
comprising close helmet formed of a rounded one-piece
skull from an early 16th century armet, rising to a low roped
medial comb pierced, and fitted at the nape fitted with a
brass plume-holder (replaced) and two rear gorget-plates,
peak and bevor attached by common pivots (replaced), the
peak fitted within its brow with a barred face-defence cut
with a pair of large rectangular vision-slits and later etched
with bands of foliate interlace and guilloche, the bevor
fitted with a falling buff of three lames, each pierced with
numerous circular ventilation-holes, and three front gorgetplates, collar formed of a single deep plate front and rear,
heavy breastplate of vestigial ‘peascod’ fashion formed of a
main plate with an internal reinforce, the former flanged
outwards at it lower edge to receive a pair of long tassets
each formed of ten upward overlapping lames divisible
between the seventh and eighth and terminating in winged
poleyns of five lames, heavy backplate with outwardflanged lower edge, the breastplate and backplate each
bearing the proof-mark of a bullet, large symmetrical
pauldrons each formed of nine lames overlapping outwards
from the fifth and connected by a turner to a vambrace
formed of a tubular upper and lower cannon articulated to
one another by a winged bracelet couter of three lames,
the main edges of the armour decorated with inward turns
in part roped and accompanied by recessed borders, its
surfaces variously decorated with bands of incised lines
and roped ribs (the armour showing pitting and wear
overall with some cracking, bruising, patching and
disarticulation, particularly in the pauldrons and
vambraces), stand not included
Inv. no. A090.
£8000-10000

260
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261
A FINE NORTH ITALIAN ETCHED CLOSE HELMET FOR A
CUIRASSIER, CIRCA 1620
formed of a two-piece skull joined along a high medial
comb recessed at the apex to receive a finial (missing),
embossed with a radiating pattern of shallow flutes, pierced
over each ear with nine circular ventilation-holes in rosette
formation and fitted at the nape with a plume-holder,
obtusely-pointed peak, flat upper bevor and bevor attached
by common pivots (the right replaced), the upper bevor
and bevor each secured at the right side by a swivel-hook,
the upper bevor pierced between a pair of large rectangular
vision-slits and a semi-circular ventilation-slit for the mouth
with alternating rows of circular and rectangular ventilationholes of smaller size, two gorget-plates at the front, the
lowest descending at its centre to a rounded point, and one
gorget-plate at the rear (the second missing), the main
edges of the helmet decorated with plain inward turns, its
surfaces etched overall on a pearled ground amid branches
of stylised symmetrical foliage with bands of guilloche
enclosing trophies-of-arms, and involving at the point of
the chin and at the centre of the gorget-plates respectively,
a lion’s mask and a lion grasping a further trophy-of-arms
(the left of the peak and the left of the upper gorget-plates
showing losses, the right of the peak, the left of the upper
front gorget-plate and the front left of the lowest front
gorget plate repaired with riveted internal patches, minor
cracks and perforations, some patination and wear overall)
42cm; 16I in high
Inv. no. A017.
The etched decoration of this helmet closely resembles that
of a fine, early 17th century Italian cuirass and reinforcing
breastplate, probably belonging to the same armour, in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Acc. Nos
14.25.796, 797 & 817. See S.V.Grancsay 1955, cat. no. 16,
pp. 8-9).
£10000-12000
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262

21cm; 8D in high

No. 91, as part of an armour made by Pompeo della Chiesa
of Milan for Jean de Valette, Grand Master of the Order
(see S. C. Spiteri 2003, p. 371, fig. A5). A further pair of
tassets of this design, formerly in the same armoury, are
now in the collection of H.M. The Queen, at Sandringham.
Others, bearing the signature of Pompeo, occur as parts of
armours at Wilton House, Wiltshire, made by him for Henry
Herbert, 2nd Earl of Pembroke (see F. H. Cripps-Day 1925, p.
268, fig. 205), and in the Hofjagd- und Rüstkammer, Vienna,
Inv. Nos A 1283 & 1428 (L. G. Boccia & E. T. Coelho 1967,
fig. 348). They also occur, however, on the armours of other
Milanese makers of the late 16th century, as for example,
one in the Art Institute, Chicago, Acc. No. 1982.2194, by the
Master IFP (L. Tarassuk 1986, Cat. Nos 6 & 9, pp. 16-17, fig.
12), and one by the Master of the Triple-Towered Castle,
formerly in the collection of the Earl of Harrington
(Sotheby’s, London, 4 May 1964, lot 174).

Inv. no. A202.

£2000-2500

262
A FINE NORTH ITALIAN ETCHED AND GILT LEFT TASSET
FOR FIELD USE, CIRCA 1590-1600, PROBABLY MILANESE
formed of a single plate widening slightly to its lower end
and embossed to simulate ten lames, its lower corners
rounded, its upper edge fitted with three suspensionbuckles (the hasps replaced), its surface etched in five
vertical bands and in a border accompanying its main
edges with foliate strapwork, trophies-of-arms and fantastic
animals, all gilt on a stippled and blackened ground, and
enclosed in each case by trios of narrower bands of which
the central one is decorated with etched and gilt guilloche,
its main and simulated edges all decorated with file-roped
turns or ribs (one chip and several small cracks in main
edge, four vacant rivet-holes in upper end)

Tassets of a very similar design are preserved in the
armoury of the Knights of the Order of St John, Malta, Cat.
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263
263
A FINE NORTH ITALIAN ETCHED AND GILT BREASTPLATE
FOR FIELD USE, CIRCA 1590-1600, PROBABLY MILANESE,
of late ‘peascod’ fashion, formed of a single heavy plate with
deep neck and arm-openings, etched in borders around its
neck and arm-openings and in seven diverging vertical
bands with bands of interlacing strapwork, partly blackened
and partly burnished on a stippled and gilt ground, enclosed
in each case by narrower bands of guilloche and engrailing,
and involving oval cartouches enclosing classical subjects
including representations of Victory and Mars, and fantastic
animals, all gilt on a stippled and blackened ground, the
main edges of the breastplate decorated with file-roped
inward turns, and the lance-rest and its retaining-screws gilt
(showing some patches of patination and light wear), fitted
with a buff leather shoulder-strap (replaced) to either side,
three further later buff leather straps for the attachment of a
pair of tassets to its outward-flanged lower edge on each
side, and a pair of threaded holes, reinforced at the rear, at
the right of the chest for the attachment by means of two
baluster-headed slotted screws of a lance-rest with a
bevelled sub-rectangular base-plate and a folding arm of
angular section, roped at its front edge and fitted on its
underside with a lever-operated spring-catch, the surface of
the breastplate
42cm; 16I in high
Inv. no. A095.
The etched decoration of the breastplate is of a pattern
employed by several Milanese armours of the late 16th
century, including one who signed himself with the initials
IFP on a half armour in the Art Institute, Chicago, Acc. No.
1982.2194, and another who signed himself with a triple-

towered castle on a visor and bevor in the same collection,
Acc. No. 1982.2493 (see L. Tarassuk 1986, Cat. Nos 6 & 9,
pp. 15-16, figs 10 & 14). The pattern is particularly
associated, however, with Pompeo della Chiesa (recorded
1571-93) who had his workshop in the Castello Sforzesco,
Milan (see A. V. B. Norman 1986, p. 31). It occurs, for
example, on a signed half-armour at Wilton House,
Wiltshire, made by him for Henry Herbert, 2nd Earl of
Pembroke (F. H. Cripps-Day 1925, p. 268, fig. 205). Further
signed works of Pompeo, such as a cap-a-pié armour in the
Museo Stibbert, Florence, Inv. No. 3476, a half-armour in
the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Cat. No. 32, and a further
half-armour in the armoury of the Knights of St John,
Malta, Cat No. 91, the close helmet of which is in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Acc. No. 14.25.652,
show the pattern employed in conjunction with intervening
panels of trophies (See L. G. Boccia 1975, Cat. No. 23, pl.
24; C. Otto von Kienbusch 1963, pp. 46-7, pl. XXXIII; and S.
C. Spiteri 2003, pp. 274-5, figs A1-5). The pattern occurs on
its own on a cuirassier armour in the Museo di
Capodimonte, Naples, Inv. No. 35712 & 4183 (see L. G.
Boccia & E. T. Coelho 1967, fig. 404), on a half-armour
bearing the triple-towered castle mark, formerly in the
collection of the Earl of Harrington (Sotheby’s, London, 4
May 1964, lot 174), the close helmet of which (Sotheby’s,
London, 12 October 1976, lot 300) is now reunited with it, a
half armour bearing a double-towered castle mark, in the
Museo Civico L. Marzoli, Brescia, Inv. No. 999 (see F. Rossi
& N. di Carpegna 1969, Cat. No. 18, pp. 20-1), and several
detached elements in the Wallace Collection, London, Cat.
Nos A58 & 59 (see J. G. Mann 1962, pp. 29-32). It is
possible that the breastplate under discussion derives from
the same garniture as one or more of these pieces.
£10000-15000
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264
A FINE PAIR OF SOUTH GERMAN ETCHED AND GILT
GAUNTLETS, CIRCA 1560, PROBABLY LANDSHUT
each formed of a flared and obtusely-pointed cuff with
fixed inner plate, its upper edge turned inwards and
bearing slight traces of file-roping, the lower end of its
outer plate decorated over the ulna with an almond-shaped
boss, six upward-overlapping metacarpal-plates, shaped
knuckle-plate and finger-plate, finely etched and gilt in
recessed borders and medial bands and on the knuckleand finger-plates with bands of arabesque interlace, and at
the upper edges of each metacarpal-plate with narrower
bands of rectangular guilloche (cuff of left gauntlet slightly
deformed, lowest five plates of left, and inner cuff -plate of
right gauntlet probably restored using old plates, both
lacking scaled finger- and thumb-defences, some bruising,
cracking and perforation, light overall patination, gilding
extensively worn)
Inv. no. A044.
(2)
Arabesque ornament of the kind recorded here occurs on
several south German garnitures of the third quarter of the
16th century, mainly connected with the former Imperial
armoury in Vienna. Elements of these garnitures are now
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widely dispersed as a result of the plundering of the
armoury by Napoleonic troops in 1805. They can be seen
in the Hofjagd- und Rüüstkammer, Vienna, Inv. Nos A925,
A1118, A2259 & B126, the Musée de l’Armée, Paris, Cat.
Nos G.62 and 63, the Wallace Collection, London, Cat. No.
A38, the Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv. Nos II. 172
& VI. 62, the Museum Narodowe, Cracow, the Museo
Stibbert, Florence, Cat. No. 147, the J. W. Higgins Armory
Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts, Acc. No. 2587, The
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Art Institute, Chicago, and
the former collections of W. R. Hearst and S. V. Grancsay.
See J. F. Hayward 1953, p. 40, pl. VIII,b; J. G. Mann 1962,
pp. 45-6, pls 22 & 51; A. V. B. Norman 1986, pp. 14-16. In
some cases the decoration has a blackened ground, while
in others, as here, it has a gilt one. The cuff of the right
gauntlet in the Museo Stibbert is struck with the qualitycontrol mark of the city of Augsburg. See L. G. Boccia & E.
T. Coelho 1967, p. 83, fig.140. The breastplate of the partial
armour in the Higgins Museum, on the other hand, is struck
with the quality-control mark of the city of Landshut
accompanied by the mark of the distinguished Landshut
armourer Wolfgang Grosschedel, recorded 1517-62. See S.
V. Grancsay 1961, pp. 64-5). The decoration of the gauntlets
catalogued here most closely resembles that of the
Landshut piece.
£5000-7000

265
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED MINIATURE FIELD ARMOUR IN
THE GERMAN STYLE OF CIRCA 1580, LATE 19TH
CENTURY/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
comprising close helmet with roped comb, visor with a pair
of vision slits, bevor with three circular arrangements of
breathes on the left and lower bevor retained by a press
stud, gorget of a pair of articulated lames front and back,
breast and backplate, the former with medial ridge and
carrying a skirt of two lames, a pair of tassets each of five
lames, full arm defences, fingered gauntlets, full leg
defences with winged poleyns, articulated sabatons, and a
single pointed besagew, the principle lames decorated with
central notches, and with recessed borders and roped turns
throughout: on a wooden stand, complete with a two-hand
sword in contemporary style
76.2cm; 30in high
Inv. no. A204.
A strikingly similar miniature armour formerly in the
Renwick Collection was sold Sotheby & Co., 21st May 1973,
lot 32. It would appear that they are both based on an
armour in the former Imperial Collection in Vienna.
£8000-10000

265

266
A ‘FROG-MOUTHED’ JOUSTING HELM IN 15TH CENTURY
ENGLISH STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
formed of a low medially-ridged crown-plate sloping
forward to the upper edge of a broad V-shaped vision-slit,
projecting downwards at its rear as a narrow ‘tail-piece’,
and fitted at its apex with an oval reinforcing-plate and
vertical spike for the attachment of a funerary crest, a front
plate sloping forward to the inward-turned lower edge of
the vision-slit, and a pair of rear plates disposed to either
side of the ‘tail-piece’, the plates joined by round-headed
rivets, the lower edge of the helm flanged outwards and
pierced with pairs of stitch-holes for the attachment of a
lining (extensively corroded and patched, and painted black
overall)
Inv. no. A063.
The helmet appears to have been inspired by a distinctive
group of jousting helms of the first half of the 15th century
preserved as parts of funerary achievements in English
churches. See J. G. Mann 1933, pp. 152-4, and T.
Richardson 1996, pp. 68-72). These include an example
now in the Wallace Collection, London, Cat. No. A186, well
known to amateurs d’armes from the early 19th century
when it formed a part of the collection of Sir Samuel Rush
Meyrick of Goodrich Court, Herefordshire. The helm
catalogued here is likely to have been made to the order of
the celebrated 19th century antique arms dealer Samuel
Luke Pratt of Bond Street, London who was the chief
provider of both genuine and fake armour to English
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collectors at the time of the Gothic Revival. See G. F. Laking
1922, pp. 13-30, and Karen N. Watts.
£750-1000
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267

268

267
A SCOTTISH FLINTLOCK BELT PISTOL, CIRCA 1720

It would appear that this pistol was extensively restored in
the 19th century.

with later Continental barrel moulded at the muzzle and
enclosed by a band of silver, formed with a long flat inlaid
with shaped silver panels over the breech, brass lock
signed ‘K.McL f’ and engraved with foliage and
wrigglework borders (extensive restoration and repairs),
brass full stock finely engraved with Celtic foliage and
strapwork scrolls over the fore-end enriched with silver
rosettes, engraved with the owner’s initials ‘J.L.C.’ at the
base of the fore-end opposite the lock (the stock cracked
through and repaired at the lock, one small chip above the
lock), engraved ram’s horn butt with tightly scrolling
terminals, naïvely inlaid on each side with a heart and the
owner’s crest and motto in silver, the spine decorated with
scrolling Celtic foliage and two inlaid panels of entwined
silver strapwork, long steel belt hook inlaid with a pierced
engraved heart in silver (losses) and pierced with a design
of foliage at the base, engraved silver pricker, later button
trigger, and moulded steel ramrod

£2500-3500

268
A NORTH EUROPEAN LONG WHEEL-LOCK HOLSTER
PISTOL, CIRCA 1630, PROBABLY ALSATIAN

39.5cm; 15I in

with tapering octagonal barrel, stamped with the
barrelsmith’s mark (Neue Støckel 4895) strongly bevelled
lock retained by three side nails, fitted with external wheel
retained by a moulded ring-shaped bracket, sliding pancover, safety-catch, moulded dog and dog spring, figured
fruitwood full stock with fishtail butt (fore-end replaced),
inlaid opposite the lock and over the butt with brass
scrollwork terminating in engraved mother-of-pearl and bone
rosettes, all enriched with minute brass stars and framed
within linear arrangements of brass wire extending over the
fore-end, the butt cap bound by a plain brass band and inlaid
with a symmetrical pattern en suite, brass ramrod-pipe, and
brass fore-end cap (later brass-tipped wooden ramrod)

Inv. no. F028.

74.5cm; 29D in

Literature:

Inv. no. F080.

Martin Kelvin, The Scottish Pistol, Its History Manufacture
and design, London 1996, p. 159.

£5000-6000

The crest and motto is that of Campbell of Cawdor.
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269
A PAIR OF SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK HOLSTER
PISTOLS BY LEWIS (1) BARBAR, LONDON, CIRCA 1700
with swamped barrels formed in three stages, moulded
fore-sights engraved with foliage around the bases,
engraved with a band of beadwork at the breeches,
stamped with the barrelsmith’s mark, London view and
proof marks on one side, stamped with Irish census
numbers KD-2196 and KD-2197, and signed ‘Barbar
Londini’, barrel tangs engraved with wrigglework and
foliage, signed locks engraved with wrigglework around the
borders, the cocks and steel engraved en suite (one
mainspring missing, the other lock defective), figured
walnut full stocks (the fore-ends each cracked and chipped,
one stock reinforced with a steel apron), carved with raised
mouldings about the barrel tangs, locks and over the foreends, full silver mounts comprising scrolling foliate sideplates cast and chased in low relief and enriched with silver

wire scrolls and pellets, spurred pommels fitted with
grotesque mask caps, moulded trigger-guards with
acanthus finials, vacant foliate escutcheons, and a pair of
moulded ramrod-pipes, and one pistol retaining its original
horn-tipped wooden ramrod with steel worm (the other
replaced)
46cm; 18B in
(2)
Inv. nos. F014 & F015.
Louis Barbar, a French protestant, was born at Essendon in
Poitou and came to England circa 1688 where he was
naturalised in 1700. He was made free of the Gunmaker’s
Company in 1704, was appointed Gentleman Armourer to
King George I in 1717 and King George II in 1727. See W.
Keith Neal and D. H. L. Back 1984, pp. 288-302.
£3000-3500
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270

270
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY I.COSENS,
CIRCA 1690
with tapering barrels formed in three stages (shortened in
their working life), engraved with a bird-of-prey on the
barrel tangs (rubbed), signed rounded locks engraved with
scrolling foliage including and issuant monsterhead on the
tails (one lock defective and missing its steel), figured ash
full stocks (the tip of one fore-end cracked and chipped, the
other fore-end replaced), carved with raised mouldings
about the tangs and mounts, moulded brass mounts
comprising pierced scrolling side-plates formed as issuant
scaly monsters, lightly engraved trigger-guards with
moulded baluster terminals, engraved spurred pommels
(one with a small dent), and a pair of moulded ramrodpipes (one ramrod-pipe missing, the mounts rubbed), steel
trigger-plates engraved with foliage, and drop-shaped steel
escutcheons each engraved ‘No 9’ (ramrods missing)
43.5cm; 17B in
(2)
Inv. nos. F002 & F003.
John Cosens was made free of the Gunmaker’s Company
in 1662. He is said to have learnt ‘ye arte in ye Citty of
Winchester’ and later took over Harman Barne’s Shop from
his widow, Ursula. He became Gunmaker-in-Ordinary to
Charles II and supplied pistols and one gun ‘stocked with
asshe’ for £8 as part of the King’s presents for the Emperor
of Morocco in 1680.
£2000-2500
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271

271
A FINE PAIR OF ENGLISH SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
HOLSTER PISTOLS OF PRESENTATION QUALITY BY
WILSON, MINORIES, LONDON, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1782, MAKER’S MARK OF MOSES
BRENT
with blued swamped barrels of so-called Spanish form,
signed on a scroll over the breech and stamped with the
barrelsmiths, London view and proof marks, engraved with
trophies-of-arms, scrolls of foliage, a band of beadwork and
chiselled with shaped recesses all on a fishroe ground
(small losses, the bluing oxidised in places), gold-lined
vents, engraved breech tangs formed with a sighting
groove, rounded locks fitted with characteristic sliding
safety-catches operating inside the locks beneath the pans,
chiselled with trophies and signed on a banner beneath the
safety-catches, gold-lined semi-rainproof pans, chiselled
with trophies-of-war on the cocks and cornucopia on the
steels, highly figured walnut full stocks carved with shell
ornament about the breech tangs (one fore-end cracked in
the ramrod channel), profusely inlaid over their full length
with silver scrolls, the fore-ends with slender panels filled
with a wavy pattern of silver wire enriched with minute
pellets, the butts inlaid with silver cornucopia, minute

flowers and a posy of flowers at the base (very small
losses, one stock with a small chip, each with very light
bruising), full silver mounts cast and chased in low relief,
comprising side-plates formed as a frieze of classical
trophies incorporating fasces and armour, spurred
pommels decorated with panoplies-of-arms centring on a
field gun on each face, trigger-guards chased with further
designs of trophies on the bows and the finials, vacant
silver escutcheons en suite, a pair of silver ramrod-pipes,
and one retaining its original silver-tipped baleen ramrod
(one ramrod replaced, the silver mounts lightly rubbed in
places)
40.5cm; 16in
(2)
Inv. nos. F007 & F008.
William (1) Wilson was made free of the Gunmakers
Company in 1754 and took livery in 1778. He became
partner with his father, Richard (1), in 1756 and continued
to use his mark after his death in 1766.
£10000-12000
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272
A VERY RARE PAIR OF SAXON AIR PISTOLS BY FUTTER À
DRESSDE, CIRCA 1750
with tapering sighted barrels sheathed in brass and
moulded at the muzzles, broad brass breech tangs of
shaped outline engraved with flowers and foliage, signed
stepped ‘dummy’ flintlock mechanisms engraved with
scrolling foliage (defective), figured walnut full stocks
carved with a flowerhead about the breech tangs and with
raised mouldings about the mounts (the stocks with light
bruising), brass mounts comprising engraved two-piece
side-plates, short spurred pommels with screw-in caps
covering the valves, moulded trigger-guards with slender
baluster finials, and pair of ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end
caps, and each with its steel ramrod
44.5cm; 17I in
(2)
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Inv. nos. F008 & F009.
Barrel reservoir pistols with mock flintlock mechanisms are
notably rare. Another pair are preserved in the
Schwarzburg (inv. nos 1211-12) and are signed C. G. Pflug
in Jena. See A. Hoff 1972, p. 40.
Johann Joseph Futter is recorded in Dresden working for
Johann Leopold Milotta in the second quarter of the 18th
Century. He became Hofbüchsenmacher in 1754, worked in
Warsaw 1759-63 and returned to Dresden in 1770. An air
rifle and a combined flintlock and air gun by this maker are
preserved in the former Saxon Electoral collections, inv.
nos. 1840 S.3 and 1799 S.513. See D. Schaal 1975, pp. 124129.
£5000-7000

273

274

273
A FINE ENGLISH SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
SPORTING GUN BY GEORGE (2) JONES, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1755
with earlier Dutch two-stage swamped barrel fitted with
silver fore-sight formed as a bearded grotesque, chiselled
over the breech with a scrollwork panel enclosing a seated
warrior, an elaborate grotesque mask, a walled city and
differing cavalry scenes arranged vertically beneath a band
of acanthus, engraved breech tang incorporating a
moulded back-sight, signed stepped lock engraved with
border ornament and with a spray of foliage on the tail,
sliding bolt safety-catch, figured walnut full stock carved
with a scrolling shell about the breech tang (the butt with
scratches and bruising), full rococo silver mounts cast and
chased in low relief, comprising classical trophy-of-arms
side-plate, trigger-guard engraved with a flower on the bow
and with rococo finial, butt-plate chiselled and engraved
with flowers and shell ornament, three moulded ramrodpipes and vacant escutcheon incorporating an expanded
flowerhead (later ramrod)

274
A .451/.483 CALIBRE WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT
BREECH-LOADING ‘MONKEY TAIL’ WHITWORTH TARGET
RIFLE BY WESTLEY RICHARDS 170 NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, NO. 9430,
CIRCA 1870
with signed blued barrel matted towards the fore-sight and
fitted with adjustable back-sight, scroll-engraved blued tipup breech, signed scroll-engraved bolted lock, highly
figured walnut full stock with raised cheek-piece, chequered
grip and fore-end, engraved steel mounts comprising
trigger-guard decorated with a tiger on the bow and with
pineapple finial, butt-plate with trap, three ramrod-pipes,
and a pair of sling swivels,vacant silver escutcheon, horntipped fore-end cap, brass-tipped ebony ramrod (tip
missing), and with traces of original finish
91.2cm; 36in barrel
Inv. no. F030.
£1200-1500

Inv. no. F029.
George (2) Jones is recorded in St Martin’s Lane, Long Acre
circa 1734-50 and at Newport Street in 1756. He is known
to have had unproved guns seized by the Gunmaker’s
Company.
£3000-3500
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275

276
275
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY TWIGG, LONDON,
CIRCA 1780

276
A FLINTLOCK SEA SERVICE MUSKETOON BY BROOKS,
CIRCA 1790

with three-stage brass barrel swelling towards the muzzle,
inscribed ‘London’ and with a simple flower over the
breech, fitted with top-mounted spring bayonet released by
a catch on the breech tang (the bayonet now detached, the
hinge screw and lower portion chipped), stepped lock
signed in script (the upper portion of the cock missing),
figured walnut full stock (chipped and repaired), brass
mounts including engraved solid side-plate, trigger-guard
engraved with a rococo flower and with acorn finial, buttplate formed en suite and with pronounced heel, and
vacant oval escutcheon (ramrod missing)

with 59cm; 23D in steel barrel flared at the muzzle and
struck with view, proof and Ordnance marks, signed
border-engraved lock engraved ‘Tower’ and with Ordnance
mark (rubbed), figured walnut full stock (cracked around
one barrel pin), the butt with flat-topped comb, brass
mounts of regulation type comprising trigger-guard, sideplate, butt-plate and ramrod-pipe, and contemporary brasstipped wooden ramrod (the tip missing)

77cm; 30D in

See H.L. Blackmore 1961, p.99.

Inv. no. F082.

£2000-2400

£1000-1500
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99.5cm; 39B in
Inv. no. F085.

277

278

277
A FLINTLOCK SEA SERVICE MUSKETOON BY BROOKS,
CIRCA 1790

278
A FLINTLOCK SEA SERVICE MUSKETOON BY BROOKS,
CIRCA 1790

with 61.5cm; 24D in steel barrel flared at the muzzle and
struck with a series of marks including view, proof and
Ordnance marks, signed border-engraved lock with
Ordnance mark (mainspring removed), figured walnut full
stock (fore-end repaired), the butt with flat-topped comb,
brass mounts of regulation type comprising trigger-guard,
side-plate, butt-plate and ramrod-pipe, and contemporary
brass-tipped wooden ramrod

with 58cm; 22P in steel barrel flared at the muzzle and
struck with view, proof and Ordnance marks, signed
border-engraved lock engraved ‘Tower’ and with Ordnance
mark (rubbed, the lower portion only of the steel
remaining), figured walnut full stock, the butt with flattopped comb, brass mounts of regulation type comprising
trigger-guard, side-plate, butt-plate and ramrod-pipe, and
contemporary brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the tip
missing)

102.8cm; 40I in
Inv. no. F087.
See H.L. Blackmore 1961, p.99.
£2000-2400

99cm; 39in
Inv. no. F084.
See H.L. Blackmore 1961, p.99.
£1800-2200
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280
279
A .650 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
DURS EGG, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

280
A .650 CALIBRE VOLUNTEER FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY
DURS EGG, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

based on the India pattern musket, with tapering barrel
sight removed) incised with the number ‘12’ over the
breech, rounded lock of regulation type, figured walnut full
stock impressed with a series of initials in the ramrod
channel, regulation brass mounts including trigger-guard,
butt-plate numbered en suite with the breech, and three
ramrod-pipes, a single rear sling swivel (the forward swing
swivel missing), and original steel ramrod with matching
number

based on the India pattern musket, with tapering barrel
(fore-sight removed) incised with the number ‘4’ over the
breech, signed rounded lock of regulation type, figured
walnut full stock impressed with a series of initials in the
ramrod channel, regulation brass mounts including triggerguard, butt-plate numbered en suite with the breech, and
three ramrod-pipes, a single forward sling swivel (the rear
swing swivel missing), and original steel ramrod with
matching number

94cm; 37in barrel

94.5cm; 37D in barrel

Inv.no.F038.

Inv. no. F037.

£1800-2200

£1800-2200
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281

282
281
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

282
A .750 CALIBRE INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
DATED 1786

of regulation specifications, the barrel struck with view,
proof and ordnance marks at the breech, the lock engraved
with crowned GR and ‘Tower’, figured walnut full stock
impressed with further marks including the date (partly
obscured), and the Ordnance storekeeper’s mark,
regulation brass mounts, and steel ramrod

of regulation specifications, the barrel struck with view,
proof and ordnance marks at the breech, the lock engraved
with crowned GR and ‘Tower’, figured walnut full stock
impressed with further marks including the date (partly
obscured), the Ordnance storekeeper’s mark, and the
maker’s name ‘Gill’, regulation brass mounts, and steel
ramrod

99cm; 39in barrel
Inv. no. F053.
£1500-2000

99.7cm; 39D in barrel
Inv. no. F054.
£1500-2000
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Armour
VARIOUS OWNERS
283
A RARE EUROPEAN MAIL CAPE OR PISAIN, LATE 15TH
OR EARLY 16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN
composed entirely of riveted iron rings of half-round wire,
those at the neck and at the base of the throat smaller in
size than the rest and forming a stiff upstanding collar or
standard, well-shaped to the shoulders, extending
downwards to obtusely-pointed lower edges at the front
and the rear of the waist and formed with a central opening
at the rear (heavily patinated throughout with several small
holes and some fusing of links at the neck)
Provenance:
Baron Armand van Zeulen (1838-96), sold Sotheby’s,
London, 1st April 1980, lot 81.
Mail capes such as this, referred to by modern collectors as
‘bishops’ mantles’, were known at the time of their use as
‘pisains’. The relatively large rings of the present example
indicate a date in the late 15th or early 16th century. Two
similar examples are in the Royal Armouries Museum,
Leeds, Inv. Nos. III. 13 & 14, in one case fitted with a
Nuremberg-inscribed brass ring. Others of an early fashion
were formerly in the collections of Sir Guy Laking and Felix
Joubert. See G. F. Laking, Vol. II, 1920, figs 530-1).
£8000-12000
283
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284
A COMPOSITE GERMAN THREE-QUARTER FIELD
ARMOUR, SECOND HALF OF THE 16TH CENTURY, THE
BREASTPLATE STRUCK WITH THE MARK OF PAUL
MEITINGER OF INNSBRUCK
comprising burgonet formed of a one-piece skull rising to a
high roped medial comb, projecting forward to a short
obtusely-pointed peak struck at its front edge with the
ownership mark of the Austrian Landesfürstliches
Zeughaus, fitted at its rear with an obtusely-pointed onepiece neck-guard (right articulating rivet loose), and at each
side with a hinged cheek-piece (distal end of hinge
replaced) flanged outwards at its lower edge to serve as a
continuation of the neck-guard, pierced at its centre with
seven small circular ventilation-holes arranged in rosette
formation and fitted at its front edge with a buff leather
loop (replaced) to receive a tie, ‘almain’ collar of three
lames front and rear, the lowest front one struck with the
same ownership mark as the burgonet, giving issue at
either side to an integral spaudler of six downwardoverlapping lames, breastplate of late ‘peascod’ form struck
at the centre of its shallow neck-opening with the maker’s
initials P M (the first initial partly worn) of Paul Meitinger of
Innsbruck and fitted at its arm-openings with moveable
gussets, and at its outward-flanged lower edge with a fauld
of two lames, the lowest cut with a shallow arch over the
crotch and bearing a pair of detachable tassets (not a pair)
each of seven lames, extending to just above the knees,
one-piece backplate shaped to the shoulders and flanged
outwards at its lower edge to receive a culet of one lame,
vambraces (not a pair) each formed of a tubular upper and
lower cannon (the inner plate of the right lower cannon
corroded at its front edge) articulated to one another by a
winged couter of three lames, the main edges of the
armour decorated with roped inward turns, those of the
vambraces accompanied by recessed borders on a ground
originally black from the hammer (some pitting and wear
overall), stand not included
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Paul Meitinger, is recorded active in Innsbruck in the period
1544-80. In 1554-8 he was employed by the Imperial
Zeughaus to make infantry armours. Further contracts were
obtained by him in 1562-5, 1573 and 1576. He also made
armours for the Jesuits of Halle in 1580. Further
breastplates and backplates bearing his mark are to be
found in the Hofjagd- und Rüstkammer, Vienna, Inv.Nos A
403 & 407, the collections of Schloss Ambrass, near
Innsbruck, Inv. Nos WA 223 & 331, and the Museo Stibbert,
Florence, Inv. No. 2367. See B. Thomas & O. Gamber 1954,
pp. 87 & 105, pl. 83).
£12000-15000
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285
A COMPOSITE GERMAN ‘BLACK AND WHITE’ THREEQUARTER FIELD ARMOUR (HARNASCH), MID- TO LATE
16TH CENTURY, THE CUIRASS NORTH GERMAN,
PROBABLY BRUNSWICK
comprising burgonet formed of a one-piece skull rising to a
exceptionally high roped medial comb, projecting forward
to an obtusely-pointed peak, pierced around the brow, faceopening and nape with pairs of lace-holes, fitted at the
nape with a plume-holder (replaced) and an obtuselypointed neck-guard of one lame, and at each side with a
pair of forward-projecting cheek-pieces (associated),
pierced at their centres in each case with five small circular
ventilation-holes, and fitted at their front edges with buff
leather loops (replaced) to receive a tie, ‘almain’ collar of
three lames front and rear fitted at either side with a pair of
integral spaudlers each formed of seven downwardoverlapping lames extending downwards to the elbow
where it is connected by internal leathers through a shelllike one-piece couter to a tubular lower cannon, besagues
(restored) each rising at its centre to a conical boss,
breastplate formed of a heavy main plate with a strong
medial ridge projecting forward over the belly , its upper
border struck with a serial number formed of ten dots,
moveable gussets at its arm-openings and a fauld of one
lames fitted within its lower edge with a pair of tassets of
each of seven lames extending to just above the knees,
one-piece backplate strongly shaped to the shoulders, its
upper border struck with a serial number formed of five
dots, and fitted with a culet of one lame, and mitten
gauntlets each formed of a slightly rounded and flared
tubular cuff , four metacarpal-plates, a knuckle-plate
decorated with a boldly roped transverse rib, five fingerplates and scaled thumb-defence, the main edges of the
armour decorated with roped inward turns, its surfaces
decorated with bright bands and borders (lightly patinated
and worn), variously raised or recessed against a blackened
ground (refreshed), the subsidiary edges of the burgonet
decorated with scalloped edges, stand not included
285
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£12000-18000

286
286
A RARE SOUTH GERMAN CLOSE HELMET FOR THE
TOURNEY, IN THE MANNER OF WOLFGANG
GROSSCHEDEL OF LANDSHUT, CIRCA 1550-5
of notable weight, formed of a rounded skull rising to a
high roped medial comb (bruised and cracked towards the
rear), pierced at the rear of the neck with four small rivetholes for the attachment of a missing plume-holder and to
either side of it with four lace-holes, two of those at the
right retaining their brass eyelets, visor, upper bevor and
bevor attached by later common pivots with large domed
heads, the visor with a prominent step beneath its single
broad vision-slit and a spring-catch at the right side
operated by a later lifting-peg with baluster-shaped
terminal, prow-shaped upper bevor pierced at its left side
with twenty small circular ventilation holes arranged in four
rows and at the right side with eight diagonal ventilationslots, each expanded at its centre, the right side further
pierced with a threaded hole for the attachment of a
reinforce and fitted with a sliding spring-catch, the bevor
(with riveted patch at right of face-opening) pierced at each
side of the neck with seven circular ventilation-holes in
rosette formation, the central one of the right group
occupied by the brass-capped pivot of a sturdy forked

visor-prop, the right of the neck further fitted with a brass
swivel-hook to secure the push-button operated springcatch issuing forward from the skull, the lower edges of the
skull flanged outwards to receive missing gorget-plates, the
front and left of the helmet showing numerous cuts from a
rebated sword (pitted overall)
34.2cm; 13I in high
The helmet compares closely in both form and detail with
the contemporary products of the Landshut school of
armourers, in many cases marked by or documented as the
work of Wolfgang Grosschedel, recorded 1517-62, and his
son Franz Grosschedel, recorded 1555-78 (A. Von
Reitzenstein 1954, pp. 142-53). Analogous helmets of the
school can be recorded in the Hofjagd- und Rüstkammer,
Vienna, the Real Armeria, Madrid, the Musée de l’Armée,
Paris, the Musée Royale de l’Armée, Brussels, the Wallace
Collection, London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, and the Stadt- und Kreismuseum, Landshut (G.
Spitzelberger 1975, pls 25, 31-2, 34-5, 38-9, 41& 47-52; J.
Mann 1960, pls IV & VI; and A. V. B. Norman 1986, pl 214).
Like the helmet under discussion, they are pieced at either
side of their bevors with circular groups of ventilation-holes.
£12000-18000
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287

287
THE SKULL AND NECK-GUARD OF A GERMAN FLUTED
CLOSE HELMET, CIRCA 1520
the rounded one-piece skull rising to a low boldly-roped
medial comb, pierced at each side with a pivot-hole for the
attachment of a missing visor and bevor, fitted at the right
of the neck with a spring-catch for the bevor (lacking pushbutton), and flanged outwards at the nape for the
attachment of a broad neck-defence of three downwardoverlapping lames, the centre of the skull and neck-defence
decorated with continuous flutes emphasised by pairs of
incised lines, the lower edges of the skull and first two
lames of the neck-guard each decorated with pairs of
scored lines, and the main edge of the neck-guard
decorated with a file-roped inward turn accompanied by a
recessed border (lightly patinated overall)
30.5cm; 12in high
£4000-5000
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288

288
A NORTH EUROPEAN CLOSE HELMET, CIRCA 1540,
POSSIBLY LOW GERMAN
formed of a rounded one-piece skull rising to a low medial
comb decorated along its crest with a pair of incised lines
(small cracks to the rear), visor and bevor attached by
common pivots with low domed heads decorated with
cross-hatching, prominent ‘sparrow’s-beak’ visor strongly
stepped beneath a centrally-divided vision-slit and pierced
above the mid-line to either side of the “beak” with a row
of five circular ventilation-holes, and a row of three
diagonal ventilation-slots on the right below the mid-line,
moulded baluster lifting-peg (later), the bevor strongly
shaped to the chin and secured to the skull at the right of

the neck by a spring-catch with a cross-hatched releasebutton, and a single gorget-plate front and rear, each with
plain inward turn at the lower edge (cleaned overall, areas
of pitting, the flanged lower edge of the skull pierced at the
centre with a later suspension-hole)
31cm; 12D in high
A very similar helmet is preserved in the Wallace
Collection, London, Cat. No. A167 (James G. Mann, Wallace
Collection Catalogues: European Arms and Armour, Vol. I,
London, 1962, p. 137, pl. 69; and A. V. B. Norman, Wallace
Collection Catalogues: European Arms and Armour,
Supplement, p. 62). It has no lining-rivets in the bevor, in
common with the present example.
£7000-9000
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289

289
A SKULL OF A CLOSE HELMET, PROBABLY ITALIAN,
CIRCA 1520
formed in one piece with a globose crown cut at the front
with a broad face-opening, pierced at each side with a large
hole for a visor-pivot, flanged outwards at its lower edge
for the attachment of rear gorget-plates and embossed in
high relief at the rear with a large scallop incised with
close-set longitudinal lines, the surface retaining much of
its original black-from-the hammer finish (some corrosion,
wear and minor denting overall); fitted with A BEVOR OF A
CLOSE HELMET, PROBABLY ITALIAN THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 16TH CENTURY, with deep U-shaped face-opening,
pair of pivot-holes and outward-flanged lower edge, the
former decorated around its margin with a raised rib

accompanied by a recessed border, the upper edges and
centre of the chin decorated with pairs of incised lines, in
the latter case enclosing cabling, the surface retaining
traces of a black-from-the-hammer finish (pitted and worn
overall, some later holes at each side of chin and neckflange)
the first: 23.5cm; 9D in high
Two close helmets in the Museo Stibbert, Florence, Inv.
Nos 2801 & 2804, have similar skulls to the first (L. G.
Boccia 1975, Cat. Nos 39 & 43, pls 42-3), as do two more in
the Musée de l’Armée, Paris, Inv. No. H. 107. A further
example can be recorded in the Museo Civico L. Marzoli,
Brescia, Inv. No. 319 (F. Rossi & N. Di Carpegna 1969, Cat.
No. 94, ill.).
£4000-6000
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290

290
A RARE FRENCH CLOSE HELMET FOR FIELD USE WITH
ETCHED AND GILT DECORATION, CIRCA 1570

upper edge of the visor and the flanged lower edges of the
skull and bevor showing some losses and patched repairs,
the surface of the helmet showing much pitting and wear)

formed of a rounded skull constructed in two pieces joined
medially along the apex of a high roped comb and fitted at
the nape with a later plume-holder of brass, visor, upper
bevor and bevor attached by common pivots (replaced),
the forward-sloping visor stepped and roped beneath its
broad single vision-slit and fitted at its right side with a
lifting-peg (replaced), the strongly prow-shaped upper
bevor roped at its upper edge, pierced at its right side with
eight circular ventilation-holes in rosette formation and
secured to the bevor at the same side by a swivel-hook
(perhaps replaced), the lower edges of the skull and bevor
flanged outwards for the attachment of gorget-plates of
which only the uppermost front one is preserved, the sides
of the comb etched and gilt on a hatched ground with
alternating foliate scrolls inhabited by winged herms (the

30cm; 11N in high
The helmet closely resembles in both form and
construction those belonging to a series of French royal
armours made circa 1555-80 (J. P. Reverseau 1982, pp. 5463, 68-7 & 72-9; J. P. Reverseau 1982, pp. 146-7). These
include the finely etched and gilt armours G. 119, G. 120 &
G. 121 in the Museé de l’Armée, Paris. The decoration of
the comb of G. 120, made for Charles IX in the period 156474, is particularly close to that of the helmet described
here.
£6000-7000
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292

291
291
A SOUTH GERMAN BURGONET, NUREMBERG, CIRCA
1570-80
formed of a one-piece skull rising to a high roped medial
comb, projecting forward to an acutely-pointed peak struck
at its front edge with a maker’s mark consisting of an
escutcheon enclosing a pair of indistinct initials (FC?) over a
star and the quality-control mark of the city of Nuremberg,
fitted at the nape with a slender plume-holder and
obtusely-pointed one-piece neck-guard and at each side
with a hinged cheek-piece shaped at its upper front corner
to fit over the side of the peak, flanged outwards at its
lower edge to serve as a continuation of the neck-guard
and pierced at its centre, within a central boss, with ten
small circular ventilation-holes arranged in rosette
formation, the main edges of the burgonet decorated,
except at the front of the cheek-pieces, with roped inward
turns, its surfaces decorated overall, on a formerly blackfrom-the-hammer ground (now bright), with variously
raised and recessed bands and borders in the “black and
white fashion” (showing overall wear and minor cracks and
bruises)
32.4cm; 12N in high
Many similar Nuremberg burgonets are preserved in the
Steiermärkisches Landeszeughaus in Graz (P. Krenn 1987,
1987, pp.28-9).
£3000-3500
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292
AN ITALIAN ‘SAVOYARD’ HELMET, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with two-piece skull joined by a low comb, fitted with
pivoting peak drawn-down in the centre, fitted with a Ushaped face defence pierced with shaped apertures for the
eyes and a small opening for the mouth (the right hand arm
replaced), lower bevor fitted with a hook on the right for
securing the face-defence, and with a single gorget plate at
the front (the rear plates replaced, fitted at the base with a
pierced modern plate, repatinated throughout)
24cm; 9I in high
£2000-2500

294

293

293
A GERMAN BURGONET, LATE 16TH CENTURY
with two-piece skull joined at a low comb, outwardly
flanged at the front to a pointed peak and embossed on
each side with a large fleur-de-lys, fitted with later pointed
neck-defence, later hinged cheek-pieces and later plumeholder, decorated throughout with recessed borders and
later black painted finish (restorations and repairs)
26.5cm; 10I in high
£500-700

294
A NORTH EUROPEAN BURGONET, POSSIBLY GERMAN,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY
formed of a rounded two-piece skull joined medially along
the apex of its high roped comb, projecting forward to an
acutely-pointed peak, flanged outwards at the nape to
receive an obtusely-pointed one-piece neck-guard and cut
out at each side to receive a missing cheek-piece, now
represented only by the proximal ends of its hinge, the
main edges decorated with plain inward turns
accompanied, in the case of the neck-guard, by a recessed
border, (heavily corroded overall with significant losses at
the centre and right of the peak, the apex of the comb and
the right of the neck-guard, and some deformation
throughout)
£400-500
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295

295
AN ETCHED GERMAN COMB-MORION, NUREMBERG,
CIRCA 1580
formed in one piece with a hemispherical crown rising to a
high roped medial comb, and an integral brim turned down
at each side, rising to an obtuse point at the front and rear
(the front one slightly bruised), decorated around its edge
with a file-roped inward turn, the front struck with the
quality-control mark of the city of Nuremberg (the rear and
sides each pierced with later wiring-holes), the base of the
crown encircled by twelve round-headed lining-rivets with
rosette-washers of iron (one washer missing), finely etched
on each side of the crown with a circular cartouche
enclosing, on the right, a representation of the Sacrifice of
Isaac, and on the left, a mounted huntsman carrying a
spear, in each case overlaying a pattern of alternating
vertical bands respectively comprised of arabesque
interlace and scrolling foliage inhabited by birds of prey,
the latter design repeated on the comb and the brim and
involving in the case of the former, oval cartouches
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enclosing, on the right, a soldier holding a banner, and on
the left, a drummer, each in contemporary dress, the
etching executed throughout on a blackened and stippled
ground (light wear and patination overall)
29.1cm; 11I in high
The decoration of the helmet anticipates that found on a
distinctive group of Nuremburg morions of the early 17th
century formerly preserved in the armoury of the Dukes of
Saxe-Coburg in the Wartburg, Thuringia. The scrolling
foliage and birds are similar in execution to those found on
a series of morions of about 1570 made for the Schurff
family, hereditary huntsmen of the Tyrol, examples of which
are to be found in the Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds,
and the Musée de l’Armée, Paris. See J-P. Reverseau 1982,
p. 50, fig. 2. A morion of similar form decorated with
arabesque interlace is preserved in the Historisches
Museum, Dresden (Schöbel 1976, fig. 40)
£4000-5000

296

296
AN ITALIAN COMB-MORION, CIRCA 1580
formed in one piece with a rounded crown rising to a high
roped medial comb decorated to either side of its apex and
base with incised lines, and an integral brim turned down
at each side and rising to an acute point at the front and the
rear (the front point bruised), its edge decorated with a fileroped inward turn bordered by a narrow groove, the base
of the crown pieced at the nape with a pair of holes for the
attachment of a plume-holder (missing) and encircled by
six (originally fourteen) lining-rivets with brass rosettewashers, retaining its original blued finish overall

Fenton was selling the morions by at least 1933. According
to a later verbal report of his armourer, Theodore Egli, they
had been obtained in Ireland. Examples are now to be seen
in the Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, Inv.No. IV. 449 (A.
R. Dufty & W. Reid 1968, pl. CII.c), the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, Acc. Nos Hen. M. 32, 33 & 34-1933 (I. Eaves
2002, pp. 153-5, ill.), and the Glasgow Museum and Art
Gallery. The group also included “Spanish” morions,
examples of which are once again to be seen in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds and the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge (Eaves, op. cit., pp. 161-2).
£2500-3000

31.8cm; 12I in high
The morion is one of a series offered for sale between the
World Wars by W. H. Fenton & Sons of 11 New Oxford
Street, London. An undated circular of Fenton
(photographic copy held in Royal Armouries Library, Leeds)
illustrates a morion almost identical to that offered here.
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297

PROPERTY REMOVED FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE
297
A SOUTH GERMAN BURGONET, AUGSBURG, CIRCA 1600
formed of a rounded one-piece skull rising to a high medial
comb, projecting forward to an obtusely-pointed peak
struck at its point with the quality-control mark of the city of
Augsburg and an indistinct maker’s mark incorporating the
letter ‘M’, flanged outwards at the nape to receive an
obtusely-pointed one-piece neck-guard and fitted at each
side with a hinged cheek-piece pierced at its centre with
five circular ventilation-holes and flanged outwards at its
lower edge to serve as a continuation of the neck-guard,
the main edges of the helmet turned inwards, its surface
retaining much of a black from the hammer finish (the skull
showing surface delamination of its metal, the right centre
of the peak cracked, the hinge for the left cheek-piece
replaced)
28.5cm; 11D in high
£1200-1400

298
A GERMAN COMB-MORION, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
formed in two halves with a rounded skull rising to a high
medial comb fitted at its nape with a plume-holder
(probably later), and an integral brim turned down at each
side, rising to an acute point at the front and rear (that at
the front slightly bruised), and decorated around its edge
with a plain inward turn, the crown encircled at its base by
twelve round-headed lining-rivets with rosette-washers of
brass (five missing), retaining fragments of a buff-leather
lining-band, and embossed at each side with two
concentric circles, the inner one enclosing a hexafoil, the
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298

299

outer one formed at its inner edge as a running wavepattern, originally coloured black and white but later
blackened overall (the surface showing some oxidation and
wear)
29.8cm; 11N in high
£1000-1400

299
A GERMAN COMB-MORION, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
formed in two halves with a rounded skull rising to a high
medial comb fitted at its nape with a later plume-holder,
and an integral brim turned down at each side, rising to an
acute point at the front and rear, and decorated around its
edge with a plain inward turn (small split and minor
bruising), the crown encircled at its base by twelve roundheaded lining-rivets with rosette-washers of brass (two
missing), retaining a buff-leather lining-band, and
embossed at each side with two concentric circles, the
inner one enclosing a hexafoil, the outer one formed at its
inner edge as a running wave-pattern, originally coloured
black and white but later blackened overall (the surface
showing some oxidation and wear)
29.8cm; 11N in high
£1000-1400

300

300
A RARE ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
GERMAN

tow, the lower ends of the cheek-pieces fitted with the
remains of velvet tie-loops (the lining with small holes and
tears)

formed of a one-piece hemispherical skull decorated with a
pattern of radiating flutes of shallow V-section bisected by
raised ribs, fitted at its apex with a moulded gilt brass finial
riveted through two large superimposed circular washers,
the lower one of iron, and the slightly smaller upper one of
gilt brass with decoratively cut edge, at its brow with a flat
obtusely-pointed peak, at its nape with a similarly-pointed
flaring neck-guard of four lames, at each side with a
pendent cheek-piece narrowing to its lower end and
pierced at its upper end with seven circular ventilationholes, and above its left cheek-piece with a gilt plumeholder, the peak pierced at its rear with a rectangular hole
to accommodate a sliding nasal-bar with leaf shaped upper
end and outward-angled lower end (right corner chipped)
secured at the brow by a rectangular staple and lockingscrew, the former gilt, the main edges of the helmet
decorated with plain turns and ribs accompanied on the
peak and neck-guard by narrow grooves, the surface of the
helmet blackened overall, the large round heads of its rivets
capped with gilt brass, its interior fitted throughout with an
early lining of buff leather, that within the skull quilted with

27.3cm; 10N in high
£2000-2500

301
TWO CIRCULAR LEATHER GUARDS, POSSIBLY GERMAN
16TH CENTURY
each formed with a pronounced central dome, embossed
over its surface with a radiating pattern of pine cones and
roped C-shaped scrolls, plain leather border, and one
retaining a pair of buff leather straps and buckles, the other
with a portion of two buff straps (each missing a third
strap)
20.3cm; 8in
(2)
The form of these suggests that they may have been part
of a leather bard or a lining for a peytral.
£200-300
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302

VARIOUS OWNERS
302
AN ITALIAN MORION IN THE ‘SPANISH’ FASHION, CIRCA
1600

303

303
A ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN

18.4cm; 7D in high

formed of a one-piece hemispherical skull embossed with
six radiating ribs, fitted at its apex with a transverselypierced finial and circular washer, at its brow with a flat
peak, at its nape with a flaring neck-guard of four lames,
and at each side with a pendent cheek-piece pointed at its
lower end and pierced at its upper end with seven circular
ventilation-holes, the peak stamped at its point with an
indistinct mark (N?) and pierced at its rear with a
rectangular hole to accommodate a sliding nasal-bar
secured at the brow by a rectangular staple and lockingscrew stamped M on its leaf-shaped upper end, the main
edges of the helmet decorated with plain inward turns or
ribs, its surface blackened overall

£400-600

28cm; 11in high

formed in one piece with an almond-shaped crown rising
to short backward-directed ‘stalk’, and an integral downturned brim of uniform width (the rear pierced with a later
wiring-hole), decorated around its edge with a plain inward
turn (small crack at the rear) accompanied by a recessed
border, and painted within its right side with the white
inventory number 82, the base of the crown encircled by
fourteen later round-headed lining-rivets with brass rosettewashers (lightly patinated overall)

£1500-2000
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305

304

304
A GERMAN ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY
with hemispherical one-piece skull embossed with six
radiating ribs, fitted at its apex with a pierced finial and
circular washer, at its brow with a flat pointed peak
stamped with an arsenal number on the top, a further
arsenal marking underneath and with sliding nasal bar
secured by a locking screw, neck-guard of four upwardoverlapping lames, a pair of pendant cheek-pieces each
pierced with five holes, and with plain inward turns
throughout
19cm; 7I in high
£1000-1200

305
A ZISCHÄGGE, MID-17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY GERMAN
formed of a one-piece hemispherical skull embossed with
six radiating ribs, fitted at its apex with a transverselypierced finial and circular washer, and at the brow with a
flat peak, the nape with flaring neck-guard of four lames
(the last with rust-perforations at the centre of its obtuselypointed lower edge), and at each side with a pendent
cheek-piece pointed at its lower end and pierced at its
upper end with five circular ventilation-holes, the peak
stamped at its point with an indistinct mark over the
number 1700 (the last digit partly obliterated by a later
suspension-hole), fitted with rectangular staple and lockingscrew for a sliding nasal (now missing), the main edges of
the helmet decorated with plain inward turns or ribs, and
with early blackened finish throughout

306
A GERMAN COMB-MORION, NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1580
with a hemispherical crown rising to a high roped medial
comb (slightly bruised at apex), and an integral brim turned
down at each side, rising to an acute point at the front and
rear, decorated around its edge with a file-roped inward
turn (minor cracks) accompanied by a recessed border, the
front right struck with the quality-control mark of the city of
Nuremberg (the rear and sides each pierced with later
wiring-holes), the base of the crown encircled by twelve
round-headed lining-rivets with rosette-washers, one of
pewter and the remainder of iron, with later etching overall
on a blackened and stippled ground with scrolling foliage
inhabited by winged grotesque masks and involving, at
each side of the crown, oval cartouches enclosing differing
representations of a queen surrounded by a trophy of
arms, and, at each side of the comb, sub-rectangular
cartouches enclosing representations of a naked man riding
a fish (some wear and patination overall)
29cm; 11I in high
£1000-1200

307
A ZISCHÄGGE IN GERMAN MID-17TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH/20TH CENTURY
with almond-shaped skull fitted with pointed peak, sliding
nasal secured by a screw, neck-guard of six lames and a
pair of pendant cheek-pieces
29cm; 11I in high
£300-350

24cm; 9I in high
£800-1000
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308

308
A PAIR OF SOUTH GERMAN ELBOW-GAUNTLETS,
CIRCA 1560-70
each formed of a long flaring cuff with short fixed inner
plate, its roped upper edge cut away to the inside of the
elbow, six metacarpal-plates, knuckle-plate decorated with
a notched and file-roped transverse rib, shaped fingerplate, scaled finger-defences and laterally-hinged thumbdefence with matching scales, the cuff, finger-scales and
thumb-scales with later black painted finish (bright parts
lightly patinated)
(2)
£2500-3500
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309

310

309
A GERMAN LIGHT FIELD CUIRASS, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

310
A NORTH EUROPEAN PIKEMAN’S BREASTPLATE,
CIRCA 1640

the breast-plate of peascod form, each outwardly flanged at
the base and embossed with an ogee at the top, with broad
bands around the borders and characteristic converging
vertical bands left ‘in the white’ and the remaining surface
with later black painted finish, fitted with later shoulder
straps and a buckle at the waist for a belt

formed in one piece with a medial ridge and V-shaped
waist-line, its neck-opening struck with ten dots arranged in
two groups, its upper end fitted at either side with a
mushroom-shaped stud for the attachment of a shoulderstrap, its lower edge flanged outwards and fitted at either
side with a later hinge for the attachment of an associated
one-piece tasset embossed to simulate five lames, all parts
decorated with incised bands and plain inward-turned
edges accompanied, in the case of the tassets, by recessed
borders, their surfaces formerly black from the hammer
(worn overall, the rears of the tassets showing traces of
later but subsequently removed embossed bands)

40cm; 15N in high
(2)
£800-1000

58.4cm; 23in high
£700-900
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311

311
A SOUTH GERMAN BACK-PLATE BY THE MASTER HM OF
NUREMBERG, CIRCA 1620
outwardly flanged at the base, stamped with two marks at
the neck, within a shield the letters HM over a winged
cherub’s head and Nuremberg control mark, embossed
with a pair of slender diagonal bands and a single vertical
band, and with plain turns throughout
33cm; 13in high

312

313
A BACK-PLATE OF SIEGE WEIGHT, 17TH CENTURY
formed in one piece, outwardly flanged at the base,
decorated with an incised line at the neck and arm
openings, with plain turns, and studded throughout with
early brass-capped rivets (patinated, small early patched
repairs)
38.5cm; 15B in high
£300-400

For the identification and a discussion of this maker see lot
287 sold in these rooms, 7th December 2006.
£250-300

312
A NORTH ITALIAN BACKPLATE, CIRCA 1560-70
with bold roped turns at the neck, arm openings and the
base, the latter outwardly flanged, and decorated
throughout with later etched decoration in 16th Century
style; and A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY CUIRASS, 19TH
CENTURY, with etched decoration in 16th Century style
the first: 40cm; 15N in high
(2)
£300-350

150

314
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY BREAST-PLATE, 18TH
CENTURY
formed with a medial ridge, struck with a musket ball mark
on its left, with flanged borders pierced with pairs of holes
for attaching a lining, fitted with hooks on the left and the
right for a belt and a pair of studs for attaching shoulder
straps; and ANOTHER BREAST-PLATE, LATE 18TH/19TH
CENTURY, applied with a later large pair of decorative fleurde-lys on each side of a medial ridge
the first: 35.5cm; 14in high
(2)
£200-250

315

315
A RARE SADDLE FOR A CHILD OR A LADY, MID-17TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY ENGLISH
with wooden frame covered with padded linen inside
(perhaps later), the outer surface covered with red velvet
trimmed with silver thread and gold galloon retained by
large rosette head nails, the flaps applied with a fleur-de-lys
retaining some silver thread at the corners, fitted with
rectangular bow with cylindrical horn studded with smaller
rosette head nails, rectangular cantle with rounded corners
(losses and wear), and retaining four leather straps inside
38cm; 15 in high, 47cm; 18I in long

Provenance:
(Probably) Robert Curzon, 14th Baron Zouche of
Haryngworth
The Rt. Hon. Baroness Zouche of Haryngworth, Parham,
Pulborough, Sussex, Sotheby & Co., London 10th
November, lot 84 (26 to Permain, probably for W. R. Hearst)
(Probably) Viscount Arbuthnot of Inverbervie
Privately acquired by R.T. Gwynn in New York in 1966
for£75
R.T. Gwyn, sold Christie’s 24th April 2001, lot 57, (£4200
including premium)
Literature:
Francis Henry Cripps-Day, A Record of Armour sales 18811924, pp. 198-99, lot 92, fig. 113.
£4000-6000
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316
A TARGET OF SHOT-PROOF WEIGHT, PROBABLY
AUGSBURG, MID-16th CENTURY
of convex circular form, rising at its centre to a small
conical boss, decorated around its edge with a file-roped
inward turn (bruised) accompanied by twenty roundheaded lining-rivets with brass rosette washers, retaining
its brown leather lining over canvas quilted with tow in
small lozenge-shaped panels, and fitted with the remains of
a pair of leather enarmes attached by pairs of rivets with
radially-fluted domed heads, the top struck twice with an
indistinct mark involving an annulus ( lightly patinated
overall)
57cm; 22I in diameter
£2000-3000

316

317
A LARGE EUROPEAN SPUR, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY
with large flat rowel formed with nine points and incised
with a series of lines framing each point moulded neck
formed of a pair of scrolling bars, and faceted arch pierced
with a pair of holes on each side for attaching buckles; and
A TOOLED LEATHER CASE FOR A CUTLERY SET,
18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY decorated over its full
surface with a symmetrical pattern of scrolls, flowers and
fluted ornament, and pierced with two pairs of holes for
suspension
the first:24cm; 9I in
(2)
£200-250
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318

319

318
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

319
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface applied in
gesso with the Baronial arms of von Hornstein highlighted
in gilt (faded, small losses), and the inner face applied with
a single woven enarme

of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface painted
with the gilt Baronial arms of von Hornstein on a green
ground filled with foliage, the border painted red (small
losses), and the inner face applied with a single sinew
enarme

41cm; 16D in high
£3000-4000

46cm; 18B in high
£3000-4000
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320
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED MINIATURE ARMOUR IN MID15TH CENTURY STYLE, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY
comprising close helmet fitted with scalloped visor retained
by a spring catch, flanged at the base to fit closely on to
the hinged gorget opening on the right, two-piece breastplate incorporating a plackart rising to a cusped point, skirt
of three lames carrying a pair of large pendant tassets,
three-piece backplate formed en suite with the breast, culet
of four lames, a pair of full arm defences, mitten gauntlets,
a pair of full leg defences with winged poleyns, and fully
articulated pointed sabatons, decorated throughout with
bold flutes and plain turns, mounted on a kid dummy, with
mail skirt, complete with a two-hand sword and on a
wooden stand
85cm; 33I in high
This armour is loosely based on that of Friederich I, Prince
Elector of Pfalz, preserved in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna.
£12000-18000

320
321
A FULL ARMOUR FOR A BOY IN LATE 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH CENTURY
comprising close helmet of Savoyard type with two-piece
skull joined at a low comb, fitted with pivoting peak, and
neck-guard of a single lame front and back (plume-holder
missing), breast and backplate, the former carrying a pair of
tassets each of eight lames, a pair of poleyns, a pair
greaves with articulated sabatons, full arm defences
including a pair of articulated gauntlets (finger and thumblames missing), and with patinated russet surface
throughout: on a wooden stand
£2000-3000

321
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Miscellanea
322
DEAN (BASHFORD): The Collection of Arms and Armor of
Rutherford Stuyvesant 1843-1909, plates, cloth binding,
unnumbered copy, 1914
£200-250

323
TRAPP (O.): The Armoury of the castle of Churburg, James
Mann trans., plates, marks reproduced, cloth binding,
numbered 205 of 400 copies, 1929
£150-200

324
HOFF (A), SCHEPELERN (H. D.), & BOESEN (G.): Royal Arms
at Rosenborg, 2 volumes, plates, paper binding, some
sections uncut, original case missing, Copenhagen 1956
£50-80

History and Collectors’ Guide, 1958; Wallace Collection
Catalogues – European Arms and Armour, parts I – III,
1924; FREEMANTLE (HON. T.F.), The Book of the Rifle,
1901; DYNES (ROBERT J.) The Lee: British Service Rifle
from 1888 to 1950; The Canadian Journal of Arms
Collecting (various vols); Journal of The Arms and Armour
Society (various vols); auction catalogues (various)
including Christie’s 27th July 1939: A portion of the
Famous Collection of Arms and Armour and Works of Art
the property of the late Clarence H. MacKay, Esq.; and a
large quantity of books, journals and manuscripts
concerning firearms, ammunition etc.
(qty)
£250-350

327
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF MAINLY BRITISH
CAP BADGES INSIGNIA AND COLLAR DOGS
containing some ‘Stabrite’ examples medals, mounted on
card
(qty)

325
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

£400-500

THE CHALLENGE CUP OF NO.8 1ST MANCHESTER
RIFLES MEDAL PRESENTED TO SERGT. GEO: H. GREEN,
DATED 1867, cased; A SALTGLAZED JUG BY DOULTON,
LAMBETH, applied with an inscription in raised white slip
In commemoration of the last meeting at Wimbledon 186089’, A PEWTER TANKARD, decorated with target shooting
riflemen in low relief; A MODERN PORCELAIN MUG BY
T.G. GREEN & CO LTD, commemorating the 1860-1960 of
the NRA at Bisley; and an undated presentation certificate

328
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF 19TH AND 20TH
CENTURY MAINLY BRITISH AND COMMONWEALTH
MILITARY BUTTONS

£120-180

£500-600

326
RILING (RAY): The Powder Flask Book, 1953; Patents for
Inventors: Abridgments of Specifications. Class 119,
Small-Arms (1855-66, 1867-76, 1877-88 and 1889-1900
(1993 reprint, 4 vols.); CARRINGTON-PIERCE (P): A
Handbook of Court and Hunting Swords 1660-1820; DEAN
(BASHFORD): Handbook of Armor European and Oriental;
SKENNERTON (IAN D.): A Treatise of the Snider The British
Soldier’s Firearm, 1866-1880 (1997); SHARP (HENRY):
Modern Sporting Gunnery, 1906; STONEHENGE; The ShotGun and Sporting Rifle, 1859; HAYWARD (J.F.), European
Armour, 1951; ATKINSON (JOHN A.): The British Duelling
Pistol, 1978; ASHDOWN (CHARLES HENRY): British and
Foreign Arms and Armour, 1909; TAYLERSON (A.W.F.): The
Revolver 1865-1888, 1966; SKRIFTER (Tøjhumuseets)
[trans.], Four Studies on History of Arms, 1963; Exhibition
of Armour made in the Royal Workshops at Greenwich –
H.M Tower of London 22nd May-29th September, 1951;
HAYWARD (JOHN): Swords and Daggers, 1951;
PETERSON (HAROLD L.), American Knives – The First

329
A LARGE COLLECTION OF AMERICAN AND WORLDWIDE
STABRITE AND ENAMEL CIVILIAN AND MILITARY
BADGES

with collar dogs annotated together in 2 boxes mounted on
card. Along with a quantity of cloth badges and insignia in
‘Stabrite’
(qty)

along with Soviet and police enamel insignia mounted on
card.
(qty)
£200-300

330
A QUANTITY OF EUROPEAN/WORLDWIDE ENAMEL
BADGES AND BUTTONS MOUNTED ON CARD
some Polish orders and squadron enamelled badges
mainly 20th century.
(qty)
£200-300
155

331
A DETACHED GERMAN DOOR LOCK, 18TH CENTURY
of block construction, with two bolts and a sprung latch
operated by a shaped handle on each side, hinged cover,
associated key, mounted on a portion of a contemporary
door, the reverse applied with a shaped escutcheon
15.2cm; 6in x 20.2cm; 8in
£100-150

332

332
A SMALL STEEL BALANCE, 18TH CENTURY
formed of a chiselled steel bar with a floral terminal, the
upper and lower edges notched for a plummet-shaped
weight, and a series of hooks with spirally moulded shanks
15.8cm; 6D in high
£100-120

333
TWO KEYS, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
333

the first possibly French, with spirally moulded shank and
scrollwork bow; the second pierced with three apertures
on the bow and retaining some tinned finish
the first: 13.8cm; 5G in
(2)
£100-150

334
TWO SLEAVE KEYS, 17TH/18TH CENTURY
one with faceted shank, the other shank fluted and with
kidney-shaped bows, each with its cylindrical sleeve
334

the first: 13.5cm; 5G in
(2)
£100-150

335
A FLINT KNAPPING TOOL 17TH/18TH CENTURY
comprising turnscrew, pick and small hammer face, formed
with a moulded baluster and scroll mouldings throughout
(worn)
15.2cm; 6in
£80-120
335
156

336

336
A RARE PAIR OF MONGOLIAN LONG CEREMONIAL
BANNERS, 19TH CENTURY
of brocaded Chinese silk, each comprising a cylindrical
canopy formed of a broad blue band between a pair of red
and yellow bands, carrying twenty streamers in the colours
of the Five Elements, with silk tassels and brass finials,
woven throughout with with lotus flowers and foliage
enriched with silver thread, and lined with blue cotton

The five elements theory was introduced from China along
with feng-shui and astrological practices. The colours of the
five elements are as follows, green for Wood, red for Fire,
yellow for Earth, blue for Water, and white for Metal. This
type of canopy was principally used in the palaces of
important Lamas and in major temples.
£3000-4000

204.5cm; 80I in high
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337
A LARGE GERMAN PAINTED STEEL STRONGBOX, LATE
17TH/18TH CENTURY
formed of a series of steel plates overlaid with broad
interlaced steel bands, fitted with a pair of hasps at the
front for securing the lid, false lock with embossed frontal
escutcheon, a writhen handle at each end, the inside of the
lid fitted with a lock mechanism incorporating nine
shooting bolts (retaining plate missing), writhen pivot
support, the inside with an additional lockable
compartment and painted red throughout, and the outer
surface retaining traces of early painted decoration (heavily
patinated overall)
50cm; 19N in x 51.4cm; 20D in x 87cm; 34D in
£4000-5000
337
338
A PAINTED MILITARY CHEST, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
of wood bound with steel, fitted with a pair of doors
opening at the front, with a steel lifting handle at each end,
the interior with provision for shelves and drawers, the
exterior painted with a portrait of Lieutenant General Sir
John French, Lieutenant General Lord Methuen on the
doors and on the top with the owner’s name, Colonel J.
McNeil, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, Lord Baden
Powell, the piper Corporal McKay, inscribed with the Battle
Honour ‘Kimberley’, a field gun and the owner’s title (areas
of wear, small losses)
104cm; 41D in x 50.8cm; 20in x 55.8cm; 22in
£1500-2500

338

158

339
AN ARTILLERYMAN’S POWDER-FLASK, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
of curved stained cowhorn, fitted with moulded base
inscribed ‘C69’ and brass nozzle with spring cut-off (one
suspension ring missing)
25cm; 9P in
£150-200
340
A VERY LARGE HORN FLASK, 18TH CENTURY

339

of curved stained cowhorn, fitted with turned horn basal
cap decorated with a pattern of concentric bands and with
turned horn threaded stopper, a pair of steel sling swivels
on brass washers, and retaining a leather carrying strap
(nozzle missing)
68.5cm; 27in
£500-700
341
A GERMAN ENGRAVED STAGHORN POWDER-FLASK,
LATE 16TH CENTURY

341

of bifurcated form, the inner face left natural, the outer
engraved with an amorous couple in contemporary dress
surrounded by foliage, steel mounts comprising two plain
basal caps, a pair of suspension loops and nozzle with
spring closure (perhaps later, belt hook and nozzle fixing
screws missing)
19cm; 7I in
£300-400
342
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentric circles and the outer decorated with a
large central sunburst within a rondel supported by a pair
of stylised classical warriors, and fitted with later wooden
cap top and bottom, the upper incorporating an engraved
bone nozzle, and with a shaped brass mount (the body
shortened at each end)
19.8cm; 17N in
£150-200
343
A HORN POWDER-FLASK, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of flattened cow horn, with brass basal cap and nozzle, the
latter incorporating an adjustable measuring chamber (cap
missing) and a pair of suspension rings; and A COPPER
POWDER-FLASK BY FRITH, MID-19TH CENTURY, the outer
face embossed with a hunter and a hound (nozzle missing)
the first: 26cm; 10D in
(2)
£140-180
159

LANCASTER PATENT UMBRELLA CAPS; and TWO TINS
OF CAPS
(qty)
See S. J. Gooding 1979, p. 118.
£500-700
345
A SMALL HORN FLASK, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
and two small German silver-mounted leather scabbards
for hunting daggers
346

the first: 16cm; 6G in
(3)
£30-40
346
A FITTED MAHOGANY CASE FOR A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK
DUELLING PISTOLS, CIRCA 1810
for pistols of approximately 16in length, lined in green
baize (faded, areas of wear, the compartments relined and
with later lids), and the lid with brass flush-fitted carrying
handle (one lid catch and the trade label missing), with a
bullet mould, horn-tipped rammer

347

51cm; 20in by 23cm; 9in
£800-1000
347
A FITTED MAHOGANY CASE FOR A REVOLVER OF
TRANTER TYPE, CIRCA 1860

348

for a revolver of approximately 12Iin length, lined in green
baize, complete with 54 bore bullet mould, Dixon & Sons
copper flask, rammer, and W.Tranter patent no.50 detached
loading lever (the lid warped, case lining with areas of light
wear)

344
A QUANTITY OF POWDER-FLASKS AND FIREARMS
ACCESSORIES

35.7cm; 14in by 19.2cm; 7I in

including A BANDOLIER FOR SPORTING USE, 18TH
CENTURY, with brass nozzle fitted with blued steel levers;
A LEATHER-COVERED POWDER-FLASK, 18TH CENTURY;
A BRASS PERCUSSION CAP DISPENSER BY JAMES
DIXON & SONS, SHEFFIELD; A STEEL PUMP FOR AN AIR
CANE, FIRST HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY, with black
painted body and brass fittings; A POLISHED STEEL
DOUBLE-ENDED CHARGER, EARLY 19TH CENTURY, for
shot and powder; ANOTHER, FORMED OF A SINGLE
BRASS COMPARTMENT; TWO LEATHER WALLETS FROM
SPORTING GUNS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY, one by Sykes,
the other retaining a turnscrew, pricker and a quantity of
flints; A WAD CUTTER; A MAINSPRING CLAMP; A
POLISHED STEEL OIL BOTTLE; A COMBINATION
TURNSCREW; A COMBINATION NIPPLE WRENCH, AN
ADJUSTABLE GRADUATED BRASS POWDER-MEASURE,
FOUR FURTHER STEEL POWDER MEASURES; AN EARLY
POWDER CHARGE BY ELEY, LONDON; A BAG OF

348
A FLINTLOCK ‘SPRING’ TRAP GUN, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

160

£500-600

with steel barrel belled at the muzzle, rounded lock of
regulation type operated by a long pivot lever projecting
towards the muzzle (the signature obscured), iron-bound
wooden stock formed in two pieces encasing most of the
barrel (weather cover missing), and fitted with iron pivot
mount underneath (the steel parts pitted)
52.4cm; 20K in
Trap guns of this type were forbidden by law in 1827.
Another example of this type, with a lock signed ‘Smith’,
was sold Sotheby’s Olympia, 5th December 2002, lot 185
(£1260 including premium). See L. Winant 1956, pp.109-110
and p.113 no.112.
£600-800

Cannon
349
A RARE PAIR OF GERMAN BRONZE CANNON BY THE
MASTER HP, DATED 1553
each with multi-stage barrel swelling slightly towards the
muzzle, small fore-sight, impressed with an alternating
arrangement of beads and panels on the muzzle face and
engraved with a band behind, decorated throughout with
chiselled ornament in high relief, including raised astragal
mouldings, a classical warrior in low relief above the
maker’s initials ‘HP’ over the chase, a panel of
candelabrum, the owner’s crested arms, the inscription and
the date ‘Anno Domini 1553’ and a further panel of
candelabrum over the first reinforce, all on a finely punched
ground, integral pan with iron pivot for a cover (now
missing), the base-ring fitted with a moulded tubular backsight (one missing), and plain flat cascabel, the underside
fitted beneath with a large triangular lug in the middle, a
pair of small lugs in front and a single lug behind for
attaching to a tiller (one with a small hole in the centre
ahead of the pan, the other missing a portion of its rear
section and now in two pieces)
104.2cm; 41in barrels
(2)
£15000-20000

349
161

350
A BRONZE BREECH-LOADING CANNON, LATE 16TH/17TH
CENTURY, PORTUGESE OR MALAYSIAN
in marine excavated condition, with three-stage tapering
barrel, octagonal over the forward portion and swelling
strongly to a moulded muzzle, broad breech cavity pierced
with three slots, retaining its removable chamber (now
seized), hollow cascabel for a tiller, and a pair of plain
trunnions
151cm; 59D in
For a discussion of bronze breech-loading guns see R.
Douglas-Smith 2004, pp.167-180
£3000-5000

351
A BRONZE SWIVEL GUN, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY
with three-stage barrel tapering towards a strongly
moulded muzzle incorporating a raised fore-sight and with
a single raised moulding behind, cast with a raised circular
panel over the breech (now obscured), retaining a lug for a
vent cover, hollow moulded cascabel for a tiller, a pair of
trunnions, and with its bronze swivel mount
172cm; 67K in barrel
£1800-2400

352
A BRONZE SWIVEL GUN, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY
with three-stage barrel tapering towards a strongly
moulded muzzle incorporating a raised fore-sight and with
a pair of raised mouldings behind, hollow moulded
cascabel for a tiller, a pair of trunnions, and with its bronze
swivel mount (the breech and cascabel extensively
chipped)
172cm; 67K in barrel
£1500-2500

162

350

351

352

353
353
A FINE BONZE SALUTING CANNON, MID-17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY SPANISH
with tapering multi-stage barrel, strongly moulded muzzle
and astragals, stylised dolphin lifting handles, a pair of plain
trunnions, chiselled with a vacant shield-shaped
escutcheon over the first reinforce, narrow vent field,
moulded globose cascabel chiselled with acanthus foliage
and berry ornament, decorated with bands of scrolling
foliage behind the muzzle and in front of the dolphins, the
latter incorporating a stylised mask and expanded
flowerheads, and incised with the number 3 beneath the
trunnions
39cm; 15D in barrel
£1200-1400

354
A PAIR OF ENGLISH BRONZE SALUTING CANNON,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with tapering multi-stage barrels formed with raised
mouldings at the muzzles, and raised bands dividing each
section, struck with London view and proof mark on each
side of the vents, globose cascabels, a pair of plain
trunnions, and stamped ‘3’ and ‘4’ respectively beneath the
middle bands: each on an associated stepped oak carriage
(the carriages worn)
47.5cm; 18N in barrels
(2)
£1200-1800

354
164

355
A BRASS MODEL CANNON, LONDON PROOF MARKS,
19TH CENTURY
with stepped tapering barrel stamped with proof marks
over the first reinforce, rounded base-ring and globose
cascabel, on a large block-shaped stepped wooden
carriage with brass trucks
25.7cm; 10B in barrel
£800-1000

356
TWO DECORATIVE BRASS CANNON, 19TH CENTURY

355

with tapering multi-stage barrels, globose cascabels, and
cast iron wheeled carriages
29cm; 11G in barrels
(2)
£400-600

357
AN IRON CANNON, 19TH CENTURY
with tapering multi-stage barrel, swelling towards the
muzzle, raised mouldings, a pair of trunnions, raised vent
field, and drawn-out to a globose cascabel (pitted); and A
BRONZE CANNON IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, cast in two
halves, decorated with a coat-of-arms and the spurious
date 1680
the first: 61cm; 24in barrel

356

the first: 3cm; 1D in approx bore
(2)
£200-300
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European and American Firearms
THE PROPERTY OF A EUROPEAN NOBLEMAN
358
A FINE SILESIAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
TESCHEN, MID-17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY BY PAWEL
KALIWODA

359
A SILESIAN WHEEL-LOCK BIRDING RIFLE (TSCHINKE),
SIGNED WS, CIRCA 1640-50
with slender octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with
eight narrow grooves, inlaid with a broad panel of
engraved brass filled with ropework patterns and foliage at
the muzzle, median and the breech, the latter stamped with
the maker’s mark (Neue Støckel 4809), lock of characteristic
form applied with large brass plaques pierced and
engraved with scrolling eagle heads and designs of
scrolling foliage, fitted with external mainspring and sliding
pan-cover (pan-cover detached, button release and flashguard missing), pierced dog applied with engraved brass
plaques en suite including a pair of addorsed serpents on
the bridle, fruitwood full stock profusely inlaid over its
entire length with green-stained bone, mother-of-pearl and
staghorn plaques enriched with engraved brass plaques
including a dog playing a harp beneath the lock, a pair of
addorsed scaly monsters opposite the lock and a strapwork
cartouche on the cheek-piece, the butt enriched with brass
pellets and fitted with sliding patchbox-cover decorated en
suite (minor restorations and repairs), plain brass butt-plate
and trigger-guard shaped for the fingers (repaired), three
engraved brass ramrod-pipes, engraved brass fore-end
cap, a steel sling swivel (one missing), and associated steel
ramrod

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with nine
grooves, punched with scrolls and foliage at the muzzle,
over the median and the breech, fitted with standing backsight seated on a crouching gilt salamander, and stamped
with the maker’s initials over the breech (Neue Støckel
4295), flat lock applied with a large pierced and engraved
gilt-brass plaque decorated with a running stag and a birdof-prey, fitted with external wheel, sliding pan-cover with
gilt-brass button release chiselled as a cherubic mask,
pierced and engraved dog formed as a stylised lion, set
trigger, figured hardwood full stock, profusely inlaid over its
full surface with scrolling staghorn tendrils and pellets
inhabited by hounds, stags, birds-of-prey, foxes and
rabbits, enriched with engraved mother-of-pearl ball
flowers, the butt decorated en suite including cheek-piece
centring on a vacant mother-of-pearl plaque supported by a
pair of eagles on the left and with sliding patchbox-cover
inlaid en suite on the right, steel trigger-guard shaped for
the fingers, engraved staghorn butt-plate decorated with a
bird-of-prey, engraved bone ramrod-pipes, and
contemporary ramrod with engraved staghorn tip (the steel
parts cleaned)

A tschinke with the same maker’s mark is preserved in the
Waffensammlung, the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.

82.8cm; 32K in barrel

£5000-7000

Pawel
Kaliwoda is recorded in Teschen circa 1650-72, see
v
v
v
C. Puskar i 2005, p. 45. A tschinke by this maker is
preserved in the Waffensammlung, the Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna. see V. Karger 1964, p.39.
£5000-7000

103.8cm; 40P in barrel

360
A SILESIAN WHEEL-LOCK BIRDING GUN (TSCHINKE),
MID-17TH CENTURY
with slender octagonal swamped barrel fitted with brass
fore-sight within a groove at the muzzle, lock of
characteristic form, fitted with external mainspring partly
covered by an engraved brass plaque, engraved sliding
pan-cover with button release, button-catch for setting the
sear, flash-guard, and engraved dog decorated with a
tusked monster, set trigger, fruitwood full stock inlaid over
its surface with engraved stagorn plaques and pellets
within horn segmental lines, the butt decorated with scrolls
and fruit on each side, patchbox with later sliding cover on
the right, steel trigger-guard shaped for the fingers (one
screw missing), horn butt-plate (repaired), engraved horn
ramrod-pipe, engraved horn fore-end cap, and associated
steel-tipped wooden ramrod (cleaned)
100.7cm; 39K in barrel
£3500-4500
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358

359

360

361

361
A FINE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE, SIGNED
BY THE STOCKMAKER WB, DATED 1591
with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves, stamped with the barrelsmith’s mark (perhaps
Neue Støckel 8474) and chiselled with a band of beadwork
over the breech, flat lock with later engraving fitted with
external wheel, sliding pan-cover with button release, flashguard and pierced dog, figured fruitwood full stock
profusely inlaid with staghorn plaques including elaborate
hunting scenes on each side of the fore-end, Leda and the
Swan, an amourous couple above the inscription ‘ wald
dich mein, ich frei mich deim’ and the initials ‘W.B.’
opposite the lock, Adam waking after the creation of Eve
within a strapwork cartouche on the cheek-piece,
accompanied by various animals including a washing cat
and a monkey playing the bag-pipes, a bear roasting a
wurst on the spine of the butt, and a bear hunting scene
above an inscription including the date behind the lock, the
principle scenes annotated in Latin and German, all within
segmental lines and enriched with staghorn pellets, the
barrel tang, trigger-plate and butt all with strapwork
borders, the butt with sliding patchbox-cover overlaid with
a piece of staghorn engraved en suite (worn), engraved
horn butt-plate, ramrod-pipe and fore-end cap, steel
trigger-guard engraved with a squirrel (probably later) and
shaped for the fingers, and associated horn-tipped wooden
ramrod (minor restorations, the engraving worn in places,
heavily varnished throughout)
82cm; 32D in barrel
£7000-9000
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362

363

362
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING CARBINE STOCKED
IN THE MANNER OF THE SO-CALLED MASTER OF THE
CASTLES, CIRCA 1600, PROBABLY NUREMBERG

363
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK RIFLED SPORTING CARBINE,
CIRCA 1660

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel stamped with the
maker’s initials ‘H. W.’ (Neue Støckel 3167) over the breech,
plain flat lock fitted with external wheel retained by a later
pierced bracket, sliding pan-cover, and engraved dog (the
upper portion of the dog and the pan-cover release
missing), hardwood full stock veneered with ebony
profusely inlaid with engraved mother-of-pearl plaques
including hunters and hounds pursuing game over the foreend, a mounted cavalryman opposite the lock, and a castle
on each side of the lock, raised cheek-piece decorated with
a stag set upon by a hound and two hunters, all within
staghorn segmental lines and enriched with bone and
green-stained horn pellets, steel trigger-guard shaped for
the fingers, and later patchbox-cover (worn, restorations,
heavily varnished throughout)

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with six
grooves, stamped with the barrelsmith’s initials, ‘L D’ (Neue
Støckel 3752) over the breech and grooved for sighting,
plain lock engraved with a bouquet of fruit on the tail
(refreshed), fitted with external wheel retained by an
engraved gilt-brass cover, sliding pan-cover with gilt-brass
button release chiselled with flowers and a heart, engraved
pierced dog, double set trigger, fruitwood full stock carved
with panels of foliage behind the tang, over the butt and
behind the rear ramrod-pipe, inlaid with engraved staghorn
plaques including addorsed marine monsters and pairs of
running hounds all within segmental lines, horn butt-plate,
sliding patchbox cover veneered with engraved staghorn,
steel trigger-guard shaped for the fingers, and engraved
staghorn fore-end cap (later ramrod, the steel parts
cleaned, heavily varnished throughout)

60.2cm; 23N in barrel

66.5cm; 26D in barrel

A number of firearms stocked in this manner are stamped
with Nuremberg town marks which would suggest their
production in a large workshop in that town. See C. Blair
1974, pp. 320-22 and J. F. Hayward 1962, p. 162. A carbine
with notably similar inlay to the present example is
preserved in the Bayerischen National Museum inv. nr.
W628. See E. Schalkhau 1988, pp.30-31.

£3500-4500

£4000-5000
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364
365
364
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING GUN, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

365
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE, 17TH
CENTURY

converted for use as a trap or alarm gun, with cut-down
octagonal barrel, engraved flat lock decorated with a doe
and a stag pursued by a hound, fitted with internal wheel,
engraved raised wheel-cover, sliding pan-cover, engraved
pierced dog and flash-guard, double-ended trigger
protruding from above and beneath the spine of the butt,
figured walnut full stock (cracks and repairs), carved with
scrolling tendrils in relief about the barrel tang, and in front
of the lock, sliding patchbox-cover carved with scrolling
foliage and a grotesque mask (chipped), and fitted with a
ring for securing ring at the base

converted for use as a trap or alarm gun, with cut-down
octagonal barrel stamped with the barrelsmith’s marks at
the breech, flat lock engraved with a pair of cavalry officers
in contemporary dress before a city, later hardwood full
stock, and later steel mounts of rudimentary construction

48.2cm; 19in barrel
£1500-2000
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33cm; 13in
£1200-1800

366

367
366
A NORTH GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE
(MÜLLERBÜCHSE) BY NICOLAUS COERS, BRAUNSWEIG,
CIRCA 1680
with octagonal sighted shortened barrel rifled with seven
narrow grooves, stamped with the letters ‘NK’ over the
breech, signed rounded lock fitted with internal wheel,
sliding pan-cover with button release and moulded dog,
figured walnut full stock carved with a raised moulding and
foliage behind the barrel tang, scrolls over the breech and
fluted over the butt, the latter with raised cheek-piece on
the left and fitted with carved sliding patchbox-cover on the
right, steel mounts comprising scrolling side-plate, triggerguard with a bulbous finial at each end, butt-plate with
slender tang and moulded ramrod-pipe, and associated
horn-tipped wooden ramrod
41.2cm; 16B in barrel

367
A SOUTH GERMAN PERCUSSION OVER-AND-UNDER
SPORTING GUN BY F. HONOLD A ULM, CIRCA 1800
converted from flintlock, with two-stage tapering barrels,
the upper fitted with silver ‘Spider’ fore-sight and signed in
silver over the breech, border-engraved locks fitted with
gravity stops, figured walnut half-stock inlaid with pierced
bone plaques of shaped outline, chequered fore-end and
grip each studded with numerous silver nails, the butt
inlaid with silver wire filigree on both sides, the left with
raised cheek-piece and the right inlaid with a star in
contrasting pieces of horn and mother-of-pearl, wooden
trigger-guard studded with silver nails, and horn fore-end
cap (worn, ramrod missing)
81.7cm; 32D in barrels
£2500-3500

The maker is presumably Niklaus Cordes (also recorded as
Kors and Curdes) active in Brunswick circa 1684.
£2500-3000
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368

368
A PAIR OF GERMAN FLINTLOCK WENDER PISTOLS, LATE
17TH CENTURY
with two-stage sighted barrels inscribed ‘Lazaro Lazarino’
over the breeches and with grooved brass mouldings
forming the back-sights, the breeches faced with brass
plates, rounded locks stamped ‘W. A. V. H. B.’ and incised
with a scroll of foliage (one cock replaced), figured walnut
full stocks carved with raised mouldings over the fore-ends,
about the barrel tangs and opposite the locks, plain brass
mounts comprising flush-fitting scrolling side-plates,
trigger-guards incorporating lever releases at the front for
the barrels, spurred pommels, and each with a single
moulded ramrod-pipe (the steel parts chemically cleaned,
one stock a working replacement, ramrods missing, heavily
varnished throughout)
52.2cm; 20K in
(2)
£3000-4000
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369

369
A PAIR OF GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK PUFFER PISTOLS,
DATED 1586, PERHAPS AUGSBURG
with swamped barrels formed in two stages, engraved with
foliage on the medians, the date and stamped with two
marks on the breeches (one possibly Augsburg, the other
Neue Støckel 8447, each rubbed), flat locks fitted with
internal wheels, raised wheel-covers, sliding pan-covers
with button releases, safety-catches and later dogs,
fruitwood full stocks profusely inlaid in engraved staghorn
with scrolling ball flower tendrils inhabited by marine
monsters on the fore-ends and grotesques beneath, male
and female demi-figures drawn by a pair of hippocamps

opposite the respective locks, the butts inlaid with
grotesques about the barrel tangs and the standing figure of
Eve in differing attitudes on the spines, all within segmental
lines, spherical pommels decorated en suite including
differing grotesque masks divided by strapwork plaques,
fitted with circular plaques decorated with cavalrymen on
the base, and moulded steel trigger-guards (the steel parts
heavily cleaned with chemicals, the stocks with filled worm
damage, heavily varnished throughout, ramrods missing)
49.8cm; 19K in
(2)
£14000-18000
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Detail

370
A VERY FINE AND RARE SOUTH GERMAN OVER-ANDUNDER SINGLE TRIGGER LONG WHEEL-LOCK PISTOL
FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL, AUGSBURG, CIRCA 1570-80
with slender tapering octagonal barrels fluted over the
forward half on each side, the upper with brass bead foresight, fixed back-sight, and retaining traces of Augsburg
town mark over the breech (the breech and muzzle
retaining screws missing), flat lock with three side nails,
fitted with a pair of external wheels each retained by a steel
bracket pierced with a trefoil beneath, gilt-brass wheelcovers finely pierced and engraved with scrolling foliage
and differing flowers, sliding pan-covers with fluted button
releases, pierced dogs engraved with serpent heads,
pivoting sprung rear safety-catch (the forward safety
missing), the interior mechanism with delicately filed bars
and retaining some early blued finish, steel full stock with
simple scroll mouldings opposite the lock, ‘fishtail’ butt
with cavity for pyrites and sprung cap, moulded grip,
trigger-guard with foliate finial front and rear, and original
steel ramrod with moulded finial and worm
79.2cm; 31D in
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This pistol forms part of a group of decorated South
German over-and-under wheel-lock pistols stocked entirely
in steel. Other examples are preserved in the Musée de
l’Armée, Paris (inv. no. m.1625, 1634 and 1635), in the
Collection of the Princes Odescalchi, Rome (inv. no. 1513),
and in the Royal Armouries, Turin (cat. no. 328). The
example in Turin and one of those in Paris (inv. No. 1635)
are of particular interest as they are also stamped with the
Augsburg town mark. The Paris pistol is also stamped with
a maker’s mark which may be attributed to Alexander Beck
recorded active in Augsburg 1553-84/5. Beck specialised in
the production of combined wheel and matchlock firearms.
The present pistol is distinguished from the group in its
generally restrained decoration with the exception of the
wheel-covers which are of superior quality to other pieces
of this group. See N. di Carpegna 1969, C. Bertolotto et al
1982 and Mariaux 1927.
£20000-25000

371

VARIOUS OWNERS
371
A COMPOSITE GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
CIRCA 1610-30
with heavy swamped octagonal sighted barrel rifled with
eight grooves and fitted with separate breech cut for a
tang-sight (missing), finely engraved flat lock decorated
with a sportsman in 17th century dress shooting a lion,
fitted with external wheel retained by a chamfered ring,
sliding pan-cover with engraved button release, large panfence with projecting acorn finial, pierced dog engraved
with a scrolling monster and a male profile mask, set
trigger, figured fruitwood full stock profusely inlaid with
engraved staghorn plaques, involving mythical beasts
variously conjoined with monsters and human grotesques,
larger strapwork designs similarly enriched, including the
figure of Mercury in an elaborate architectural frame on the
cheek-piece all in a field of scrolling ball flower tendrils
sewn with conventional flowerheads, and arranged within
segmental horn lines, the butt with later fittings for target
shooting, carved horn ramrod-pipe finely engraved with a
monster, engraved horn fore-end cap, iron trigger-guard,
and associated steel ramrod retained by a spring beneath
the muzzle (minor pieces of inlay missing, patchbox-cover
replaced, butt-plate removed)
103.5cm; 40N in barrel
Provenance:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, sold Sotheby’s
New York, 31st January 1997, lot 506 ($14950, (£9286)
including premium).
£7000-9000
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372

372
A RARE SUPERIMPOSED LOAD WHEEL-LOCK CARBINE
BUILT ON THE BOSSI PRINCIPLE, CIRCA 1630-35
with sighted barrel, flat lock retained by three side nails
(two replaced), with bevelled borders and acorn tail, two
wheels each retained by a moulded bracket (one wheel
chain incomplete), sliding pan-covers, figured walnut full
stock (fore-end cracked), near fishtail-shaped butt (the
right-hand side previously with later inlay), and steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard with sprung triggerreturn, vestigial butt-plate pierced with a circular aperture
for measures of powder, and two plain ramrod-pipes
(ramrod and saddle bar both missing)
92cm; 36D in barrel
Giuliano Bossi was an Italian gunsmith who worked in
Antwerp between 1625-9. He promoted his superimposed
load carbine in a pamphlet published in 1629, where he
specifically cites the benefits of his ‘double advantage
wheellock Arquebus......particularly against Turkish cavalry’.
Three other examples were formerly in the Visser
Collection, (inv.nos HV-577, HV-841, and HV-903), one of
which is signed and dated 1631. See D. R. Baxter 1966,
pp129-138, pls.72 and 73 and H. L. Visser 1996, pp.692-7.
£6000-8000
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374

373

A DISTINGUISHED COLLECTION OF FIREARMS, EDGED WEAPONS AND MILITARIA – PART II
373
A GERMAN CIRCULAR INLAID POWDER-FLASK, THIRD
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

374
A GERMAN ENGRAVED COWHORN POWDER-FLASK,
EARLY 17TH CENTURY

with turned fruitwood body of doughnut form, fitted with a
pierced bone plug in the centre, profusely inlaid over its
entire surface with circular arrangements of horn rondels
enclosed within brass frames and enriched with pieces of
contrasting horn and minute brass stars, fitted with a pair
of suspension loops, and sprung moulded brass nozzle,
probably later (small losses and cracks, some brass wire
lifting)

with curved flattened body, the inner face decorated with a
series of concentric circles and the outer with a male and
female figure in contemporary dress within a woodland
enclosure, steel nozzle with spring cut-off (pitted), and later
wooden basal cap (belt hook missing)

16cm; 6G in high
£800-1000
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26.5cm; 10I in
£200-250

376

375
A GROUP OF FOUR GERMAN COW HORN POWDERFLASKS, 18TH CENTURY

376
A FINE JAPANESE LONG SNAP-MATCHLOCK PISTOL,
CIRCA 1880

the first of curved flattened stained horn, and brass mounts
including graduated nozzle with spring cut-off; the second,
of flattened pear-shaped form, fitted with graduated nozzle
incorporating a sprung inner chamber; the third of curved
flattened form (nozzle missing); and the fourth of smaller
curved flattened form, fitted with graduated nozzle with
spring cut-off

with rebrowned swamped barrel formed with a full length
flat, pronounced brass fore-sight, steel back-sight, integral
pan with brass cover, and signed beneath the breech, brass
action of characteristic form including moulded serpentine
engaged by a steel sear, and brass external mainspring,
figured cherrywood full stock pierced with brass-lined
apertures to secure the barrel, long brass belt hook, and
cherrywood ramrod

the first: 20.3cm; 8in
(4)
£200-250

47cm; 18I in
The signature is that of Enamiya Jimbei who worked in
Seshu province.
£600-800
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377
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY BECKWITH,
LONDON, CIRCA 1800
with two-stage lightly swamped brass barrel inscribed
‘London’ over the breech, signed stepped bolted lock fitted
with roller (cock replaced, bolt repaired), figured walnut full
stock (fore-end and butt repaired), engraved brass mounts
comprising trigger-guard with pineapple finial and butt-cap
(later ramrod)
33.6cm; 13D in
£300-400
377
378
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL, CIRCA
1820
in the English taste, with moulded brass barrel belled
towards the muzzle and fitted with spring bayonet beneath,
engraved box-lock action with sliding thumb-piece safetycatch also locking the steel, flat-sided chequered walnut
butt, and engraved steel sliding trigger-guard retaining the
bayonet
23.8cm; 9G in
£250-350

378

379
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL,
CIRCA 1740
with two-stage rifled barrel moulded at the muzzle, slightly
curved stepped lock, figured walnut full stock moulded
about the tang and the trigger-guard, brass mounts
including pierced scrolling side-plate, spurred pommel with
grotesque mask cap, trigger-guard with acanthus finial, and
vacant escutcheon (later ramrod)
20.5cm; 8in
£300-400
380
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID19TH CENTURY

380

with octagonal barrel fitted with spring bayonet beneath,
box-lock action engraved with bold sprays of conventional
foliage, and bag-shaped walnut butt; A CONTINENTAL
OVER-AND-UNDER PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID19TH CENTURY; A CONTINENTAL OVER-AND-UNDER
PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL, MID-19TH CENTURY;
A CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL,
MID-19TH CENTURY; and A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION
TRAVELLING PISTOL (each polished bright and extensively
cleaned, the third and fourth with later stocks)
the first: 24.7cm; 9N in
(5)
£120-180
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381
A 54 BORE ADAMS PATENT 1851 MODEL PERCUSSION
REVOLVER, BY DEANE ADAMS AND DEANE, 30 KING ST,
LONDON BRIDGE, NO. 11,641R, CIRCA 1855
with signed octagonal sighted rifled barrel, scroll-engraved
frame, the cylinder engraved with a band at the front,
chequered walnut butt, and engraved steel trigger-guard
and butt-cap with trap (refinished and cleaned throughout)
29.5cm; 11K in
£300-400
382
A RARE CONTINENTAL DOUBLE-BARRELED 18-SHOT
DOUBLE ACTION PIN-FIRE REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF,
CIRCA 1870

381

with vertically arranged barrels each rifled with six grooves
and the upper fitted with bead fore-sight, fluted cylinder
formed of two concentric bands of six and twelve
chambers respectively, the hammer formed with two noses
and knurled spur, hinged loading gate and clearing rod on
the right, folding trigger, figured walnut grips, and the butt
fitted with a lanyard ring for suspension (refinished
throughout)
29cm; 11in
A similar 18-shot revolver is illustrated in L. Winant 1956,
p.69, no. 60. The present example differs in having two
hammer noses.

382

£800-1000

383
A FRENCH PIN-FIRE REVOLVER BY LEFAUCHEUX, PARIS,
NO.70050, CIRCA 1870
with signed rifled sighted barrel, plain cylinder, numbered
frame stamped with a mark (Neue Støckel 7770), walnut
grips, and steel mounts including trigger-guard and buttcap with suspension ring; A CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1870, with sighted barrel formed with a
moulded muzzle, folding trigger, and walnut grips, and
ANOTHER CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE REVOLVER, CIRCA
1870, with sighted rifled barrel of hog’s back form (clearing
rod and lug removed) and chequered grips (all refinished
throughout)
the first: 25.3cm; 10in
(3)
£200-250

383

384
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION TRANSITIONAL
REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
with two-stage sighted rifled barrel, fitted with ratchet
rammer beneath operated by a lever on the right, rounded
action engraved with scrolling foliage, fitted with safetycatch on the left, flat heart-shaped hammer, ring trigger,
figured walnut grips, engraved steel back-strap signed by
the maker on the inner side of the grips (worn), and
engraved butt-cap (cleaned and refinished)
23.8cm; 9N in
£300-400
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385
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL FOR
THE EASTERN MARKET, CIRCA 1830
with tapering 21.2cm barrel retained by a single brass band
and stamped with an Eastern mark on the breech,
regulation lock with rounded tail and brass pan, walnut
three-quarter stock (the butt cracked through and repaired),
regulation brass mounts, and steel ramrod (belt hook
missing, cleaned throughout)
36.8cm; 14I in
£250-300
385
386
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY FOR THE EAST INDIA
COMPANY
with tapering 23cm barrel, lock of regulation type, walnut
full stock, regulation brass mounts, and no provision for a
ramrod (cleaned throughout)
39.2cm; 15I in
£150-200

386
387
A DANISH FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL, CIRCA 1746-66
with tapering sighted 31.5cm barrel retained by a single
brass muzzle band, stamped ‘No.40’ and with further marks
at the breech (rubbed), rounded lock stamped with the
crowned monogram of Frederick V, moulded hardwood full
stock, regulation brass mounts and wooden ramrod
(cleaned throughout)
49cm; 19D in
£700-900

387
388
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK REGULATION PISTOL, MID-18TH
CENTURY
with sighted 24.5cm barrel retained by a single brass band
(shortened), regulation steel lock figured walnut full stock,
regulation brass mounts and steel ramrod (cleaned
throughout)
41.5cm; 16G in
£300-350

388
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389
A LOW COUNTRIES MODEL 1820 PERCUSSION PISTOL,
DATED 1821
an arsenal conversion from flintlock, with 20.8cm barrel,
stamped throughout with arsenal markings, and with its
stirrup ramrod (cleaned throughout)
36.5cm; 14G in
See R. E. Brooker 2006, p. 259.
£350-450

389
390
A FRENCH MODEL 1777 PERCUSSION PISTOL
converted from flintlock, with 18.8cm barrel, stamped ‘F’
above ‘80’ next to the percussion bolster, with a brasstipped regulation ramrod (cleaned throughout, the stock
repaired
33.6cm; 13D in
£250-300

390
391
A SCANDINAVIAN PERCUSSION CAVALRY PISTOL,
CIRCA 1840
with rifled 24.8cm barrel retained by a brass muzzle band
incorporating the fore-sight, stamped with an arsenal
number at the breech, regulation lock fitted with dog-safety,
beechwood full stock impressed with numbers ahead of
the trigger-guard, regulation brass mounts, the spine of the
butt fitted with a steel plate for a shoulder stock, and with
no provision for a ramrod (cleaned throughout)
42cm; 16I in
£300-400
391
392
A SCANDINAVIAN PERCUSSION CAVALRY PISTOL,
CIRCA 1840
an arsenal conversion from flintlock, with tapering smoothbored 24.8cm barrel retained by a brass muzzle band
incorporating the fore-sight, stamped with a series of marks
at the breech, percussion bolster stamped with Kongsberg
mark, K crowned, regulation lock fitted with dog-safety,
hardwood full stock, regulation brass mounts, the spine of
the butt fitted with a steel plate for a shoulder stock, and
steel ramrod, perhaps the original (cleaned throughout)
42cm; 16I in
£300-400

392
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393
A SCANDINAVIAN PERCUSSION REGULATION PISTOL,
DATED 1852
with tapering sighted 17cm barrel fitted with a stirrup for a
ramrod beneath the muzzle (now missing), breech tang
incorporating the back-sight, back-action lock stamped with
Kongsberg mark, K crowned, and arsenal marks, walnut full
stock, and regulation brass mounts (the butt cracked
through and repaired, cleaned overall)
30.4cm; 12in
£250-350
393
394
A COSSACK PERCUSSION PISTOL, SECOND HALF OF
THE 19TH CENTURY
with tapering barrel retained by three slender steel bands,
stamped with a series of marks including Liège proof at the
breech, flush-fitting back action lock, figured walnut full
stock, separate pommel of compressed spherical form
fitted with a suspension ring, and no provision for a ramrod
45.5cm; 17P in
£200-250
394
395
A PRUSSIAN MODEL 1823 PERCUSSION PISTOL,
DATED 1834
of regulation type, with 23.5cm barrel, stamped throughout
with arsenal markings, and with no provision for a ramrod
(areas of pitting, cleaned overall)
39.6cm; 15K in
£200-250

395
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396

397

396
A RARE SAXON BREECH-LOADING PERCUSSION PISTOL
BY R. DRECHSLER, BAERENSTEIN, CIRCA 1865
with sighted rifled 30cm barrel retained by a steel muzzle
band, turning breech block with sprung locking lever of
Terry type, signed flush-fitting lock fitted with pivot nippleshield, figured walnut three-quarter stock, regulation steel
mounts, and with no provision for a ramrod
44.5cm; 17Iin

397
A WÜRTTEMBERG MODEL 1862 PERCUSSION PISTOL
of regulation type, with 19.3cm barrel, lock with arsenal
inscription, and with no provision for a ramrod (the buttcap apparently repaired in its working life, the butt cracked
through and repaired, cleaned overall)
34.2cm; 13Iin
£300-400

This appears to be based on the Saxon model 1865 cavalry
carbine. See H-D. Götz, p. 328.
£700-900
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398
A BAVARIAN MODEL 1844 PERCUSSION GENDARMERIE
CARBINE, DATED 1851
the lock with Amberg arsenal marking and the date (one
barrel band and the ramrod missing, cleaned throughout)
78cm; 38N in barrel
398

£200-250

399
A FRENCH MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION MUSKET
with its steel ramrod (the lock missing one retaining screw,
the steel parts patinated, stock chipped)
102.8cm; 40I in barrel
399

£150-200

400
A FRENCH MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION MUSKET
the barrel tang and stock with traces of arsenal markings,
the lock with St Etienne Royal arsenal marking, and with its
steel ramrod (the stock cleaned)
92cm; 36D in barrel
400
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£150-200

401

402

401
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE,
MÜLLERBÜCHSE BY CHRISTOPH NEGELE, DATED 1687

402
A 22 BORE GERMAN FLINTLOCK WENDER RIFLE BY
JAKUB HEILER, CIRCA 1740

with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves and signed over the breech (rubbed, partly
obscured), flat lock plate retained by two side nails, pierced
wheel-cover, sliding pan-cover, pierced engraved dog, set
trigger, figured walnut full stock carved with a raised
moulding about the tang, raised cheek-piece decorated
with a scroll of foliage terminating in a profile mask at the
rear, steel mounts including trigger-guard with acanthus
finial and butt-plate with tang of shaped outline, and
contemporary steel ramrod (the steel parts pitted, cleaned
throughout)

with two-stage tapering sighted barrels formed with a long
flat, rifled with seven and six grooves respectively and
signed on the upper, fitted with a brass facing plate at the
breech and engraved with a panel of foliage on each side,
bevelled lock engraved with a line around the border,
figured walnut full stock carved with a raised foliate
moulding about the tang, moulded over the fore-end,
raised cheek-piece, and fluted sliding patchbox cover, steel
mounts including solid side-plate decorated en suite with
the lock, sliding trigger-guard releasing the barrels, butt
plate with engraved tang of shaped outline, and a pair of
sling swivels (later ramrod, the steel parts chemically
cleaned)

83.5cm; 32P in barrel
£1200-1800

85cm; 33I in barrels
£1800-2200
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404

403
A BAVARIAN FLINTLOCK RIFLED SPORTING CARBINE BY
ST. SCHUESTER IN NEUBERG, CIRCA 1730
with octagonal swamped sighted barrel rifled with seven
grooves, signed bevelled lock engraved with foliage,
double set trigger, figured walnut full stock cut with
acanthus about the barrel tang (cracks and repairs), carved
cheek-piece, sliding patch-box cover partly veneered in
horn, steel mounts including scrolling side-plate, triggerguard with acanthus finial, and butt-plate with heel and
terminal en suite with the trigger-guard, and horn fore-end
cap (later ramrod)
49cm; 19G in barrel
£500-700
404
A D.B. FRENCH FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1790
with browned tapering barrels, fitted with blued fore-sight
seated on a gilt arrow, decorated with gilt ferns over the
breeches and inscribed ‘Giraud’ underneath, engraved
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case-hardened breech tang incorporating the back-sight,
engraved bevelled locks with semi-rainproof pans, sparsely
decorated with cornucopia and flowers, the steels engraved
en suite, finely carved figured walnut half-stock, decorated
with delicate scrolls of foliage about the tang, panels of
flowers over the fore-end and about the locks, chequered
fore-end and grip, the latter carved in the round and
terminating in a winged lion mask, raised cheek-piece (the
fore-end repaired), finely engraved case-hardened steel
mounts comprising steel trigger-guard with front bar
formed as a leaping hound and with urn-finial, butt-cap
engraved with a beadwork border and with bouquets, three
moulded ramrod-pipes, the rear decorated with a basket of
flowers, and a pair of sling swivels, vacant gold
escutcheon, and original horn-tipped baleen ramrod
84.8cm; 33G in barrels
Pierre Giraud (active 1777-1837) is recorded as a gunmaker,
barrelsmith and proof master of civilian firearms in St Etienne.
£1500-2000

405

406

405
A SPANISH MIQUELET-LOCK SPORTING GUN, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

406
A RARE GERMAN GLOBE RESERVOIR AIRGUN, MID-18TH
CENTURY

with two-stage sighted barrel stamped with a mark at the
breech, beneath a crown Jem. Betolaza (partly obscured),
and retained by three slender brass bands, flat lock of
characteristic type stamped with the maker’s mark inside,
beneath a crown Vrigoen, figured stained walnut stock with
‘Catalan’, butt, brass mounts of shaped outline, and two
steel sling swivels (ramrod missing, cleaned overall)

with reblued two-stage sighted barrel fitted with a brass
sleeve, octagonal breech with a vertical bar valve-opener,
stepped bevelled lock fitted with external mainspring
operating a horizontal pivoting striker with a curved bar for
cocking, figured walnut full stock carved with a raised
moulding about the barrel tang and incised with scrollwork
over the fore-end (small cracks at the fore-end and about
the lock), raised cheek-piece, and moulded brass mounts
(associated ramrod, globe missing)

87.5cm; 34I in barrel
£800-1000

75cm; 29I in barrel
This system was probably developed on the Continent, see
A. Hoff 1972, p.48.
£1000-1200
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407
A .500 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION CAPE RIFLE
BY K.HOLLY IN GLATZ, CIRCA 1850

407

with rebrowned sighted barrels, the right-hand barrel rifled
with seven grooves, signed in gold on the rib and inlaid with a
single gold line at the breeches (the right hand muzzle swollen
from a previously blocked ball), engraved case-hardened
breech chiselled with gold-eyed vultures about the bolsters
and with a hound head profile medallion, engraved casehardened tang decorated with a doe, broad leaf foliage and
with the owners initial, the letter T beneath a Baron’s cornet,
flush-fitting locks signed in gold and engraved with a pair of
foxes and a stag pursued by a hound on the respective sides,
the tails decorated with foliage en suite with the tang, highly
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised cheek-piece,
engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guard decorated
with a stag, butt-plate decorated with foliage, patchbox cover
with a further stag in a landscape, three ramrod-pipes, the rear
incorporating the fore-end cap, and steel sling swivel, fitted
with an additional horn grip behind the trigger-guard, German
silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and wooden ramrod with
German silver tip, perhaps the original
71cm; 28in barrels

408

This maker appears to be unrecorded. Glatz is modern-day
Klodzko in Poland, south-west of Warsaw.
£400-500
408
A GERMAN PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY GOLLNER
IN SUHL, CIRCA 1820
converted from flintlock, with rebrowned octagonal sighted
barrel rifled with seven grooves, signed in silver partly
enclosed by silver foliage over the breech and fitted with
folding back-sight, stepped bevelled lock fitted with gravity
stop, double set trigger, figured walnut full stock carved with a
Taurus mask behind the barrel tang and with foliate mouldings
behind the rear ramrod-pipe, raised cheek-piece decorated
with a washing stag, sliding patch-box cover, moulded German
silver mounts comprising pierced two-piece side-plate, triggerguard with with acanthus finial and butt-plate formed en suite,
moulded ramrod-pipes, and with a portion of an earlier
ramrod, vacant mother-of-pearl escutcheon
63cm; 24N in barrel
£350-450
409
A GERMAN PERCUSSION RIFLED SPORTING CARBINE,
CIRCA 1840
with octagonal sighted barrel rifled with six narrow grooves
and inlaid with a pair of platinum lines at the breech, large
rounded percussion bolster fitted with screw-in moulded
nipple mount, flush-fitted back-action lock, double set
trigger, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised
cheek-piece, steel mounts including scrolling trigger-guard
(rear sling swivel missing), and original steel ramrod
63.2cm; 24P in barrel
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£250-350

411
410
A 16 BORE GERMAN D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN
BY V. FUNK IN SUHL, CIRCA 1860

412
A 16 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING
GUN BY E. SCHLÜTER, CIRCA 1840

converted from flintlock, with rebrowned sighted barrels
signed ‘Seeber in Sondershausen’ in silver script on the rib,
engraved breeches, engraved breech tang decorated with
clouds and foliage, stepped bolted engraved locks signed
in gold script and decorated with gold details, the hammers
formed as winged monsters, fitted with pivoting nipple
covers, figured walnut half-stock, carved with a monstrous
mask in the round at the fore-end, raised cheek-piece, (the
butt extended in its working life), engraved German silver
mounts including broad trigger-guard decorated with a
capercaillie on the bow and with urn finial, and butt-plate
decorated en suite (one butt-plate screw missing), and
associated brass-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts
chemically cleaned throughout)

with rebrowned sighted barrel signed on the rib, engraved
breech inlaid with a silver line, engraved plugs, engraved
tang, scroll-engraved locks fitted with gravity stops, inlaid
with silver hounds and rabbits in a landscape on the tails,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, strongly cast-off
butt with raised cheek-piece, moulded horn trigger-guard
with terminal of shaped outline, engraved German silver
butt-cap, and original horn-tipped wooden ramrod

86.8cm; 34I in barrels
£350-450
411
A CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, THE
LOCKS BY F. A. GEORGE KONIGL. HOF. BÜCHSENM. IN
BERLIN, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1850
with etched twist sighted barrels signed ‘Lassence Rongé in
Luttich’, engraved breech, scroll-engraved breech tang
decorated with a stag and numbered ‘1’, engraved flushfitting locks signed in two parts and decorated with a brace
of pheasant and a hound respectively, blued triggers, figured
walnut half-stock chequered grip, raised cheek-piece,
engraved steel trigger-guard with an additional carved horn
grip, engraved steel butt-plate numbered 417, a pair of steel
sling swivels, German silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and
horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original
94.6cm; 37D in barrels
£350-450

83.2cm; 32N in barrels
£300-400
413
A 16 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING
GUN, CIRCA 1830
with rebrowned twist sighted barrels, engraved breeches
inlaid with brass panels, engraved breech tang decorated
with a trophy, engraved flush-fitting locks fitted with gravitystops, inlaid with brass panels and decorated with scrolling
serpents and foliage, figured walnut half-stock, chequered
grip, raised cheek-piece carved with a spray of foliage to the
rear, scrolling horn trigger-guard (cracked) reinforced with a
steel strip, engraved steel trigger-plate extending to a
pineapple finial ahead of the trigger-guard, engraved steel
butt-plate, and original horn-tipped wooden ramrod
80.5cm; 31N in barrels
£250-350
414
A 20 BORE BELGIAN D.B. PERCUSSION SHOTGUN,
SECOND HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY
with tapering sighted barrels engraved with a star over the
breeches, refinished locks decorated with a trellis pattern,
walnut half-stock cut with basket weave chequering over
the grip and fore-end, steel trigger-guard, and the butt
fitted with white-metal patchbox with steel cover, and steel
ramrod
80cm; 31I in barrels
£80-100
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415
A LIÈGOIS PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN, 19TH
CENTURY
with browned two-stage sighted barrel, engraved back-action
lock (inoperative), hardwood half-stock moulded behind the
trigger-guard, fitted with brass patchbox with scalloped cover
on the left of the butt, steel mounts and steel ramrod
415

85cm; 33Iin barrel
£60-80
416
A RARE 16 BORE GERMAN BREECH-LOADING
PERCUSSION ROTARY UNDERLEVER SHOTGUN BY A.
HOFFMANN IN MAGDEBURG, CIRCA 1860
with rebrowned sighted barrels signed in silver enclosed in
scrolls of foliage on the top rib, the breech opened by a
rotary underlever with horn knob, slender tang, blued backaction locks, figured walnut half-stock, the fore-end secured
by a locking pin at the front, scrolling horn trigger-guard,
horn butt-cap, and a pair of steel sling swivels

416

84.8cm; 33Gin barrels
£200-300
417
A .500 CALIBRE PRUSSIAN DREYSE SYSTEM NEEDLEFIRE SPORTING RIFLE, BY DREYSE, SÖMMERDA,
NO.1256, CIRCA 1860

417

with browned octagonal barrel rifled with four grooves,
inlaid with a pair of silver lines behind the muzzle and
signed in silver over the breech, fitted with brass blade foresight and adjustable back-sight, the muzzle dove-tailed on
the right for an additional fore-sight mount, scroll-engraved
action, double set trigger, figured walnut full stock,
chequered grip, raised cheek-piece, scroll-engraved steel
mounts including trigger-guard and butt-plate, the former
fitted with an additional piece of scrolling horn, German
silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and horn fore-end cap (the
fore-end and fore-end cap with small chips on the right)
72.2cm; 28I in barrel
£450-550
418
A 16 BORE GERMAN D.B. DREYSE SYSTEM NEEDLE-FIRE
SHOTGUN, BY F. W. HEYM, NO.571, CIRCA 1860

418

with rebrowned sighted barrels inlaid with the maker’s
initials in silver at the breech (worn), scroll-engraved casehardened breeches, engraved case-hardened rotaryunderlever action decorated with game bird vignettes on
each side, engraved lever with horn knob, highly figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised cheek-piece, horn
trigger-guard, engraved case-hardened butt-plate, engraved
steel fore-end cap, and a pair of engraved steel sling swivels
78.4cm; 30P in barrels
£300-350
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419
A 12 BORE GERMAN D.B. DREYSE SYSTEM SIDE
OPENING NEEDLE-FIRE SHOTGUN, BY F. v. DREYSE,
SÖMMERDA, NO.11849, CIRCA 1860
with rebrowned sighted barrels signed on the rib and
opened by an engraved case-hardened rotary underlever,
inlaid with a pair of silver lines and silver scrollwork on the
breeches, engraved numbered tang, figured walnut full
stock, raised cheek-piece, chequered grip, engraved casehardened butt-plate, scrolling horn trigger-guard, and a pair
of steel sling swivels

420

73cm; 28N in barrels
£300-350
420
A 12 BORE BELGIAN D.B. PIN-FIRE BASTIN LEPAGE TYPE
SHOTGUN BY L. GHAYE, CIRCA 1860
with rebrowned twist sighted barrel, signed patent
underlever action engraved with a scale pattern within a
trellis frame, back-action locks decorated en suite, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised cheek-piece,
engraved steel butt-plate and trigger-guard matching the
locks, and a pair of steel sling swivels

421

78.3cm; 30P in barrels
£250-300
421
A 14 BORE BELGIAN D.B. PIN-FIRE SHOTGUN BY J. B.
RONGE FILS À LIÈGE, CIRCA 1860
with etched twist sighted barrels lowered by an engraved
lever beneath and released by an additional engraved lever
on the side of the action, patented rounded lever action
signed ‘M. N. Coleye’, engraved with scrolling vine foliage,
engraved tang, signed back-action locks engraved en suite
with the action, highly figured walnut half-stock, chequered
grip, engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guard and
butt-plate decorated en suite with the action, and a pair of
ring-shaped sling swivels

422

81.2cm; 32 in barrels
£250-350
422
A 16 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B. PIN-FIRE SHOTGUN,
LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1860
with rebrowned twist sighted barrels released by a
secondary pivot-lever under the fore-end, double-bite action
inlaid in soft metal with geometric ornament, slender breech
tang and back-action locks decorated en suite, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised cheek-piece,
engraved steel mounts en suite with the action, and fitted
with an additional horn grip behind the trigger-guard
77.5cm; 30I in barrels
£180-220
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423
424

423
A .400 CALIBRE GERMAN PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE,
SCHÜTZENBÜCHSE, BY CHR. WEGAND WIESBADEN,
CIRCA 1825-29
with signed browned octagonal sighted barrel rifled with
eight grooves, inlaid with a gold line at the breech and
muzzle, the latter rebated for loading (back-sight removed),
case-hardened tang fitted with fully adjustable peep-sight,
flush-fitted stepped lock inlaid with a gold line around the
border, the hammer decorated en suite, double set trigger,
highly figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip framed
within a border of foliage, raised cheek-piece, casehardened steel mounts comprising trigger-guard shaped for
the fingers, butt-plate of characteristically pronounced
form, a pair of ramrod-pipes and a single sling swivel (the
other sling swivel missing), horn fore-end cap carved with
foliage, and horn ramrod, perhaps the original
85cm; 33I in barrel
Christian Philip Weygand is recorded in Wiesbaden,
Hessen-Nassau circa 1796-1829.
£1200-1800
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424
A SAXON PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE,
SCHÜTZENBÜCHSE, BY A. FISCHER, MEHLIS, CIRCA 1850
with two-stage sighted barrel rifled with eight grooves,
recessed muzzle for loading, stamped ‘LW.SB.No.39’ on a
short flat and fitted with adjustable blued back-sight,
separate breech stamped ‘AF’, the tang with provision for a
further sight, signed flush-fitting lock, figured light walnut
three-quarter full stock, raised cheek-piece, plain brass
mounts including trigger-guard hollowed for the fingers
and butt-plate with pronounced spur, a pair of steel sling
swivels, brass fore-end cap, and original brass-tipped steel
ramrod
81.2cm; 32in barrel
£700-900

425
426

425
A .400 CALIBRE GERMAN PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE,
SCHÜTZENBÜCHSE, BY W. MAUSER, CIRCA 1860

426
A RARE CONTINENTAL SIGRIST PATENT PERCUSSION
UNDER HAMMER RIFLE, NO. 83, DATED 1858

with blued sighted barrel signed in gold over the breech,
rifled with six grooves, blued adjustable back-sight,
recessed breech for a loading tool, case-hardened tang
fitted with fully adjustable peep back-sight, case-hardened
flat lock, blued double set trigger, figured walnut full stock,
chequered grip and fore-end, raised cheek-piece, casehardened steel mounts including trigger-guard shaped for
the fingers, and butt-cap of characteristically pronounced
form, horn fore-end cap, and original horn-tipped wooden
ramrod

with reblued barrel retained by three steel bands of
regulation type, fitted with brass fore-sight, rifled with six
slender shallow grooves and stamped with a series of
marks including the date at the breech, reblued folding
back-sight, under-hammer action with hinged brass cover
retained by a steel sliding pin, figured walnut full stock,
brass mounts including trigger-guard and butt-plate of
regulation type, steel sling swivels and steel ramrod

86cm; 33P in barrel

The Belgian patent of J. Sigrist dated 28th March 1843 is
very similar to Baron Heurteloup’s patent of 1841. See W.
Reid 1959-61, pp. 59-81.

£1000-1200

92.3cm; 36G in barrel

£600-800
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428
430
427
A GERMAN PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE FOR A BOY,
CIRCA 1750

429
A CONTINENTAL BREECH-LOADING GALLERY GUN,
SECOND HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY

converted from flintlock, with octagonal swamped sighted
barrel rifled with seven grooves and inscribed ‘NFR’ over the
breech, rounded lock with small shell-shaped tail, double set
trigger, figured walnut full stock carved with rococo flowers
and foliage about the barrel tang and at each end of the cheekpiece, sliding patchbox-cover decorated with shell ornament,
brass mounts including trigger-guard, butt-plate and rear
ramrod-pipe each decorated with a small shell en suite with
the lock, a pair of steel sling swivels, horn fore-end cap, and
horn-tipped wooden ramrod (the steel parts chemically
cleaned, the stock and fore-end cap with small chips)

with browned octagonal sighted barrel fitted with loading
lever on the right, figured walnut three-quarter stock,
chequered grip (cracked through), and raised cheek-piece

63.2cm; 24P in barrel
£300-350
428
A .500 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION SPORTING
RIFLE BY F. FIEGE IN DRIESEN, CIRCA 1840
with swamped octagonal rifled barrel signed in silver, fitted
with blade back-sight (fore-sight missing), scroll-engraved
integral breech, scroll-engraved back-action lock, double
set trigger, ebonised hardwood full stock with chequered
grip (the last 5cm of the fore-end replaced), raised cheekpiece, sliding patchbox-cover, engraved German silver
mounts including small two-piece side-plate, scrolling
trigger-guard with terminal of shaped outline, and butt-plate
en suite with the trigger-guard, and a single steel sling
swivel (cleaned throughout)
63.5cm; 25in barrel
£300-350

65cm; 25K in
£40-60
430
A FINE .36 CALIBRE GERMAN KESSLER SYSTEM
FALLING BLOCK TARGET RIFLE BY F. W. KESSLER, SUHL,
NO. S892, CIRCA 1875
with blued sighted barrel of irregular octagonal section, rifled
with six grooves, inlaid with a gold line, inscribed ‘Guss Stahl’
in gold script at the muzzle, and signed in gold within an
elaborate framework of scrolls at the breech, engraved casehardened breech and action decorated with oak foliage and
gold acorns on a recessed punched ground, the former
decorated with the owners initials in gold, signed casehardened action-cover retained by a sliding pin and decorated
en suite, double set trigger, the tang decorated en suite and
with provision for an additional back-sight, figured walnut halfstock inlaid with a single line of horn at the tip, chequered grip,
raised cheek-piece, case-hardened steel mounts decorated en
suite with the action, comprising a pair of solid side-plates on
each side of the action, trigger-guard with forward-curved spur
for a rest, the finial decorated with a pair of jäger in front of the
flag of The Empire and above the inscription ‘wir wolln in einig
volk von brudern’, butt-cap with pronounced toe, a pair of
ramrod-pipes, and a pair of sling swivels, horn fore-end cap,
and contemporary horn-tipped wooden ramrod
75cm; 29I in barrel
F. W. Kessler is recorded in Suhl circa 1850-75, where he
patented his breech-loading system in 1875.
£1000-1200
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431
AN 11MM X 57R SPANISH REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK
MILIARY RIFLE MADE UNDER LICENCE BY YTURRIOZ Y
ECHEVA EIBAR, CIRCA 1870
with blued sighted barrel rifled with four grooves, retained
by a pair of blued steel bands, the action retaining traces of
early finish, figured walnut full stock with arsenal markings
on the right of the butt, and blued steel furniture

431

85.5cm; 33K in barrel
£250-300

432
A 11MM EGYPTIAN REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK
RIFLED CARBINE MADE UNDER CONTRACT BY E. M. & L.
NAGANT A LIÈGE, NO.12436, CIRCA 1871
with sighted barrel rifled with four grooves, retained by a
single steel band and fitted with adjustable back-sight, the
action stamped with the maker’s details, figured walnut
three-quarter stock, and a pair of steel sling swivels (lightly
cleaned throughout)
53.5cm; 21B in barrel

432

£200-250

433
A .35 CALIBRE REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE
MADE UNDER SWEDISH CONTRACT, CIRCA 1870
with browned sighted barrel retained by two steel bands,
fitted with fully adjustable calibrated folding ladder backsight, blued action, figured light hardwood full stock, blued
steel mounts, and steel clearing rod
84.2cm; 33B in barrel
£200-250
433
434
A .44 CALIBRE U.S. REMINGTON MODEL 1866 ROLLING
BLOCK RIFLE, CIRCA 1875
with sighted barrel retained by three steel bands, fitted with
calibrated folding ladder back-sight, the action tang with
traces of Remington inscription, figured walnut full stock, and
steel mounts (clearing rod missing, steel parts refinished)
89.3cm; 35B in barrel
£300-400
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435
436

435
A .52 CALIBRE U.S. HALLS PATENT MODEL 1833
PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING CAVALRY CARBINE, BY
SIMEON NORTH, DATED 1838
of standard production specifications, complete with its
combined ramrod bayonet (the steel parts cleaned and with
areas of pitting)
66.5cm; 26D in barrel
The 2nd U.S. Dragoons were armed with this carbine for
their initial service in Florida, it was later replaced by the
model 1836.
£600-800
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436
A .54 CALIBRE U.S. MODEL 1841 PERCUSSION RIFLE,
DATED 1850
of regulation specifications, with sighted barrel rifled with
seven grooves (the outer surface painted black), the lock
stamped with the date and New Haven arsenal inscription,
and with its brass-tipped steel ramrod, probably the
original
84cm; 33in
£350-450

437
437
A .52 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. JOSLYN PATENT MODEL
1864 RIFLED CAVALRY CARBINE, NO.10455, CIRCA 1864

438
A .50 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. SPENCER MODEL 1865
REPEATING CAVALRY CARBINE, NO. 21146, CIRCA 1865

of standard production specifications, the barrel retaining
some browned finish, the lock with maker’s inscription and
some case-hardened finish, polished walnut stock (cracked
behind the barrel tang and in front of the lock), and steel
mounts retaining some case-hardening colour (the breech
block drilled through)

of standard production specifications, the barrel rifled with
five grooves, and the stock fitted with a saddle bar with
ring and a steel sling swivel (the steel parts pitted and
cleaned, the maker’s inscription worn)

57.7cm; 22N in barrel

£350-450

50.7cm; 20in barrel

£250-350
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439
440

439
A .58 CALIBRE U.S. MODEL 1861 RIFLED MUSKET WITH
ROBERTS 1867 PATENT BREECH-LOADING CONVERSION,
CIRCA 1870
with sighted barrel rifled with three grooves and retained
by three steel bands, stamped with patent details on the
left of the breech, regulation lock stamped with traces of
the maker’s name ‘Amoskeag’ and the date, 1866,
regulation hardwood full stock and regulation steel mounts
(the steel parts chemically cleaned throughout)
103cm; 40I in barrel
£350-450
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440
A .50 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. SPENCER CIVIL WAR MODEL
REPEATING CAVALRY CARBINE, NO. 59711, CIRCA 1863-5
of standard production specifications, the barrel rifled with
six grooves, and the stock fitted with a saddle bar with ring
and a steel sling swivel (the steel parts pitted and cleaned,
the maker’s inscription worn)
56cm; 22in barrel
£350-450

441
442

441
A .50 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. SPENCER CONTRACT
MODEL 1865 REPEATING CAVALRY CARBINE BY THE
BURNSIDE FIREARMS CO., NO. 34060, CIRCA 1865

442
A .44 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. WINCHESTER PATENT
MODEL 1866 FOURTH MODEL REPEATING RIFLED
CARBINE, NO. 159249, CIRCA 1873

of standard production specifications, the barrel rifled with
three grooves and the stock stamped with inspector’s
marks and fitted with a saddle bar with ring a pair of steel
sling swivels (the steel parts pitted and cleaned the stock
repaired on each side of the breech)

of standard late production specifications, the barrel with
much original blued finish (oxidised to brown), blued
magazine, blued barrel band (largely oxidised), casehardened lever and hammer, polished walnut half-stock,
and blued saddle-ring and blued steel butt-cap with brass
cover for a clearing rod (the butt-cap with small patches of
rust, clearing rod missing)

50.7cm; 20in barrel
£500-600

50.8cm; 20in barrel
£2000-2500
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443

443
A .44 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. HENRY PATENT EARLY
BRASS FRAME MODEL 1860 LEVER-ACTION RIFLE, NO.
321 CIRCA 1862-3
of standard early model specifications, with browned
barrel, case-hardened lever and hammer, lever latch, brass
frame, figured walnut butt and brass butt-plate stamped
with the serial number on the inside (the steel parts with
early refinishing, the screws with some original blue, the
action with minor scratches, the stock faded on one side,
cleaning rod missing)
61.6cm; 24D in barrel
£7000-8000
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444

VARIOUS OWNERS
444
A VERY RARE U.S. BRASS CAP PRIMER FOR A COLT
PATERSON REVOLVER, NO. 233, CIRCA 1839-41
of standard production specifications, with folding lid,
stamped with the number inside the body and with blued
steel fittings throughout (the steel screw with light surface
rust)
4.8cm; 1P in diameter
Colt’s improved cap primer was included in his U. S. patent
no. 1304 of 29th August 1839. For an illustration of the
patent and a discussion of this see L. Wilson 1971, pp. 2324.
£3000-4000
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445
446
445
A .44 CALIBRE RIMFIRE U.S. HENRY’S PATENT LATE
BRASS FRAME MODEL 1860 LEVER-ACTION RIFLE, NO.
5284

446
A .41 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE U.S. VOLCANIC REPEATING
ARMS CO. 1854 PATENT LEVER ACTION NO. 1 NAVY
REVOLVER, NO. 826, CIRCA 1855-57

of standard late model specifications, the barrel retaining
traces of finish and stamped with the serial number behind
the back-sight, the hammer retaining traces of casehardening colour, brass frame, figured walnut butt and
brass butt-plate (the action with minor scratches, cleaning
rod missing)

of standard production specifications, with 6in barrel
retaining some early blued finish (magazine spring
missing), the hammer, lever and trigger each with some
early case-hardening colour, brass frame (minor dents and
scratches), and figured walnut grips

61.6cm; 24D in barrel
‡ £7000-9000
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32cm; 12K in
‡ £2000-2500

447
448
447
A .44 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE
BY J. FORDNEY, LANCASTER COUNTY, CIRCA 1840
converted from flintlock, with heavy octagonal barrel rifled
with seven narrow grooves, engraved with stars on the
muzzle face, fitted with brass fore-sight, provision for an
additional fore-sight, standing back-sight, and signed in full
at the breech (now feint, partly obscured), plain tang drilled
with two holes for a standing peep-sight mount, signed
lock engraved with foliage and border ornament, double
set trigger, highly figured maple full stock, cut with a trellis
pattern of chequering at the grip (worn, the stock repaired
in front of the lock), butt with raised cheek-piece inset with
a German silver diamond-shaped plaque on the left and
patchbox with plain brass cover and pierced mount on the
right, brass mounts comprising small engraved oval sideplate, moulded trigger-guard, two-piece butt-cap (chipped),
and three ramrod-pipes, and brass fore-end cap (later
ramrod missing, areas of wear throughout); together with a
contemporary cowhorn powder-flask and German silvermounted folding knife
the first: 94.4cm; 37D in barrel
(3)
Two Jacob Fordneys are recorded in the Lancaster County
tax list of 1834, one of which was killed by his neighbour,
one John Haggerty with an axe. During the court case that

followed Haggerty’s counsel claimed the defendant was
insane: he frequently referred to his horse, which was
known to climb trees, and to his goats, which occasionally
climbed the trees to be with his horse. The horse caused
him trouble so he wanted to kill it, but he was restrained by
Fordney who he subsequently killed. See H.J. Kauffman,
pp.229-232.
£850-1000

448
A .42 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE,
MID-19TH CENTURY
converted from flintlock, with heavy octagonal barrel rifled
with seven grooves, fitted with German silver fore-sight
and sprung blued back-sight, border-engraved lock
decorated with a hound in a landscape on the tail, double
set trigger, figured maple full stock enriched with dark
stained stripes, shallow cheek-piece, brass mounts
comprising flush-fitting solid side-plate, moulded triggerguard with heart-shaped finial, two-piece butt-cap, and
three ramrod-pipes, and brass fore-end cap (ramrod
missing, light wear throughout)
96.5cm; 38in barrel
£550-650
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449
450
449
A .376 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE,
MID-19TH CENTURY

450
A .36 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE,
MID-19TH CENTURY

with heavy octagonal rebrowned barrel, fitted with German
silver fore-sight and standing back-sight, reblued backaction lock, double set trigger, figured walnut half-stock
(small chips), shallow cheek-piece, brass mounts
comprising small tear-shaped side-plate, spurred triggerguard, two-piece butt-cap, two reblued steel ramrod-pipes,
German silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and German silver
fore-end cap (later ramrod)

converted from flintlock, with heavy octagonal barrel
punched with a band of dots around the muzzle face, fitted
with German silver fore-sight and standing back-sight,
border-engraved lock stamped ‘Atkinson Warranted’ and
decorated with a turkey and a waterfowl on the tail, double
set trigger, figured maple full stock enriched with dark
stained stripes, fluted cheek-piece, circular patch-box with
brass cover (three screws missing), brass mounts
comprising stylised ‘bat-wing’ side-plate, spurred triggerguard, two-piece faceted butt-cap, and three ramrod-pipes
(perhaps later), and white metal fore-end cap (previously
plated, later ramrod, light wear)

102.2cm; 40D in barrel
£500-600

86.5cm; 34B in barrel
£500-600
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451
452
451
A .38 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE,
MID-19TH CENTURY
converted from flintlock, with heavy octagonal barrel rifled
with seven narrow grooves, fitted with brass fore-sight,
standing back-sight and stamped ‘W.Turr’ over the breech
(feint), engraved lock decorated with foliage and border
ornament, double set trigger, figured walnut full stock
impressed ‘T.L.’ opposite the lock, brass mounts
comprising flush-fitting solid side-plate, moulded triggerguard, and German silver fore-end cap (ramrod-pipes
replaced, ramrod missing)
97.2cm; 38D in barrel
£500-600

452
A .44 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION PLAINS RIFLE
BY THE EAGLE GUN FACTORY, PHILADELPHIA, MID-19TH
CENTURY
converted from flintlock, with heavy rebrowned octagonal
barrel rifled with seven grooves, finely punched with a
wavy band around the muzzle face, signed over the breech
and punched over much of its surface with stars and a
wavy pattern matching the muzzle face, fitted with brass
fore-sight and sprung blued back-sight inlaid with silver
pellets, the tang punched en suite with the barrel, engraved
lock signed ‘Jas Golcher, Philadelphia’ (worn, feint) and
decorated with bird’s and a landscape, double set trigger,
figured maple full stock enriched with dark stained stripes,
the butt with shallow cheek-piece, and fitted with patchbox
on the right, the latter with brass mount and cover
engraved with scrollwork, brass trigger-guard, three brass
ramrod-pipes, brass fore-end cap and associated steeltipped ramrod (light wear throughout)
115cm; 45D in barrel
£800-1000
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453

453
A RARE .36 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY
PERCUSSION REVOLVER, LONDON PROOF MARKS, NO.
188121L FOR 1866
of standard production specifications, with 7I in barrel
stamped with New York address, stamped with London
proof marks on the left of the frame and on the cylinder,
figured walnut grips stamped with Enfield storekeeper’s
mark on the left, and with matching numbers throughout
(one grip with a very small crack, areas of wear), complete
with a contemporary pigskin holster
33cm; 13in
The Egyptian Government purchased 4,000 navy revolvers
and 12,000 Springfield rifles from Colt via their agent
Colonel Efflatoun Bey during the period 1865-66. See
J.G.Rosa 1976, pp. 121-4.
£1800-2200
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454

454
A .41 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE COLT THIRD MODEL LONDON
DERRINGER, LONDON PROOF MARKS, NO.426, CIRCA
1875

455

455
A .41 CALIBRE AMERICAN PERCUSSION DERRINGER BY
SCHMIDT & CO. HOUSTON, CIRCA 1860

The rampant colt mark was used by The Colt London
Agency to identify their authorised product for only a few
years. See R.L.Sutherland and R.L.Wilson 1971, pp.287-9.

with rebrowned barrel rifled with seven grooves, signed
over the breech (refreshed) and fitted with German silver
fore-sight, engraved lock decorated with foliage and
reinforced at the front with a German silver plaque, figured
walnut three-quarter stock cut with chequering over the
butt, German silver mounts of shaped outline including
slender side-plate, trigger-guard engraved with foliage,
narrow drop-shaped butt-cap, vacant shield-shaped
escutcheon, and German silver fore-end cap, and
contemporary ramrod, perhaps the original

£300-400

21cm; 8D in

of standard production specifications, with 2I in barrel
struck with proof marks beneath (now feint), brass frame
engraved with a rampant Colt on the left, and polished
walnut grips
12.5cm; 4P in

£300-400

456
TWO .54 CALIBRE AMERICAN MILITARY PERCUSSION
PISTOLS BY A. H. WATERS & CO. MILBURY, MASS,
DATED 1844
of regulation specifications, each retaining its steel ramrod
(each worn, the steel parts pitted throughout, hammer
missing, the inscriptions on one lock missing, one side nail
and one ramrod link missing)
35cm; 13N in
(2)
£400-600
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457
457

THE PROPERTY OF A LADY
AN 18 BORE FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER BY JAMES WILKINSON & SON, LONDON,
DATED 1848
with 4I in fluted barrel group engraved with sprays of foliage
at the muzzles and stamped with London proof marks, scrollengraved rounded action signed within an oval on the left,
fitted with sliding thumb-piece safety-catch, engraved nippleshield, engraved bar hammer, finely chequered figured walnut
butt, engraved steel mounts comprising trigger-guard and
butt-cap with trap, silver escutcheon engraved with a
presentation inscription, and retaining traces of original finish:
in its brass-mounted fitted mahogany case lined in green
baize, the lid with flush-fitting carrying handle engraved ‘H.N.
Durand, Bengal Engineers’, and applied with trade label for 27
Pall Mall inside, the inside with trade label for 27 Pall Mall (light
wear), and retaining its nipple wrench (one compartments
loose)
26cm; 10D in
The inscription on the escutcheon reads:
‘Lord Ellenborough to his much valued friend CapTN Durand
Bengal Engineers, 4th July 1848.’
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Major-General Sir Henry Marion Durand (1812-1871) was
orphaned at an early age and educated at the East India
Company’s school in Addiscombe. He received a commission
as second Lieutenant in the Bengal Engineers in 1828 landing
in Calcutta in 1830 having been shipwrecked off the Cape of
Good Hope. Durand played an important part in the capture of
Ghazni in 1839 where he headed a party of natives who laid
three hundred bags of powder at the Cabul gate. Despite
being under direct fire from the town, Durand and his
sergeant successfully detonated the explosion and the gates
were blown in; the town fell on 23rd July. The following year
Durand returned to England where he made the acquaintance
of Lord Ellenborough who became Governor General of India
shortly after and appointed Durand as his private secretary.
Durand married the following year and was promoted to
Captain. He accompanied the Governor General throughout
the Gwalior Campaign and was present with him at the battle
of Maharajpore, for which he was decorated. In 1844 he was
recalled by Ellenborough and he accepted the post of
commissioner of the Tenasserim provinces. His energy and
hatred of corruption led to his removal from this post in 1846
after which he returned to England where he started writing a
history of the Afghan War. He returned to India in 1848 arriving
at Calcutta shortly after the outbreak of the Sikh war. He was
present at the engagements of Chilianwallah and Gujerat
serving on the staff of Brigadier-General Colin Campbell. For
his services during the campaign he received the Punjab

458
Medal with two clasps. In 1856 he was promoted to
Lieutenant Colonel and the following year he was appointed to
the Central India Agency. Despite having no European soldiers
Durand managed to hold out in the residency at Indore for
several weeks when the mutiny broke out in Delhi. He
achieved this by isolating the contingent troops and playing
them off against the native regulars. Inevitably this could not
last and Durand was driven out and retreated in the face of
overwhelming numbers. He escaped successfully concealing
his weakness with a show of force. He marched without loss
to Sehore and then to Hoshungabad where he held the
natural barrier of Nerbudda. He forced Woodburn’s hesitating
column and with it took a strong fort, gained three actions,
captured more than forty guns and dispersed and disarmed
forces far exceeding his own number. During the forced
marches in the hot sun his wife fell ill and died. For his
services during the mutiny Durand received a C.B. and was
promoted to Brevet Colonel. In 1861 he became Foreign
Secretary in India and in 1867 was promoted Major-General
and awarded K.C.S.I. In 1870 he was appointed LieutenantGeneral of the Punjab where, having inspected an outpost on
foot, he mounted an elephant to visit the town of Tank.
Durand’s howdah was crushed against the roof of a gateway
and he fell to the ground, dying the following day. The Royal
Engineers have founded a medal which is awarded annually in
his honour.

VARIOUS OWNERS
458
AN 80 BORE TRANTER PATENT THIRD MODEL FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION REVOLVER RETAILED BY H.BECKWITH,
SKINNER STREET, LONDON, NO. 21701T, CIRCA 1863-68
with signed 4I in barrel engraved with scrolling foliage at
the breech and fitted with patent rammer on the left,
engraved frame stamped ‘HH’ on the left, double trigger,
chequered walnut butt, engraved steel trigger-guard and
butt-cap: in a fitted mahogany case lined in green baize,
the lid applied with trade label of W. A. Beckwith, complete
with accessories including Tranter’s patent brass bullet
mould, and Dixon & Sons copper flask
25.5cm; 10in
£1500-2000

£2000-2500
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459
460

459
A CONTINENTAL SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1860

460
A COOPERS PATENT SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1843-45

with fluted barrel group engraved with alternating panels of
foliage and scrollwork, engraved frame and action, sprung
hinged loading gate, engraved back-strap, a pair of
ebonised grips, and the butt complete with its screw-in
clearing rod; ANOTHER CONTINENTAL SIX-SHOT PINFIRE PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, CIRCA 1860, (worn, small
losses); and A CONTINENTAL SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1860, (pitted, worn)

with fluted barrel group stamped with Birmingham proof
marks, signed engraved rounded patent under hammer
action, ring trigger, engraved back-strap, and a pair of
figured walnut grips (the steel parts with light pitting and
wear)

the first: 14.5cm; 5N in
(3)
£300-400
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19.5cm; 7N in
Joseph Rock Cooper patented his design, no.86 for ‘many
barrelled revolving pistol and gun’, on 7th November 1843.
£200-250

461
462

PROPERTY OF THE LATE KENNETH JOHN HOLLOWAY
461
A SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY
EDWARD (1) NORTH, LONDON, CIRCA 1750
with two-stage barrel swamped at the muzzle and fitted
with silver fore-sight, signed on a tapering flat at the breech
and struck with London proof and the barrelsmith’s mark,
engraved grooved barrel tang, signed rounded lock, figured
walnut full stock carved with a scalloped moulding about
the barrel tang (small cracks and repairs), silver mounts
comprising side-plate pierced and chased with rococo
flowers and foliage and escutcheon incorporating a
hound’s head, engraved steel trigger-guard with acorn
finial, engraved butt-plate, and later horn-tipped wooden
ramrod
107.3cm; 42D in barrel
£2000-2500

462
A D.B. FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY JAMES SCOTT,
CANONGATE, EDINBURGH, BIRMINGAM PRIVATE PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1780
with rebrowned two-stage barrels fitted with silver foresight, signed over the octagonal breeches and with goldlined vents, engraved grooved breech tang, signed
bevelled locks engraved with scrolls on the tails, fitted with
links between the steels and springs, and a sliding plate
immediately behind the cock acting as a safety-catch (one
comb, top-jaws and screws replaced), figured walnut halfstock cut with a trellis pattern of chequering filled with
punched dots over the fore-end and the grip (refreshed,
filled repairs over the fore-end and the butt), engraved steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard decorated with a bouquet
and with acorn finial, butt-plate, and fore-end cap, and
horn-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original (the
mounts cleaned)
86.5cm; 34B in barrels
£1800-2200
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463

463
AN 8 BORE FLINTLOCK WILDFOWLING GUN BUY T.
LANE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1770
with lightly swamped barrel fitted with steel fore-sight and
engraved with scrolling foliage over the breech, engraved
grooved tang, signed rounded lock engraved with a scroll
on the tail, figured walnut full stock carved with a raised
scallop moulding about the barrel tang, brass mounts
engraved with rococo ornament, comprising solid sideplate, butt-plate, trigger-guard decorated with a flower and
with acorn finial of early form, four ramrod-pipes,
escutcheon engraved with an expanded flowerhead (the
steel parts with light pitting, fore-end cracked)
153.3cm; 60G in
Thomas Lane is recorded as a gun and pistol maker at
Newhall Street, Birmingham circa 1766-81.
£1500-2000
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464

465
464
A 20 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY
JOSEPH MANTON, DAVIES STREET, BERKELEY SQUARE,
LONDON, NO. 2046, CIRCA 1803,
rebuilt from flintlock by Samuel and Charles Smith with signed
rebrowned barrels fitted with a short semi-circular fore-sight
on the rib at the muzzles, engraved reblued breeches fitted
with anvils for mushroom percussion caps, scroll-engraved
grooved breech tang, signed stepped bevelled locks engraved
with foliage on the tails, scroll-engraved hammers, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel mounts
comprising trigger-guard decorated with a trophy-of-arms on
the bow and with pineapple finial, butt-plate, ramrod-pipes,
silver barrel bolt escutcheons, and vacant silver escutcheon,
and brass-tipped wooden ramrod: in original fitted mahogany
case lined in green baize (the lining worn, trade label with
small tears), the lid with flush-fitted brass carrying handle,
brass escutcheon engraved with the owner’s crest, a badger
proper, and initials ‘ESB’, an additional plaque inscribed ‘Capt.
Newnham Davis’, and retaining some associated accessories
including a brass bullet mould for a .450 rifle

465
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY ROBERT GAROOD,
CIRCA 1730
with two-stage brass barrel swelling towards the muzzle,
stamped with London proof and the barrelsmith’s mark at
the breech, signed flat lock with flat cock and faceted pan
(patinated), figured hardwood full stock carved with a
raised moulding about the barrel tang (the fore-end with
cracks and reparis), moulded brass mounts including flat
flush-fitting side-plate of shaped outline, butt-plate, and
trigger-guard with bulbous finial (later ramrod)
76.8cm; 30D in
Robert Garrood was apprenticed to Francis Smart in 1714,
became free of the Gunmaker’s Company in 1722, and
Master in 1740. He was a contractor to the Royal African
Company 1729-44.
£1000-1200

80cm; 31I in barrels
Literature:
W. Keith Neal and D. H. L. Back, The Mantons: Gunmakers,
London 1966, p.234.
£500-800
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467

466
A QUANTITY OF APPROXIMATELY FIFTY PRINTS
CONCERNING BRITISH FIREARMS PATENTS OF THE 18TH
AND 19TH CENTURIES, 20TH CENTURY
and Henry Alken: British Sports, published by Thomas
McLean, 1821, reprinted 1970 by Kingsmead
(qty)
£500-700

467
A 4 PDR IRON CARRONADE, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with multi-stage barrel of characteristic form, moulded at
the muzzle, cast with a crown and the number ‘6’ over the
first reinforce, a pair of plain trunnions, and the cascabel
with a breeching loop at the top: on a later stepped
wooden carriage (rusted overall, now painted black, the
carriage damaged)
116cm; 45N in barrel
9.5cm; 3N in bore
£2000-2500
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469

468
A GERMAN ENGRAVED POWDER-FLASK, MID-18TH
CENTURY

469
A PAIR OF IRISH PERCUSSION TURN-OVER PISTOLS BY
WILLIAM & JOHN RIGBY, DUBLIN, CIRCA 1840

of green-stained flattened cowhorn, decorated on one side
with a hunter in contemporary dress taking aim at a
reclining stag, and with a boar leaping at a huntsman on
the other, moulded at the nozzle, and fitted with an early
wooden stopper (the horn with small cracks at the base,
nozzle chipped)

with turn-off barrels engraved with a band around the
muzzles and numbered ‘1’ to ‘4’ respectively (areas of
pitting), engraved breeches, engraved actions decorated
with characteristic foliage, signed on a scroll on the left and
inscribed ‘Dublin’ on a further scroll on the right, three
bents, blued folding triggers, highly figured chequered
walnut butts, inset with a silver oval on the base (one oval
missing), and silver escutcheons engraved ‘C. D. C. 7th D.
G.’

27cm; 10K in
£400-500

12.8cm; 5in
(2)
£1000-1400
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470

470
A PAIR OF SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK LONG
HOLSTER PISTOLS BY WORNALL, CIRCA 1700
with two-stage swamped sighted barrels retaining traces of
engraving with over the breeches, signed rounded locks
engraved with scrolling tendrils with monsterhead
terminals and pairs of lines around the borders (worn),
figured walnut full stocks carved with raised mouldings
about the barrel tangs (the stocks replaced in the second
quarter of the 18th Century, one fore-end cracked the other
with minor repairs), full silver mounts comprising sideplates pierced with scrolling foliage involving monsterhead
tendrils and a profile mask, trigger-guards engraved with a
perching bird on the bows and with slender foliate
terminals, spurred pommels engraved with monsterhead
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scrolls and fitted with finely chased grotesque mask caps,
escutcheons enclosed by a gaping grotesque and engraved
with the initials ‘GO’, a pair of baluster ramrod-pipes, and
one retaining its original steel-tipped wooden ramrod (the
other replaced)
52cm; 20I in
(2)
Edward Wornall was a barrelsmith working in London circa
1690-1705. The silver mounts and the engraving on the
locks is similar to another pair of pistols by this maker
formerly in the Clay P. Bedford collection. The Bedford
pistols’ silver mounts are attributed to William Bull.
£4000-5000

471

471
A RARE PAIR OF FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSSES BY JOHN
DAFTE, CIRCA 1680-85
with three-stage barrels swelling towards the muzzles,
stamped with London proof and Foreigner’s marks at the
breeches, engraved barrel tangs, signed rounded locks
engraved with pairs of lines around the borders (worn),
figured walnut full stocks carved with a raised moulding
about the tangs (one grip cracked through and repaired,
the fore-ends with minor repairs), full brass mounts
comprising pierced scrolling side-plates with profile dragon
mask terminals, butt-plate engraved with border ornament
and scrolling foliage, trigger-guards with acanthus finials, a
pair of moulded ramrod-pipes, and escutcheons engraved
with the owner’s crest and motto, each fitted with a steel
saddle ring on the side-plate (later ramrods)

76.8cm; 30D in
(2)
The Crest is that of Duff of Scotland.
John Dafte was made Free of the Gunmaker’s Company in
1668. He was implicated in the Rye House Plot of 1683, the
Horrid Conspiracy, when the Duke of Monmouth and
others planned the assassination of King Charles II and the
Duke of York on their return from Newmarket. Dafte was
interrogated and found not guilty, being described as a
‘very honest fellow’. See J. S. Cooper and K. J. Westwood
1989.
£5000-6000
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472
473

VARIOUS OWNERS
472
A VIENNESE MAGAZINE AIR RIFLE BUILT ON THE
GIRANDONI PRINCIPLE, BY SENGER IN WIEN, CIRCA
1810
with octagonal swamped barrel fitted with German silver
fore-sight and inlaid with silver foliage beneath, folding
back-sight, signed and decorated with a bouquet in silver
over the breech, fitted with ball-magazine on the right and
sliding transverse feed-block at the rear, engraved brass
action cover chiselled with a running-stag in a shieldshaped frame, border-engraved flat lock inscribed ‘In Wien’
in silver script and inlaid with foliage at the front and over
the tail, spurred cocking lever, figured walnut fore-end cut
with chequering and carved with a bouquet in low relief
beneath the breech (small repairs), engraved steel sideplate decorated with a pair of stags being pursued by a
hunter, engraved brass trigger-guard chiselled with a birdof-prey on the bow, engraved brass ramrod-pipes, and
conical turn-off steel reservoir (leather covering missing,
ramrod and horn fore-end cap replaced)
75cm; 29I in barrel

A number of gunmaker’s copied Bartholomeo Girandoni’s
system following its invention in 1778 or 1779, including
the maker of the present gun, Ignaz Segner. Segner also
made a pair of pistols on the same system which were
included in the Hungarian Millennium exhibition. See A.
Hoff 1972, p.72.
£4000-5000

473
A GERMAN BREECH-LOADING AIRGUN OF BELLOWS
TYPE, CIRCA 1780
with octagonal sighted barrel sleeved in brass and opened
by a lever in front of the trigger-guard, the action and tang
covered by flush-fitting brass plates of shaped outline,
fitted with an additional peep-sight behind the tang, double
set trigger, figured walnut full stock carved with rococo
scrolls and foliage behind the ramrod-pipe and over the
butt (the fore-end cracked and repaired, the last 17cm
replaced), inlaid with shaped brass plaques, and brass
mounts including butt-plate and trigger-guard en suite
(ramrod missing)
78cm; 30N in barrel
£800-1200
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474
475

474
A GERMAN AIR GUN OF BELLOWS TYPE BY
F.A.ROTMAUER IN LEGAU, CIRCA 1760

475
A GERMAN BREECH-LOADING SPRING AIR GUN, CIRCA
1870

with signed octagonal swamped sighted barrel fitted with a
brass sleeve, plain tang, fully enclosed mechanism, figured
walnut full stock carved and incised with rococo scrollwork
about the tang, behind the ramrod-pipe and over the butt,
raised cheek-piece carved with further designs and fitted
with a bolt for winding the mechanism behind, wooden
trigger-guard with brass reinforce of shaped outline, brass
mounts including a pair of scrolling panels on each side of
the mechanism in imitation of a side-plate, two-piece buttplate, three ramrod-pipes, and complete with its original
brass ramrod incomplete, the stock with minor repairs and
worm damage)

with blued octagonal sighted barrel, fitted with adjustable
back-sight and opened by a sliding lever on the right of the
breech, plated cylindrical action operated by a separate
crank handle on the right, flush-fitting action tang, double
set trigger, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, raised
cheek-piece, and case-hardened steel mounts comprising
butt-plate with pronounced toe and spurred trigger-guard,
complete with its crank
52.2cm; 21in barrel
£600-800

81.5cm; 32in barrel
A gun of similar date and signed Franz Anthony Rotmauer
in Legau is preserved in a German ancestral collection.
£1000-1200
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476
477

476
A BAVARIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY ANDREAS
GANS IN AUGSBURG, CIRCA 1740
with blued two-stage sighted barrel, stamped with a series
of decorative marks and the brass-lined barrelsmiths marks
over the breech (including Neue Støckel 422), signed
bevelled lock finely engraved with trophies-of-arms and a
cherub playing a harp beneath the pan, the cock engraved
with strapwork and chiselled with a serpent head beneath
the jaws, figured walnut full stock carved in relief with
rococo flowers and foliage behind the barrel tang, raised
cheek-piece carved en suite, brass mounts of shaped
outline, including two-piece side-plate and butt-plate,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with brass, and three
brass ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end cap, and horn-tipped
wooden ramrod
87.7cm; 34I in barrel
The second mark on the breech, that of the maker’s name
rendered in the Spanish style, is not recorded in Støckel.
Two pairs of guns by this maker are preserved in the
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, inv. nrs.
13/781,783,785 and 791. See E.Schalkhauser 1988, pp.122123.
£800-1000
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477
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730
with two-stage barrel stamped with a brass-lined
barrelsmith’s mark at the breech, in an oval three letters
above a bird within a cartouche (rubbed, fore-sight
removed), plain rounded lock, figured walnut half-stock
carved with rococo scrollwork about the barrel tang and
beneath the lock, carved wooden trigger-guard, and
decorated throughout with incised lines in imitation of
mounts, including a shaped outline on the spine of the butt
and a pair of wooden ramrod-pipes, steel sling-swivel, and
brass forward ramrod-pipe (ramrod replaced)
102.2cm; 40D in barrel
A very similar mark was on a pair of wheel-lock guns by
Heinrich Auer in Salzburg, sold in these rooms, 7th
December 2006, lot 378.
£500-600

478
479

478
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730

479
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1740

with two-stage swamped sighted barrel struck with the
barrelsmith’s mark, a sabre, engraved with a band of
beadwork over the breech and retained by a pierced brass
band, plain bevelled lock, the lower portion of the cock
concealed within the lock and retained by a blued plate,
figured walnut half-stock carved with rococo ornament in
low relief, plain brass mounts of shaped outline including
side-plate, trigger-guard with moulded bow, butt-plate,
pierced vacant escutcheon and faceted brass ramrod-pipes
(later ramrod, fore-end cap and one sling swivel missing,
the stock with minor repairs)

with three-stage Italian barrel stamped ‘Gio Maria Aqvisii’
and fitted with silver fore-sight, plain bevelled lock, the
neck of the cock chiselled with foliage, figured walnut halfstock carved with rococo ornament in low relief about the
barrel tang and ahead of the lock, plain brass mounts,
including butt-plate and side-plate with brass sling swivel,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a brass panel, horn
fore-end cap, and the butt applied with an inventory label
(the steel parts with light rust, the stock with minor chips
and repairs)

105cm; 41G in barrel

110.2cm; 43F in barrel
£400-500

£500-600
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480
481

480
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, DATED 1758
with two-stage Spanish barrel, silver ‘spider’ fore-sight,
gold-lined vent, rounded lock, figured walnut full stock
carved with a simple shell moulding about the barrel tang,
engraved brass mounts including side-plate decorated with
a trophy-of arms, trigger-guard with near acorn-shaped
terminal, dated escutcheon and butt-plate decorated en
suite with the side-plate, with its ramrod (the steel parts
pitted, stock cracked and worn, one ramrod-pipe missing,
the ramrod incomplete)
108cm; 42I in barrel
£400-600

481
A RUSSIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN BY GAVRILA
PERMJAKOV, ST PETERSBURG, CIRCA 1780
with rebrowned barrel signed in silver on the over the
breech, fitted with silver fore-sight, grooved tang, signed
stepped lock engraved with border ornament and foliage,
figured walnut half-stock carved with a scrollwork moulding
about the barrel tang, the butt with carved raised cheekpiece and patchbox with sliding cover, engraved brass
mounts comprising solid side-plate with acanthus terminal,
trigger-guard with a central moulding and terminal, buttplate formed en suite, and three brass ramrod-pipes, steel
sling swivel and horn fore-end cap (later ramrod, the stock
with minor cracks and repairs)
111.5cm; 44in barrel
A number of guns by this maker are preserved in the
Armour Chamber Museum, Moscow, the State Hermitage,
St Petersburg and the Museum at Gatchina.
£2000-2500
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482
483

PROPERTY FROM A STYRIAN CASTLE
482
A FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1730, PROBABLY
DUTCH
with fine two-stage sighted barrel, chiselled in relief with
mounted warriors in foliate frames involving grotesques,
trophies-of-arms, and a reclining classical warrior at the
base, all on a punched ground (the vent lining removed),
engraved tang, rounded lock engraved in the manner of
Jean Berain, decorated with a horned trumpeting devil on
the tail and a female dragon beneath the pan, root walnut
half-stock, carved with foliage about the barrel tang and the
mounts (fore-end with a small crack), blued steel mounts
including flat scrolling side-plate, butt-plate, moulded
trigger-guard with acanthus terminal, knuckle-guard with
moulded tang drawn-up to a baluster moulding with an
acanthus terminal, a pair of moulded brass ramrod-pipes,
and horn fore-end cap (the barrel and mounts finished)
118.7cm; 46N in barrel
£2000-3000

483
AN AUSTRIAN PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE, CIRCA
1760
converted from flintlock, with octagonal blued swamped
sighted barrel (back-sight removed), rifled with six grooves,
slender rounded lock, figured walnut full stock lightly
carved and incised with foliage about the barrel tang, over
the fore-end and the butt, the latter with carved raised
cheek-piece and patchbox fitted with sliding cover, brass
mounts of shaped outline, including solid side-plate,
wooden trigger-guard reinforced with a brass strip drawnout to a broad terminal, the heel of the butt with petalshaped cap, and three ramrod-pipes, and horn fore-end
cap (ramrod missing); and A PERCUSSION SPORTING
GUN BY J. SCHEMETYLER, CIRCA 1800, converted from
flintlock, with three-stage sighted barrel stamped with a
mark, L crowned, at the breech, the tang engraved ‘1’,
signed border-engraved lock decorated with a garland
beneath the bolster, figured walnut half-stock, raised cheekpiece, the fore-end stained in imitation of a horn cap, brass
mounts comprising butt-plate of shaped outline engraved
with the owner’s initials, wooden trigger-guard reinforced
with a brass plate en suite with the butt-plate, and a pair of
faceted ramrod-pipes (ramrod missing)
101cm; 39N in barrel
(2)
£600-800
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484
485

484
AN AUSTRIAN PERCUSSION CAPE RIFLE BY JUST IN
FERLACH, CIRCA 1830
with blued octagonal sighted barrels, the left-hand barrel
rifled with seven grooves, inlaid with a gold line behind the
muzzles, a gold arrow beneath the fore-sight, signed in
gold on the rib and inlaid with two gold lines and scrolling
corn foliage, engraved breech and percussion bolsters,
engraved breech tang interrupted by a silver escutcheon
engraved with the owner’s initials, engraved flush-fitting
back-action locks decorated with a boar hunting scene in a
wooden landscape on one side and a waterfowling scene
on the other, set trigger for the rifled barrel, highly figured
walnut full stock (small cracks and chips), chequered foreend, the grip carved with scale pattern and a bearded
demon mask, raised cheek-piece carved with scrolling
foliage and a leaping stag behind, engraved steel mounts
comprising trigger-guard decorated with a doe and a posy
of flowers forming the terminal (chipped), butt-plate
decorated with scrollwork involving a rabbit, three ramrodpipes, and a pair of sling swivels, and horn fore-end cap
(ramrod missing)
76.7cm; 30D in barrels
£700-900
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485
AN AUSTRIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING GUN, CIRCA 1760
with Turkish blued twist barrel formed in two stages, fitted
with silver fore-sight framed by a gold cartouche, octagonal
breech encrusted with silver and gold beadwork,
cartouches and flowerheads, bevelled lock engraved with
trophies-of-arms (the cock missing its upper portion),
figured walnut full stock carved with strapwork about the
barrel tang, wooden trigger-guard, brass mounts of shaped
outline including solid side-plate and butt-plate, and horn
fore-end cap (ramrod missing)
72cm; 28G in barrel
£800-1000

486
487

VARIOUS OWNERS
486
A MASSIVE FLINTLOCK DECK OR RAMPART
BLUNDERBUSS, MID-18TH CENTURY, PROBABLY DUTCH
with two-stage steel barrel strongly swelling to an elliptical
muzzle, fitted in the centre with a sweated-on ring
incorporating a pair of trunnions, bevelled lock fitted with
pivot flash-guard, hardwood full stock formed with a near
flat comb over the butt, steel mounts including triggerguard, steel stirrup mount with brass washers and buttplate, and complete with its steel ramrod (the steel parts
pitted, the stock cracked and chipped)
122cm; 48in
£1000-1200
487
A MASSIVE FLINTLOCK DECK OR RAMPART
BLUNDERBUSS, MID-18TH CENTURY, PROBABLY DUTCH
with two-stage steel barrel strongly swelling to an elliptical
muzzle, fitted in the centre with a sweated-on ring
incorporating a pair of trunnions, bevelled lock fitted with

pivot flash-guard (seized) hardwood full stock formed with
a near flat comb over the butt, steel mounts including
trigger-guard, stirrup mount with brass washers and buttplate, and complete with its steel ramrod (the steel parts
pitted, the stock with small cracks and chips)
124.5cm; 49in
£1000-1200
488
A PERCUSSION MILITARY WALL PIECE, LONDON PROOF
MARKS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with slightly tapering barrel formed with a belled muzzle,
grooved barrel tang, flush-fitting flat lock stamped ‘R.C’
inside, figured walnut full stock impressed ‘W.R’ opposite
the lock, the side nail with War Department stamp, brass
mounts of regulation type (the trigger-guard a working
replacement), steel stirrup swivel mount, and original steel
ramrod (the steel parts pitted throughout)
68.5cm; 28in barrel
£700-900
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489
490

489
A .71 CALIBRE PERCUSSION MILITARY RIFLE, DATED
1834
a Continental military conversion from flintlock, with
sighted barrel rifled with five grooves, fitted with folding
back-sight, stamped with the date, calibre and German
proof marks at the breech, rounded lock stamped with
crowned ‘GR’ and ‘Tower’, figured walnut full stock (the
spring catches for the barrel bands filled in), regulation
brass mounts and steel ramrod

490
A RARE .600 CALIBRE PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING
UNDER-HAMMER SCHEEL PATENT MILITARY RIFLE,
SÖDERMANLAND PROOF MARKS, NO. 182, CIRCA 1845
with sighted barrel retained by a pair of brass bands, fitted
with standing back-sight ahead of the breech, tip-up breech
operated by a lever on the right, under-hammer action
incorporating a ring for cocking, regulation walnut full
stock, raised cheek-piece, brass butt-plate, steel triggerguard, and steel sling swivels

93.5cm; 36P in barrel

83.2cm; 32N in barrel

£600-800

Frederick Wilhelm Scheel, a Norwegian army Officer and
gun designer read of the American Hall rifle and adapted it
into his own patent incorporating the under-hammer design
of the Danish Löbnitz patent. In 1838 it was presented for
tests by a Royal Commission, and one hundred of these
rifles were tested by an Infantry Battalion in 1842. In the
same year it was adopted by the Norwegian army and thus
became the first breech-loader to be adopted as the single
standard military firearm for a nation. See C.Blair (ed.)
1983, pp.242-243.
£600-800
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491
492
491
A RARE .577 CALIBRE PERCUSSION BREECH-LOADING
EXPERIMENTAL REEVES PATENT RIFLE BY C. REEVES,
CIRCA 1860
with browned sighted barrel rifled with five broad shallow
grooves retained by a single band at the muzzle, fitted with
blade fore-sight, folding back-sight calibrated to 1100 yards
and stamped by the barrelsmith ‘Henry Clive’ beneath the
breech, the latter recessed with a vertical channel for an
elevating breech block (now detached) operated by a quickthreaded screw attached to the front of the trigger-guard,
flush-fitting flat lock signed ‘C. Reeves Patent’, figured
walnut full stock, cut with a bold pattern of chequering over
the fore-end and the grip, steel mounts comprising triggerguard, and butt-plate with trap, retaining its original
ramrod, complete with its 1861 patent breech cap for
conversion to muzzle-loading, a spare nipple and breech
cap, and with no proof marks (the steel parts pitted)
83cm; 32N in barrel
Charles Reeves was an established sword maker in
Birmingham who exhibited at the Great Exhibition of 1851.
He patented a method for rolling bayonet and sword blades
in 1852 which he later applied to rifle barrels in a patent of
1854. Reeves also patented several breech-loading actions
for pistols and long guns during the period 1857-1866. The
present system, was registered no. 3069, on 13th
December 1860. The breech cap is described in patent no.

256 of 31st January 1861. See S. J. Gooding 1975, pp. 5255.
£400-500

492
FRENCH PERCUSSION RIFLE BY BRUNÉEL À LYON,
CIRCA 1800
converted from flintlock, with Indian etched twist sighted
barrel chiselled with a scaly serpent engulfing the octagonal
muzzle, the serpent head and muzzle each retaining some
gilding, the middle section chiselled with shaped ropework
panels, inlaid with a gold line and with gold foliage over the
breech, engraved tang fitted with conical tunnel sight, flat
lock signed within an oval gold panel framed by olive
foliage, engraved with a dragon on the tail and a
cornucopia, set trigger, highly figured walnut full stock finely
carved with plaited ropework over the fore-end and the
grip, the butt with carved cheek-piece, finely engraved steel
mounts including side-plate formed as a pair of adorsed
animal heads, butt-plate decorated with a stork on the tang,
trigger-guard with a chamois on the bow and the finial en
suite with the butt-plate, and a pair of sling swivels, silver
barrel bolt escutcheons, and with no provision for a ramrod
68.5cm; 27in barrel
£500-600
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493

493
AN 11 BORE D.B. PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN FOR
BALL BY J. & H. BEATTIE, 205 REGENT’S STREET,
LONDON, NO. 2054, CIRCA 1847
with browned twist barrels fitted with silver fore-sight,
folding leaf back-sight, and signed along the rib over the
breech, engraved case-hardened breech decorated with a
scallop shell, pierced platinum plugs, scroll-engraved casehardened breech tang, signed engraved case-hardened
locks fitted with bolt safety-catches, decorated with a
reclining lion and a stag on the respective sides, figured
walnut half-stock, chequered grip, the butt fitted with
engraved case-hardened patchbox-cover decorated with a
stag in a landscape, engraved blued steel mounts
comprising trigger-guard decorated with a tiger on the bow,
scroll-engraved butt-plate, rear ramrod-pipe and a pair of
barrel bolt escutcheons, browned forward ramrod-pipes,
vacant silver escutcheon, and contemporary brass-tipped
wooden ramrod
70cm; 27I in barrels
£400-600

494
A FINE PAIR OF 15 BORE ROYAL D.B. PERCUSSION
SPORTING GUNS BY C. MOORE, 77 ST JAMES STREET,
LONDON, MAKER TO THE LATE KING, NOS. 2323 AND
2324, CIRCA 1837
each with browned twist sighted barrels signed on the rib,
engraved case-hardened breech stamped with the serial
numbers and London proof marks beneath, scroll-engraved
case-hardened breech tang, platinum plugs, signed
engraved flush-fitting case-hardened stepped patent locks
decorated with border ornament and scrolling foliage,
engraved case-hardened hammers, highly figured walnut
half-stock (minor scratches and light bruising), chequered
grip and fore-end, engraved blued steel mounts comprising
trigger-guard with shell ornament on the finial, butt-plate,
and rear ramrod-pipe, a pair of plain forward ramrod-pipes,
two small sling swivels, gold escutcheon engraved with the
crowned Royal crest enclosed by the garter and motto,
silver barrel bolt escutcheons, original numbered brasstipped wooden ramrod, and retaining some original finish
throughout
81.2cm; 32in barrels
(2)
Charles 2 Moore worked at this address from 1825-42. He
was furbisher to St James’s Palace and Hampton Court in
1829 and became gunmaker in ordinary to King William IV
in 1836.
£5000-7000
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495
495
A PAIR OF SOUTH GERMAN FLINTLOCK RIFLED LONG
HOLSTER PISTOLS BY BARTHOLOMÄUS DAISENBERGER,
MUNCHEN, CIRCA 1750
with two-stage swamped barrels rifled with seven deep
grooves, moulded girdles chiselled with a slender band of
beadwork, fitted with brass fore-sights chiselled as eagle’s
heads and stamped with the gold-lined maker’s mark (Neue
Støckel 7293), engraved breech tangs fitted with moulded
back-sights and number ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, engraved
locks decorated with rococo scrollwork, mounted hunters
and signed ‘Daisenperer’ and ‘Daisenperger’ respectively
behind the steel springs, rounded tails, the cocks and the
steels engraved en suite, set triggers, figured walnut full
stocks carved with rococo scrolls and foliage about the
barrel tangs (expert repairs), ‘bird’s head’ butts, engraved
burnished steel mounts comprising solid side-plates
decorated with rococo scrollwork carrying portrait
medallions and enclosing an architectural scene, butt-caps
and trigger-guards decorated en suite, engraved triggerplates, a pair of engraved moulded ramrod-pipes, horn
fore-end caps, German silver escutcheons engraved with
the crowned owner’s arms enclosed within a collar of a
Chivalric order, and later horn-tipped wooden ramrod
47.5cm; 18N in
(2)
The arms are probably those of von Rechberg of Swabia.
£6000-8000
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496
497
496
A FINE GERMAN SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
HOLSTER PISTOL BY IOHANN IACOB KUCHENREUTER,
CIRCA 1760
with swamped barrel signed in silver on the flat, fitted with
brass fore-sight surrounded by silver scrolls, chiselled and
gilt with a stag vignette within a panel of scrolling foliage en
rocaille over the breech and stamped with the barrelsmith’s
marks (Neue Støckel 7719 and 7720), gold-lined vent,
chiselled and gilt tang with folding leaf back-sight, rounded
lock chiselled and gilt with rococo ornament including a
stag en suite with the breech, set trigger, figured walnut full
stock carved with scrollwork and shell ornament in relief
about the barrel tang and behind the rear ramrod-pipe,
spurred steel trigger-guard (an early working replacement),
silver mounts cast and chased in low relief, comprising solid
side-plate decorated with scrolls and shells surrounding a a
pair of does and a stag feeding within a landscape, butt-cap
decorated with stag and a doe within a woodland, a pair of
faceted ramrod-pipes, escutcheon with a reclining doe, horn
fore-end cap, and original horn-tipped wooden ramrod
46cm; 18in
By family tradition this pistol belonged to President
Madison.

497
A PAIR OF LIÈGOIS SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
HOLSTER PISTOLS BY H.DEVILLERS, CIRCA 1750
with swamped sighted barrels engraved with strapwork
enclosing simple flowers over the breeches, engraved
barrel tangs incorporating the back-sights, rounded locks
signed beneath the steel springs, figured walnut full stocks
carved in low relief about the barrels tangs and the rear
ramrod-pipes (one stock repaired about the tang and with
light worm damage), ‘bird’s head’ pommels (each
repaired), full silver mounts cast and chased in low relief,
comprising side-plates pierced with a design of scrolling
foliage including an issuant serpent mask, butt caps
decorated with a symmetrical arrangement of scrolling
foliage centring on an issuant monstrous mask, triggerguards with acanthus finials, and a pair of moulded ramrodpipes (later ramrods)
37cm; 14K in
(2)
Henri Devillers is recorded as a gunmaker and dealer in
Liège circa 1734 until his death in 1762.
£1200-1800

Johann Jakob Kuchenreuter was gunmaker to the Princes
von Thurn und Taxis.
£3000-4000
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498
A FRENCH FLINTLOCK TURN-OFF PISTOL BY CDE
COIGNET, CIRCA 1750
with cannon barrel, two-stage breech engraved with
flowers and retaining traces of gilding, signed rounded
lock, figured walnut half-stock carved with foliage about the
breech tang, and steel mounts comprising moulded sideplate, trigger-guard with shaped finial and spurred pommel
17cm; 6N in
Two maker’s of this name are recorded in St Etienne during
this period.
498

£500-700

499
A PAIR OF LIÉGOIS FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS, CIRCA
1830
with octagonal brass barrels, box-lock actions engraved
with foliage, sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking
the steels (top-jaws and screws replaced), bag-shaped
walnut butts cut with chequering enriched with silver nails
arranged in groups of four, and engraved sliding triggerguard for releasing spring bayonets (the bayonets removed)
22.8cm; 9in
(2)
£250-350
499
500
A PAIR OF FRENCH FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOLS,
CIRCA 1760
with tapering barrels retaining traces of engraved
ornament, rounded locks, figured walnut full stocks (one
fore-end chipped), carved with a raised moulding about the
barrel tangs and behind the ramrod-pipes, moulded steel
mounts including solid side-plates, trigger-guards and
spurred pommels, and one retaining an associated wooden
ramrod
21cm; 8D in
(2)
£350-450

501
A GERMAN FLINTLOCK TARGET PISTOL IN THE FRENCH
TASTE, CIRCA 1810
502

with two-stage sighted barrel, engraved rounded lock,
figured walnut full stock (chipped, crude repairs),
chequered grip, and engraved German silver mounts
(ramrod missing)
30cm; 11P in
£250-350
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503
502
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOLS,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with tapering barrels, box-lock actions engraved with
trophies-of-arms on each side, sliding thumb-piece safetycatches also locking the steels, slender figured walnut butts,
engraved steel trigger-guards, and moulded steel ramrods
18.2cm; 7B in
(2)
£400-500

503
A RARE PAIR OF DUTCH FLINTLOCK PISTOLS OF
EXCEPTIONAL WEIGHT FOR GRAPESHOT AND
PYROTECHNIC USE BY DE MEYER, UTRECHT, CIRCA 1760
each with two-stage turn-off heavy brass barrel strongly
moulded at the muzzle, octagonal breech engraved with a
long panel of conventional foliage on each face, brass
barrel tang, bevelled lock engraved with a profile moor’s
head on the tail, border ornament and scroling foliage (one
lock with light wear), figured walnut half-stock carved with

a raised foliate moulding about the barrel tang, brass
mounts cast and chased in low relief comprising solid sideplate, trigger-guard decorated with characteristic triangular
panels of foliage on the bow, spurred pommels with lion
mask caps, and vacant escutcheons supported by a bird-ofprey on each side, and with no provision for a ramrod (the
brass parts with areas of light patination)
42.5cm; 16N in
(2)
The particularly heavy weight of the barrels and breeches
corroborates the theory of such pistols being used for firing
grape, canister and buckshot as well as for pyrotechnic or
light incendiary projectiles. The maker is almost certainly L.
de Meyer who has signed a number of other pistols of this
type, many of which were formerly in the H. L. Visser
collection. The present pistols are distinguished in their
superior quality to the other recorded examples. See H. L.
Visser 1996 p. 422-477, cat nos. 156-158, 160.
£5000-7000
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504

504
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION RIFLED TARGET
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY

505
A PAIR OF BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOLS,
LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

with blued octagonal sighted barrels cut with fourteen
grooves, recessed breeches, shaped breech tangs
incorporating the back-sights, stepped flush-fitting locks,
figured walnut half-stocks carved with scrolling foliage over
the fore-ends, fluted butts, steel mounts comprising
spurred trigger-guards with terminals of shaped outline,
and butt-caps with baluster finials, German silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, and with no provision for a ramrod: in their
original fitted case veneered with hardwood and lined in
plum velvet (areas of wear), and retaining a full compliment
of accessories including bullet-mould, wrench and later
powder-flask

each with etched twist rifled turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved
box-lock actions with off-set hammers, folding triggers,
fluted ebonised butts, and engraved butt-caps (one butt
chipped and repaired)

40cm; 15N in
£3000-4000

14.5cm; 5K in
(2)
£400-500

506
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
with browned twist turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved boxlock actions decorated with a further spray of foliage and
the owner’s initials on the tangs, folding triggers, and
swelling rootwood butts; and AN ENGLISH PERCUSSION
POCKET PISTOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA
1840, with turn-off barrel, engraved box-lock action, flatsided walnut butt, and engraved steel trigger-guard (worn)
the first: 15cm; 6in
(3)
£300-350
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507

507
A PAIR OF BELGIAN PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS
SIGNED B.MAHILLON A BRUXELLES, LIÈGE PROOF,
CIRCA 1840
with etched twist octagonal sighted rifled barrels cut with
slender flutes on the outer surfaces, polished steel sidelock actions engraved with scrolling foliage and signed on
the top, folding triggers, fluted ebonised butts carved with
acanthus on each side of the action, polished steel buttcaps engraved with palm fronds: in their original rosewood
case lined in padded green velvet, and complete with
combination bullet-mould, nipple-key and barrel wrench,
powder-flask and turned boxwood percussion cap box, and
remaining in very good condition throughout (the case lid
slightly warped and with minor scratches)

508
A FRENCH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL, ST
ETIENNE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
with etched octagonal sighted barrel, scroll-engraved barrel
tang, scroll-engraved stepped lock, figured walnut threequarter stock, fluted butt, engraved steel mounts, and
vacant German silver escutcheon (ramrod missing); A
CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, LIÈGE
PROOF, CIRCA 1830, and A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL OVERAND-UNDER PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS
the first: 18cm; 7B in
(4)
£200-250

24.5cm; 9K in
£1500-2000
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509
509
A PAIR OF GERMAN RIFLED PERCUSSION TARGET
PISTOLS BY CARL SCHMIDT IN KÜHNDORF B. SUHL,
MID-19TH CENTURY
with octagonal sighted barrels rifled with eight grooves,
rebated muzzles for loading, signed in silver and decorated
with a pattern of delicate silver scrollwork above the
inscription ‘Guss Stahl’ at the breeches, engraved breeches
numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, scroll-and border-engraved
breech tangs fitted with adjustable back-sights, scroll-and
border-engraved locks with small stepped tails (one hammer
spur chipped, the other hammer missing), set triggers, highly
figured walnut half-stocks, fluted butts, engraved steel
mounts comprising very small scrolling side-plates, spurred
trigger-guards, engraved butt-caps secured by screw-in
burred finials, German silver barrel-bolt escutcheons, and
with no provision for a ramrod: in a later veneered case
complete with some original accessories including combined
hammer and precision loading tool and bullet mould
39.3cm; 15I in
£2500-3000
510
A CONTINENTAL RIFLED PERCUSSION PISTOL,
MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved box-lock action, folding
trigger, angular fluted butt, and steel butt-cap fitted with a
lanyard ring
23.5cm; 9D in
£150-200
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511
A GERMAN PERCUSSION WENDER PISTOL BY MICHAEL
BEIER IN WIRZBURG, CIRCA 1760
converted from flintlock, with swamped barrels fitted with
‘spider’ fore-sights, signed ‘Michael Beier’ and ‘In
Wirzburg’, numbered 3 and 4 respectively and released by
a brass catch beneath, bevelled lock engraved with simple
border ornament, figured walnut full stock carved with
rococo scrolls and shell ornament about the barrel tang
and further rococo ornament about shaped brass panels
over the fore-end (fore-end cracked on one side) and plain
brass side-plate and pommel (trigger-guard and ramrod
each missing, pommel repaired)
34.5cm; 13I in
£250-400

512
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF,
MID-19TH CENTURY
with scroll-engraved action and the butt with rudimentary
carving (the steel parts pitted, action inoperative); and A
CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID-19TH
CENTURY (pitted)
the first: 15.2cm; 16in
(2)
£80-100

513
A SPANISH PERCUSSION PISTOL SIGNED JOSE
BEISTEGUI EN EIBAR, DATED 1853
with octagonal swamped barrel signed in silver and inlaid
with a silver line at the breech, border and scroll-engraved
back-action lock, walnut three-quarter stock, chequered
butt, engraved steel mounts and steel ramrod (the steel
parts pitted throughout, the fore-end cracked and repaired,
cleaned); and A SPANISH PERCUSSION PISTOL EIBAR,
MID-19TH CENTURY, of rudimentary construction (worn,
extensively cleaned)

515

the first: 30.5cm; 12in
(2)
£200-300

514
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION BLUNDERBUSS PISTOL
IN THE ENGLISH TASTE, CIRCA 1820
converted from flintlock, with brass barrel flaring to a
moulded muzzle, engraved box-lock action stamped
‘London’ on each side, flat-sided walnut butt cut with a
trellis pattern of chequering, and steel trigger-guard (pitted)

516

23cm; 9in
£100-150

515
A FRENCH MODEL 1763 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL
of regulation type, the lock with Maubeuge arsenal
inscription, complete with its ramrod (the steel parts pitted,
areas of wear)
40.5cm; 16in
£300-400

516
A FRENCH REGULATION FLINTLOCK PISTOL, LATE 18TH
CENTURY
with steel barrel retained by a brass muzzle band, the lock
with traces of an arsenal inscription, hardwood full stock,
and regulation brass mounts (restorations and repairs); and
AN EASTERN PERCUSSION PISTOL IN THE
CONTINENTAL STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
the first: 34.5cm; 13K in
(2)
£250-350

517
517
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION PISTOL OF REGULATION TYPE
BY PIRLOT FRÈRES À LIÈGE, CIRCA 1840
with tapering barrel retained by a single brass band
incorporating the fore-sight, signed back-action lock, walnut
three-quarter stock, brass mounts of regulation type, and
associated steel ramrod (the steel parts pitted throughout;
and A CONTINENTAL REGULATION PERCUSSION PISTOL,
CIRCA 1840, a regulation conversion from flintlock, with
steel barrel retained by a single brass band, regulation lock
with rounded tail, walnut stock, regulation brass mounts,
and with its steel ramrod (worn throughout)
the first: 35.5cm; 14in
(2)
£350-450
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518
A FRENCH MODEL AN 13 FLINTLOCK CAVALRY PISTOL,
DATED 1812
the lock with Charleville Imperial Arsenal inscription, the
stock and mounts with further arsenal and inspection
stamps, with its regulation ramrod and muzzle plug
36.5cm; 14G in
£350-450

518

519
A FRENCH MODEL AN XIII PERCUSSION PISTOL, 1807
converted from flintlock, complete with its steel ramrod
(worn throughout) 35cm; 13N in
£100-150

520
A FRENCH MODEL 1777 PERCUSSION PISTOL, DATED
1786
converted from flintlock, the action inscribed St Etienne
and with an inspector’s stamp, the stock dated and
stamped with a further mark, with its ramrod (cleaned
throughout); and A FRENCH MODEL 1770 FLINTLOCK
PISTOL (heavily cleaned throughout, worn)
the first: 33.6cm; 13D in
(2)
£500-600
520
521
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL SIGNED
MERCIER, ARMURIER AU 5TH CUIRASSIERS, CIRCA 1840

521

with octagonal sighted barrel cut with polygroove rifling,
breech tang incorporating the back-sight, signed backaction lock, highly figured walnut half-stock, and steel
mounts including spurred trigger-guard and pommel-cap
with lanyard ring, with its steel ramrod; and A FRENCH
PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOL BY PALLIARDVIALLETTON FRERES, CIRCA 1845-55, with swamped
octagonal sighted barrel, signed rounded back-action lock
with curved c-shaped hammer, figured walnut half-stock
with chequered grip, and steel mounts including spurred
trigger-guard (the steel parts cleaned, worn throughout,
ramrod missing)
the first: 31cm; 12D in
(2)
£500-600
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522
A PAIR OF FRENCH MODEL 1833 RIFLED OFFICER’S
PISTOLS
of regulation specifications, with polygroove rifled barrels,
stamped with inspector’s marks at the breeches, flushfitting flat locks with Maubeuge Royal arsenal inscription
and retained by a single screw passing from the lock-plate
through to the side-plates, regulation half-stocks, steel
mounts and original brass-tipped wooden ramrods
36.3cm; 14G in
(2)
See R. E. Brooker Jr. 2006, pp. 182-185.
£1200-1500

523
A PERCUSSION HOLSTER PISTOL OF REGULATION TYPE,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

522

converted from flintlock, with tapering barrel, plain lock,
figured walnut full stock, and regulation brass mounts
(ramrod missing)
40cm; 15N in
£100-150

524
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION RIFLED OFFICER’S
PISTOL, CIRCA 1830

525

converted from flintlock, with octagonal swamped sighted
barrel cut with multi-groove rifling, rounded lock, figured
walnut full stock, chequered grip, steel mounts, and
associated wooden ramrod; and A CONTINENTAL
PERCUSSION PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY,
with octagonal sighted barrel, engraved barrel tang
incorporating the back-sight, scroll-engraved back-action lock
decorated en suite, figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip,
engraved German silver mounts and steel ramrod
the first: 31cm; 12D in
(2)

526

£200-300

525
A .56 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK LONG SEA SERVICE PISTOL,
EARLY 19TH CENTURY
of regulation specifications, the lock with crowned GR,
‘Tower’ and the crowned ‘2’ for the East India company
Inspector beneath the pan, the stock with traces of arsenal
marks, and complete with its steel belt hook (cock retaining
screw, top-jaw and screw and ramrod missing, the barrel
heavily patinated)

526
A .56 CALIBRE FLINTLOCK SEA SERVICE PISTOL,
with shortened 26.2cm barrel stamped ‘IW’ and with Tower
proof marks, border-engraved the lock with crowned ‘GR’
and ‘Tower’, and the trigger-guard incised ‘XXII’ (ramrod
missing, stock and trigger-guard chipped, worn throughout)
43.8cm; 17D in
£300-500

48.8cm; 19D in
£1000-1200
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527

527
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS BY JOHN
PROBIN, LISLE STREET, LODNON, CIRCA 1835
each with signed octagonal barrel engraved with a linear
band around the muzzle and fitted with stirrup ramrod
beneath, box-lock action engraved with scrolling foliage,
signed ‘Probin’ above and inscribed London below,
engraved blued thumb-piece safety-catch, folding trigger,
finely chequered walnut butt (one with a small chip), steel
mounts comprising engraved butt-cap and belt hook, and
vacant silver escutcheon (the steel parts cleaned): in a later
lined and fitted case with bullet mould and flask
18.5cm; 7D in
John Probin is recorded at this address circa 1826-41.
£1000-1200
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528

528
A RARE SILVER-MOUNTED PERCUSSION OVER-ANDUNDER SINGLE TRIGGER POCKET PISTOL BY JOSEPH
EGG, NO.1 PICCADILY, LONDON, NO. 2657, CIRCA 1825
with blued barrels inlaid with two gold lines at the
breeches, the upper signed in gold and fitted with silver
fore-sight, the lower inscribed with the maker’s address,
percussion bolsters engraved with lightening bolts and
clouds, engraved breech tang decorated with fern foliage
and incorporating the back-sight, flush-fitting flat locks
profusely engraved with dense foliage involving a serpent,
signed on the right and inscribed ‘London’ on the left, later
external mainsprings, figured walnut butt cut with
chequering (small scratches and dents), silver mounts
comprising vacant diamond-shaped escutcheon, squarebacked trigger-guard decorated with foliage inhabited by a
pair of exotic birds (hallmarks worn, no longer visible) and
spurred pommel fitted with a vacant gold plaque on the
base, blued steel ramrod-pipe on the left, retaining some
original colour throughout (ramrod missing, the steel parts
with very small spots of light pitting)
15cm; 6in
Provenance:
Presented to the current owner’s grandfather by the Duke
of Connaught in 1908.
£4000-5000
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529

529
A FINE PAIR OF PERCUSSION OFFICER’S PISTOLS BY
JOSEPH KEMP, 31 DUKE ST, GROSVENOR SQUARE,
LONDON, NO.5007, CIRCA 1846-49
with browned twist barrels of musket bore, signed on a
broad full length flat, fitted with blued bead fore-sights and
blued blade back-sights, engraved case-hardened patent
breeches, engraved case-hardened breech tangs decorated
with scrolling foliage, engraved bolsters with platinum
plugs, signed bolted engraved case-hardened locks
decorated with scrolls and border ornament, highly figured
polished walnut full stocks, chequered butts, engraved
steel mounts comprising blued trigger-guards, casehardened trigger-plates, case-hardened butt-caps with
traps, moulded ramrod-pipes, German silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, vacant German silver escutcheons, horn foreend caps, blued steel stirrup ramrods, and retaining some
original finish throughout: in their original fitted mahogany
case lined in green baize, the lid with brass flush-fitting
carrying handle, applied with trade label for 31 Duke Street,
and complete with Frith patent planished powder-flask
(worn), rammer, nipple wrench and turnscrew (case lid
slightly warped, lining with very light wear and minor
fading)
35.2cm; 13P in
£6000-8000
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530

530
A PAIR OF PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOLS BY JOHN
MANTON & SON, DOVER STREET, LONDON, NO 11175,
CIRCA 1840-44
with signed browned octagonal sighted barrels numbered
‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, engraved case-hardened breeches
incorporating the back-sights, engraved case-hardened
bolsters fitted with engraved pierced platinum plugs,
signed engraved case-hardened locks fitted with bolt
safety-catches, highly figured polished walnut half-stocks
(one with a small chip opposite the lock), chequered butts,
and engraved blued steel mounts comprising triggerguards with stylised pineapple finials, butt-caps, and foreend caps, silver barrel bolt escutcheons, vacant silver
escutcheons, and with no provision for a ramrod: in their
original mahogany case lined in green baize (compartments
removed), the lid fitted with brass carrying handle and
engraved with the owner’s initials ‘GS’ on an escutcheon
on the outside and with trade label applied on the inside,
(the lid with one small crack), a complete with some
accessories comprising original bullet mould, combination
spanner, three-way red leather flask (nozzle missing) and
combined hammer and rammer
37.5cm; 14N in
£4500-5500
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531

532

533

531
A RARE EAST SCOTTISH FLINTLOCK BELT PISTOL MADE
ENTIRELY OF STEEL, CIRCA 1700
with multi-stage barrel decorated with raised mouldings
enriched with silver bands and with a wavy pattern of brass
inlay over its length (pitted, small losses), rounded lock, plain
stock, heart-shaped pommel with silver collar en suite with the
barrel, long slender belt hook with shaped pierced bracket and
applied with a silver rondel, engraved button trigger, and
engraved pricker en suite, and moulded steel ramrod
39.3cm; 15I in
£3000-4000
532
A SCOTTISH FLINTLOCK BELT PISTOL OF REGULATION
TYPE FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL, MID-18TH CENTURY
with tapering barrel, moulded breech incorporating the
back-sight and stamped with Meath census mark ‘ME
3359’, flat lock retaining traces of engraved foliage, plain
steel full stock, ‘rams horn’ butt (later pricker), moulded
trigger, plain belt hook, and moulded steel ramrod (tip
replaced, pitted throughout, repairs)
31cm; 12D in
£450-550
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533
A FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOL BY H.W. MORTIMER &
SON LONDON, GUNMAKERS TO HIS MAJESTY, NO.1357,
CIRCA 1806-10
with signed octagonal sighted barrel inlaid with a platinum
line at the breech (worn), platinum vent, engraved casehardened grooved breech tang fitted with back-sight,
signed bolted detented lock engraved with border
ornament and flowers, fitted with roller, semi rainproof pan,
and ‘French’ cock (top-jaw replaced), set trigger, highly
figured walnut full stock (the fore-end with minor repairs),
saw-handled butt grooved at the top for sighting and cut
with fine chequering, the base inset with an engraved oval
plaque, engraved steel mounts comprising spurred triggerguard decorated with a trophy carrying an oval with the
maker’s address on the bow, pineapple finial, and a pair of
ramrod-pipes, and associated brass-tipped ramrod
40cm; 15N in
£1000-1400

534
535
534
A FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY HAY, GREENWICH,
TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1790
with signed two-stage barrel fitted with silver ‘spider’ foresight and spring bayonet on the right, engraved with a band of
beadwork at the breech, engraved tang, signed lock with
engraved border (cock replaced), fitted with a sliding catch
beneath the pan for the bayonet, figured walnut full stock, flatsided butt cut with chequering, and engraved steel mounts
including trigger-guard with acorn finial, and oval escutcheon
with the owner’s initials (the steel parts pitted, later ramrod)
32cm; 12I in

tang fitted with pronounced back-sight, rounded lock signed
on a scroll and fitted with sliding safety-catch (incomplete),
figured walnut full stock carved with a scallop shell about
the barrel tang (fore-end cracked), full silver mounts cast
and chased in low relief, comprising side-plate pierced with
elaborate trophies-of-war, spurred pommel decorated with
further trophies and fitted with grotesque mask cap, triggerguard chased with a flower on the bow, a pair of moulded
ramrod-pipes, vacant trophy-of-arms escutcheon, and
original silver-tipped ebony ramrod (the silver parts rubbed,
one barrel bolt missing, ramrod incomplete)
36cm; 14B in

£500-600

Edward (1) North was made free of the Gunmaker’s
Company in 1729, registered his mark in 1733 and became
Master in 1753. It is likely that the vent was lined in gold and
the back-sight added in the very early part of the pistol’s
working life.

535

£1000-1400

This maker appears to be unrecorded.

THE PROPERTY OF A LADY
A SILVER MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOL BY EDWARD (1)
NORTH, LONDON, LONDON SILVER HALLMARKS FOR
1743
with swamped two-stage barrel signed on a raised
moulding terminating in a scallop over the breech and
stamped with the maker’s mark, gold vent, engraved barrel

VARIOUS OWNERS
536
A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY HENRY HADLEY,
LONDON, TOWER PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1760
with turn-off barrel (now reversed and fixed at the breech),
signed box-lock action, sliding thumb-piece safety-catch,
flat-sided walnut butt fitted with silver escutcheon engraved
with the owner’s initials (worn throughout)
20.5cm; 8in
£150-200
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537

537
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS PISTOLS BY
KNUBLEY, LONDON, CIRCA 1790
each with brass barrel swelling to a moulded muzzle and
fitted with spring bayonet beneath, engraved action
decorated with swags, signed on the left and inscribed
‘London’ on the right, fitted with sliding thumb-piece safetycatch (one replaced), flat sided figured walnut butt
(possibly early replacements), engraved steel sliding
trigger-guard locking the bayonet, and a pair of brass
ramrod-pipes on the right of the barrel (later ramrods,
areas of wear)
26cm; 10D in
(2)
£1500-2000
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538

538
A PAIR OF SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK PISTOLS BY
JOSEPH GRIFFIN, LONDON, LONDON SILVER
HALLMARKS, MAKER’S MARK JA, CIRCA 1770
each with swamped barrel signed within a linear frame
over the breech, engraved barrel tang, signed rounded lock
engraved with border ornament, figured walnut full stocks
carved with shell ornament about the barrel tang (one foreend replaced), swelling bulbous butts, silver mounts
comprising pierced strapwork side-plate involving flowers
and conventional foliage, butt-cap cast and chased with
grotesque masks, escutcheon en suite with the side-plate
and engraved with the owner’s crest, engraved moulded
ramrod-pipes, and steel trigger-guards engraved with
expanded flowers on the bows and with shell terminals
(later ramrods, restorations and repairs)
32.5cm; 12N in
(2)
£2500-3000
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539
539
A PAIR OF FLINTLOCK DUELLING PISTOLS BY JOSEPH
MANTON, LONDON, NO.6226 FOR 1814
with heavy octagonal barrels fitted with silver fore-sights,
stamped with the barrelsmith’s initials ‘WF’ for William Fullerd
beneath and numbered ‘3’ behind the ramrod channel, casehardened patent breeches stamped with the platinum-lined
maker’s stamp and inlaid with a platinum line, platinum vents,
engraved case-hardened breech tangs incorporating standing
back-sights, signed detented bolted locks engraved with border
ornament and flowers on the tails, rainproof pans and rollers,
patent steels numbered ‘6099’ and ‘6100’ respectively, figured
walnut half-stocks numbered in ink beneath the breeches (one
fore-end with very small chips), chequered butts, engraved
steel mounts including trigger-guards decorated with trophiesof-arms carrying the serial numbers on the bow, pineapple
finials and retaining traces of original blued finish, butt-caps,
blued moulded rear ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end caps, silver
barrel bolt escutcheons, vacant silver escutcheons, and horntipped wooden ramrods, perhaps the original: in their original
mahogany case with flush-fitting brass carrying handle, the lid
applied with trade label, and the compartment lids each
inscribed with the serial number in ink (the label with small
tears and very light staining)
37.5cm; 14N in
Provenance:
Probably General Sir Martin Hunter
J. D. Bates Esq. (by descent)

London 1966, p.254
General Sir Martin Hunter (1757-1846) was appointed Ensign
in the 52nd Regiment of Foot in which he became Lieutenant
18th June 1775, Captain 21st November 1777 and Major 30th
October 1790. He was with his regiment at Bunker’s Hill, and
was at the blockade of Boston by Washington. He made the
campaigns of 1776-78 including the Battle of Long Island and
Brandywine and the storming of Fort Washington. He
accompanied his regiment to India and was the Brigade-Major
there: leading the Light Infantry that stormed the breech at the
Siege of Cannanore. As senior Captain and Regimental Major
he commanded his regiment in the campaigns against Tippoo
Sahib in 1790-92 and was shot through the arm and body in
the attack on Tippoo’s camp before Seringapatam in 1792. He
was appointed Lieutenant-Colonel in the newly raised 91st
Foot in 1794 and was transferred in 1796 to the 60th Royal
Americans. He served with that regiment in the West Indies,
commanding them under Sir Ralph Abercromby at the
capture of Trinidad and the attempt of Porto Rico. He
exchanged into the 48th regiment of Foot which he
commanded in Minorca, at Leghorn and at the Reduction of
Malta. In 1803 he was appointed a Brigadier General in North
America and commanded the troops in Nova Scotia. He acted
for a time as Lieutenant Governor of New Brunswick. He was
appointed Colonel of the New Brunswick Fencibles in 1803
and in 1810 was made Colonel of the old 104th foot formed
out of the New Brunswick Fencibles. He became LieutenantGeneral in 1812 and General in 1825. He was a Knight
Bachelor, G.C.M.G. and G.C.H. and Governor of Stirling Castle.
£6000-8000

Literature:
W. Keith Neal and D. H. L. Back, The Mantons: Gunmakers,
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Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

Antique Arms,
Armour & Militaria,
12th December 2007

Sale results for 7 December 2006
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£230
£550
£480
£320
£400
£390
£280
£280
£280
£190
£380
£550
£500
£320
£300
£250
£320
£200
£900
£400
£370
£320
£400
£380
£260
£150
£50
£220
£320
£120
£200
£200
£240
£460
£500
£600
£600
£500
£180
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£250
£280
£130
£110
£170
£50
£90
£750
£150
£180
£180
£120
£700
£1500
£1200
£750
£480
£1500
£2000
£1200
£3200
£950
£2500
£1100
£500
£2600
£750
£750
£750
£750
£500
£1400
£650
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110
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113
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£480
£350
£380
£1500
£1100
£300
£400
£480
£220
£350
£400
£700
£850
£430
£380
£350
£350
£1000
£450
£800
£2300
£3000
£2200
£14000
£700
£700
£2200
£750
£260
£850
£80
£1300
£550
£240
£420
£520
£240
£850
£850
£1400
£1400
£500
£1400
£550
£450
£100
£4500
£300
£800
£500
£100
£500
£750
£500
£400
£350
£600
£200
£400
£300
£380
£1700
£550
£650
£1500
£10000
£4500
£6000
£5000
£4200
£2600
£3400
£5800
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176
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178
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180
181
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185
187
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
203
207
208
209
210
211
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213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
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223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
244
245
246
247
248
250
252
254
255
256

£4500
£5500
£3200
£3600
£2200
£2000
£1500
£700
£2000
£4200
£1300
£600
£900
£500
£800
£500
£550
£550
£600
£700
£700
£1300
£600
£400
£4500
£1800
£500
£600
£300
£800
£900
£800
£200
£250
£700
£2600
£2600
£2600
£2000
£2600
£2000
£1100
£1600
£1600
£1500
£5200
£7000
£2200
£1600
£1600
£2600
£2600
£4000
£1800
£1200
£800
£1300
£450
£800
£1600
£1300
£500
£2200
£450
£360
£1000
£220
£22
£400
£200
£300
£260
£200

257
258
259
260
262
263
264
265
267
268
269
270
272
274
275
276
277
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
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288
289
290
291
292
293
295
296
297
298
299
301
302
303
304
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306
307
308
309
312
314
315
317
318
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
338
339
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341
342

£650
£250
£320
£400
£200
£420
£600
£500
£100
£260
£350
£300
£150
£160
£800
£85
£200
£200
£150
£2000
£1500
£550
£280
£55000
£50000
£12000
£14000
£8000
£13500
£3200
£1400
£850
£1500
£800
£3800
£2200
£13000
£1500
£1600
£1600
£4000
£400
£200
£9500
£1900
£6000
£1000
£700
£350
£300
£13000
£350
£1800
£350
£450
£3200
£450
£900
£200
£450
£450
£200
£550
£250
£450
£200
£200
£250
£450
£80
£110
£160
£800

343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
370
371
372
373
374
376
377
378
379
381
382
384
385
386
388
393
394
395
396
397
398
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402
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406
407
408
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414
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416
417
418
419
420
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422
423
424
425
426
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429
430
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
441
446

£120
£650
£1800
£14000
£3500
£3200
£2300
£800
£600
£500
£600
£300
£8000
£5800
£4000
£3000
£1800
£8000
£7000
£2000
£2200
£800
£3500
£1800
£1300
£1200
£4000
£1700
£1200
£2000
£500
£480
£2000
£1200
£900
£12000
£7500
£950
£360
£1250
£2400
£400
£180
£180
£120
£380
£2600
£3600
£5000
£4600
£5000
£650
£1000
£4800
£2200
£500
£2400
£800
£850
£600
£550
£1200
£420
£800
£340
£500
£480
£1400
£4200
£1300
£1100
£900
£350
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449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
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482
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484
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495
496
497
498
499
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514
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516
517
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£280
£500
£550
£340
£480
£900
£550
£1600
£500
£320
£1100
£1300
£800
£1800
£1700
£600
£1100
£1200
£600
£900
£420
£700
£800
£600
£550
£420
£300
£420
£400
£440
£280
£500
£1100
£380
£200
£550
£450
£420
£350
£550
£450
£320
£400
£200
£480
£550
£800
£800
£300
£950
£700
£700
£700
£600
£350
£350
£600
£520
£500
£600
£850
£550
£350
£340
£380
£420
£550
£550
£550

European Sculpture & Works of Art
AUCTION
LONDON, NEW BOND STREET
6 July 2007

ENQUIRIES
+44 (0)20 7293 5860
sculpture@sothebys.com

34-35 New Bond Street
London W1A 2AA

www.sothebys.com

Anglo-Saxon, late 10th/early 11th Century
A Walrus Ivory Relief of the Crucifixion
8.8 by 5.5cm., 31⁄2 by 23⁄16in.
Estimate: £70,000 - 100,000

CATALOGUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS UK +44 (0)20 7293 6444 WORLDWIDE +1 541 322 4151

Arms & Armour Society
The Society was formed in 1950 by a small group of
dedicated enthusiasts to further the study of arms and
armour, from earliest times, by bringing together scholars,
collectors, professional experts and all who share this
common interest. It has now grown into one of the leading
groups of those concerned in the study, collection and
preservation of arms and armour.
A Journal, published twice yearly, is recognised worldwide
as one of the most authoritative publications in this field
and is the preferred medium for original research papers. A
quarterly Newsletter keeps members in touch with the
Society's many activities and major events in the world of
arms and armour.
Membership is open to all who share this interest and
enables them to participate in monthly meetings held at
The Tower of London, lectures, visits to places of arms and
armour interest and to seek help and advice on their
queries.
In addition the Society keeps a close eye on all matters
affecting the collection and ownership of arms, particularly
with regard to legislation, and makes appropriate
representations on behalf of members, to safeguard their
interests.
If you take pleasure in the collection or study of armour,
swords, firearms and other arms, it will be greatly
increased by membership of this Society, by bringing you
into contact with others, including many of the world's
leading experts, who share your interest.
Moreover, it will enable you to take an active part in
furthering your knowledge and that of your fellow members
and, by joining with them, help to safeguard the future.
Two categories of membership are open to you:
CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £15 UK and overseas, surface
mail, £20 overseas airmail. This entitles you to the Journals
and Newsletters, attendance at three Meetings at the Tower
of London each year and full participation in all the
Society's other activities.
FULL MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £25. This is by election after
attending two meetings as a Corresponding Member or
Guest and application and proposal forms may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Full membership entitles you to
attend all twelve of the meetings at the Tower of London in
addition to the other benefits of membership, as above.
Send for an application form for membership and a free
copy of the latest Newsletter to:
Anthony Dove, PO Box 10232, London SW19 2ZD
Telephone 01323 844278 • Fax 01232 449430
(from outside UK +44 before the number and miss the first 0)
email: edmund@jbgreenwood.force9.co.uk
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Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Thomas Del Mar Ltd. and
Sellers with prospective Buyers is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the
saleroom and available from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.;
(iii) Thomas Del Mar Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale catalogue,
in each case as amended by any saleroom notice or
auctioneer's announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. acts as agent for the Seller.
Occasionally, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may own or have a financial
interest in a lot.

the Seller is solely responsible) under the Conditions of
Business for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by TDM in connection with
the conduct of auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of
any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against TDM
and/ or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price
for the relevant lot. Neither TDM nor the Seller shall be liable
for any indirect or consequential losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of TDM
or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of TDM or the Seller.

2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, including their
agent, or executors;
“TDM” means Thomas Del Mar Ltd., Auctioneers, c/o
Sotheby’s Olympia, Hammersmith Road, London, W14 8UX,
company number 5368339.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or expenses due to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. from the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the auctioneer at the auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer
Price at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.

5. Bidding at Auction
(a) TDM has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the
auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as TDM
requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid and are
jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding as
agent (in which case TDM’s prior and express consent must be
obtained).
(b) TDM advises Bidders to attend the auction, but TDM will
endeavour to execute absentee written bids provided that they
are, in TDM’s opinion, received in sufficient time and in legible
form.
(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to TDM’s other
commitments; TDM is therefore not liable for failure to execute
such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded.

The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price
are subject to VAT, where applicable.

6. Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
TDM and the Seller make no representations or warranties as
to whether any lot is subject to import, export or copyright
restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any
copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or other
licence required by law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES).

3. Examination of Lots
(a) TDM’s knowledge of lots is partly dependent on information
provided by the Seller and TDM is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is available for
examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for carrying
out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders relating
to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of TDM’s opinion and not
representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at TDM’s absolute discretion.

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or reoffer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also
take such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled
to place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for
the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these Conditions
of Business.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) TDM shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that the lot is a
Counterfeit, subject to the terms of TDM’s Authenticity
Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither TDM nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written
information provided to Bidders by TDM, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any implied
warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so far as such
obligations cannot be excluded by English law), other than the
express warranties given by the Seller to the Buyer (for which

8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase
Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until TDM has received
the Purchase Price in cleared funds. TDM will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier release shall
not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to pay the
Purchase Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation
to pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working
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days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the
auction. Until risk passes, TDM will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. TDM’s assumption
of risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of
the Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. TDM will
not be liable for any acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the
Buyer without prior agreement fails to make payment for the
lot within 5 working days of the auction, TDM may in its sole
discretion exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by TDM against any
amounts owed to TDM by the Buyer for the lot;
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base
Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and reserves
at TDM’s discretion, in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price and the amount
achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in TDM’s possession,
applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to TDM. TDM shall give the Buyer 14 days written notice
before exercising such lien;
h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the
lot within 20 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored
at the Buyer's expense and risk at TDM’s premises or in
independent storage
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, TDM will
re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at TDM’s discretion. The sale proceeds, less all TDM’s
costs, will be forfeited unless collected by the Buyer within 2
years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) TDM will use information supplied by Bidders or otherwise
obtained lawfully by TDM for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and as otherwise
required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder agrees to
the processing of their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third parties world-wide for the purposes
outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 9(i).
12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other
materials produced by TDM are the copyright of TDM.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer
without TDM’s prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force
and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in accordance
with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts, in favour of TDM.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd.‘s Authenticity Guarantee
If Thomas Del Mar Ltd. sells an item of Property which is later
shown to be a “Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. will rescind the sale and refund the Buyer the total
amount paid by the Buyer to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price.
The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in Thomas Del Mar
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to
deceive over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or
source, where the correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the generally
accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the date of the
sale, or the catalogue description indicated that there was a
conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale that the
item was a Counterfeit would have been by means of
processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in Thomas
Del Mar Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or

(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from
its value had it accorded with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:(i) notify Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in writing within one (1) month of
receiving any informationthat causes the Buyer to question the
authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was purchased and the
reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale.
Thomas Del Mar Ltd. has discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may require the Buyer to
obtain at the Buyer's cost the reports of two independent and
recognised experts in the relevant field and acceptable to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. shall not be bound by any
reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the right to seek
additional expert advice at its own expense. In the event Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. decides to rescind the sale under this Guarantee, it
may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to two
mutually approved independent expert reports, provided always
that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance and
in writing by Thomas Del Mar Ltd.
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Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

Catalogue Subscription Form
In order to avoid missing a sale why not subscribe and receive the catalogue directly from the printer’s mailing house.
Subscribers receive at least two catalogues per annum and are kept up-to-date to sale-related events at
Thomas Del Mar Ltd.
Name (Block Capitals) .............................................…………………………………………………………………………………………..
Address .................................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Post/Zip Code ...................................................................................
Telephone Number...........................................................................
Signature ..........................................................................................
Date ...................................................................................................

SUBSCRIPTION COSTS
UK

£20

Europe

£24

Rest of the world

£30





Please make cheques payable to THOMAS DEL MAR LTD and send to Thomas Del Mar Ltd, c/o Sotheby’s Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, London W14 8UX, United Kingdom, or alternatively fax your details to us on +44 (0) 207 6025973

Credit/Debit Card Information

Mastercard
Visa
Debit/Switch





Card Number ....................................................................................
Expiry Date .......................................................................................
Please debit my card for the amount shown above

SIGNED.............................................................................................
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ABSENTEE BID FORM

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s
Sale Title:
Antique Arms, Armour & Militaria
Date:
26th June 2007

(please print or type)

Name
Address

Code: ATWOOD
Please mail or fax to:
Thomas Del Mar
c/o Sotheby’s Olympia
Hammersmith Road
London
W14 8UX
Fax +44 (0) 207 602 5973
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the
following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be executed
as cheaply as is permitted by other bids or
reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The auctioneer
may open the bidding on any lot by placing a
bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may
further bid on behalf of the seller up to the
amount of the reserve by placing responsive or
consecutive bids for a lot.

Postcode
Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name

I agree to be bound by Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is
successful, I agree to pay a buyer’s premium
on the hammer price at the rate stated in the
front of the catalogue and any VAT, or
amounts in lieu of VAT, which may be due on
the buyer’s premium and the hammer price.

Expiry Date

Methods of Payment

Cardholder Signature

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.

Billing Address (if different from above)

If you wish Thomas Del Mar Ltd. to ship your purchases, please tick ___

Wire Transfer to our Bank
Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our
Bank:
HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent DA1 1DG

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

IBAN No.:GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.:MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.:Thomas Del Mar Ltd
Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no charge for debit
cards.
By signing this form you are
authorizing payment for this sale.

Sterling Bankers Draft

Drawn on a recognised UK bank
Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognised UK
bank. We require seven days to clear a
cheque without a letter of guarantee from your
bank.
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Lot No
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Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

